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31st YEAR

THE PIONEER AVIATORS
As announced by the PTT in their 1977 programme of new issues 4 stamps will
appear on 27th January, portraits of four well-known Swiss aviation pioneers and
their aircraft: OSCAR BIDER with a Bleriot monoplane, EDUARD SPELTERINI in front of
a balloon basket, ARMAND DUPAUX with a Dufauz biplane and WALTER MITTELHOLZER with a
Do-Merkur aeaplane. Brief biographies of these intrepid aviators are given below.

i

OSCAR BID. Born on 12th
July at
Langenbruck. Went to the
Argentine in 1911 in quest
of a free and independent
life as a farmer, but his
interest in aviation soon
made him return to Europe,
where he acquired his
pilot's licence at the Pau
flying school. Bought a
Bleriot monoplane and one
month latsr, on 24 January
1913, was the first to
cross the Pyrenees from Pau
to Madrid. Made Bern his
headquarters and took his
plane to numerous air shows
and meetings in aid of the
National
Aviation
Fund
and
was
widely
aclaimed.
When,
on
13
July 1913, he succeeded
crossing
in
the Central Alps from Bern to Milan for the first time, his name and
craft became the symbol of Swiss aviation. Was appointed chief pilot and flight
instructor of the newly formed Army Flying Corps in World War I. Resigned his
commission in 1919 to initiate civil aviation plans. Was killed in an aircraft
crash at Dahendorf on

7 July

1919.

•
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he took on
success in Cairo, St. Petersburg and Ztrich. The aerial photographs
ds. In Switserthese trips are considered outstanding even by present day standar
the Alps, the first of
land he became known above all for his daring flights across
many of his other trips
which, from Sion in 1898, took him far into France and like
ended his career
served scientific research purposes. The advent of the aeroplane
and be retired to Zipf (Austria), where he died on 16 June 1931.
ARMAND MAU. Born on 13
January in
st in
intere
Took
Paris.
t and with
studen
a
am
aviation
painter,
a
Henri,
his brother
types
various
with
experimented
ed
complet
wine,
and
w
of airscre
a
for
preliminary designs
helicopter (1905) and set out
to develop a lightweight
internal combustion engine.
The brothers established an
aeroplane and propeller works
near Geneva, where they built
their own flying machines.
After a number of setbacks and
failures they succeeded in producing their first really airworthy craft, the Dufaux biplane (1910), which was to beArmand himself gave an
come the most popular model of Swiss design for some years.
full length of Lake
impreseive demonstration of its airworthiness by flying it the
outbreak of World War I
Geneya on 29 August 1910. When the factory was sold at the
where he made airHenri. returned to painting and Armand opened a workshop in Paris
In 1918 he, too, gave
craft components and designed fighter planes as a sideline.
in Geneva on 17 July 1951.
up a:elation and turned to other fields of engineering. Died
g
. 1AWALMISTEhi hilli. Born on
2 April
1894 at St. Gallen. A photographer by trade, he began his
brilliant aviation career by
joining the Army Flying Corps
in 1915, acquiring his pilot's
licence two years later. After
the war he and his former
flight instructor, Comte,
founded the first Swiss airline,
which in 1920 merged with other
companies into Ad Astra Aero.
Mittelholser can its aerial
photography division until, in
1931, he was appointed managing
director and chief pilot of
Swissair, formed by a merger of
Ad Astra and Balair. Became
to Persia (1924/24),
widely known for his pioneer flights across Spitsbergen (1923),
, and to
njaro)
to Africa1.92T7s first north-south crossing; 19291 Kilima
died in a
He
books.
Abyssinia 1934 $ some of which are described in his travel
mountaineering accident in Austria on 9 May 1937.

;1404

Steekengravims Karl Bickel Jr., Walenstadt
2114Ams Kurt Wirth, Bern.
40 Hp. 3 colours: red/violet-blue/black
Colours,:
blue/violet/black
80 Hp.
-brown/olive/black
yellow
100 Hp.
-green/brown/black
bluish
"
150 Hp.
by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern on
ng
engravi
Rotary line
Printing & pacer:
white paper with luminous substance and violet fibres.
sheets (1-4) of 25 each
36 x 26 ma. (33 x 23 Ls.) Form cvliqders 4
Stamo uses
set and a simple
A special commemorative cover will be available for the whole
Folders and
ETAG'.
AUSGAB
First Day cancel will be used: '3000 BEEN - 27.1.77 collection sheets will be available.

PUBLICITY STAMPS

- Series I.

The first set of Special (Publicity) stamps will also be issued on
27th January. Comprising 3 values the details are:
This Society, founded at Geneva in September
20 lip. 100 Tears of the Blue Crone,
1877, has been untiring over the last 100
years in its efforts to fight alcoholism and to care for alcoholics. The design
show an alcoholic receiving treatment, together with the Blue Cross emblem.
This traditional festival of Vevey, held every
40 Rp. Ijataae Festival at Vevev.
25 years, is the highlight of historic folkFrom 30th July to 14 August tens of
lore of Western Switserland's wine-growers.
will
come
to
the
shores
of Lake Geneva to watch and join in
thousands of visitors
this gay and colourful event with its processions, music, dancing and games. It
is being beld for the last time this century.
80 lip.
'JUNI= 77'. Berl, Young people from all over the world are expected to
take part in this Youth Philatelic Exhibition to be
held in Bern from 7 - 11 April. Its aim is to promote co-operation and friendship
and to draw attention to stamp collecting as an exciting and instructive hobby.
The gaily coloured balloons in the design are to convey the carrying of the
'JUPHILEX' news in all directions. The 15 year-old designer, Daniel Proidevaux,
was the winner of the Fund for the Promotion of Philately competition,
Piguatn: 20 lip. Claude Kojonnet, Neuch gtel - Patient and emblem - 3 Colours:
grey/dark blue/dark grey
Bornand, Gaeng & Monod, Montreux - Sun-shaped Bacchus head
40 RI).
(official festival emblem) - 4 colours: red/yellow/
dark brown/gold
Daniel Froidevaux, St. Blaine - Balloons carrying mail 80 lip.
4 colours: light blue/dark blue/green/red
WILI/Iv Multicolour rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
1
4
White, with luminous substance, without coloured fibres.
2.42.
W
36 x 28 mm.
Form cYlinder: 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each.
ajdo
Four special envelopes will be available, with appropriate vignettes, one
for each value and one for the set. The same First Day cancel will be used as for
the portrait stamps. Folders and collection sheets will be available as usual.
61.1111111111.01.1n41016

Details of the special flight being
organised by the Transport Museum in
The route
Lusern have now been released.
of this flight, which will be on 13th
February '77, in a DC-6B aircraft, and
follow that of Mittelholser's epic African
flight and will be from Zurich via Cairo,
Nairobi, Caps Town and Gao (Mali), with
special cancellations at each place.
Commemorative covers will be available at
40 lip. each or Fr.1.60 for the series.
Each cover must bear at least 2 x 150 lip.
RittelholOr stamps - to be issued on 27th
Jan. - advance sales on 24th. Covers to
be marked with the required cancel, otherwise all , will go to Cape Town. Orders to
Bern accepted to end of January.
/0:r

WE'RE CATCHING
OUR BREATH
We have just passed
through an unprecedented boom selling
period of rarities and unusual items.

However, we can assure prospective
visitors to 'STAMPEI' that they will
not be disappointed with what will
be on offer - HLE is such a miser
with

his !stock that

he can always find

something extra when needed:
'STAMM' 1977 - March 1st to 5th

'

N.'PRIce)"7

STAND 30

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

;-,

/41.
,

fcb

l y.,1

Highgate,
P.O. Box 242
London 116 4LW
Telephone: 01 - 348 - 0296

MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
Place of
Origin

Date on
Postmark

Owner

E.I.W.

?

Montreux

89

E.I.W.

?

Payerne

90

A.4.T.

1.V.43

Wrich

1,V.43
7.V.43
91

0

13.V,45

500.

Mossley

F1.-

New York .

Yes

2a (b)

Yes

2a (b)

50c.

Yes

--o
A lied forces capture tue whole of No

LMCD 17.V.43
27,V.43
. (VI ?)

Stein

one

None

500.

None

50c.

Blue (ding.)

Dublin
Ca4bridge
Otford (Kt)
Bath

71°

22.V1.43

MontanaVermala
(VS)

97A LMCD

23.VI.43

Oberhofen Radnor
(USA)

F1.-

Yes

3 (b)

Pompaples ManChester
(VD)

60c.

Yes

3 (b)

98

'

F.1.20

A.E.

97

?

900.

Peulla
(Chile)

Oberhofen Radnor (USA)
La Chauxde-Fouds

n

Adelboden
a rich 1
Sembrancher (VS

95
96

.

(b) Front brown
(horiz.) back
blue (diag.) -o
--o
Africa.

A.R.T. 9.V1.43
R.B. 15.V1.45
A.E.

94

Colour
Wash

I.
An alternative to tie route via Germany for aimail

.
Geneva IIj Andover

GC.G.l 14.V.45

LNCD

I

Destination Postage Airmail German
Applied label/ cen.lab.
(Identn
env.
Letter)
oYes
2a (b)
500.
Sunnindale

Britian forces capture Tunis.

11.V.45

C.R.

0

C.p.a.l'e:

Part XXI

DUTTON

By

E.I.W. 25.V1.43

Bath

50e.

Very weak

50c.

70c.
(1 strap

Yes . : 2a (b)

Blue (weak)

Grey (diag.)

Blue (vert.)
(weak)

t
I
Operation lluaky - the invasion of Sicily.
SI
o
.,
la (b)
Yes
'506.
Bern of I Reading
98A R.B. 12.1111.43
Blue (horiz.)
3 (b)
Yes
50c.
99 lkin 21.V11.43 Biel/Bienn Worthing
la (b) Blue (vert.)
Yes
60c,
100 E.I.W. 25.V11.45 Pompaples I Nanchester
g
nt is forma:
25.V11.43 Musaolini is arrested, aud a ne2 Italia Governm
28.V11.43 Letter from Churchill to Roosevelt mentions 74,000 British B.O.W.s,
0
0
0
0
-0
0o
o
0---e

10.V11.45
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Schedule of Covers
1
1
: YS FuarY 943 - December 1944

Pert C
Period V
.
.3
Other Marks on Cover
NO. in blue No.top LH Ne.bot.LH British British Arrival
indel.pencil cornet in corner in cen.seal censor Date
pehcil (1.0.90
No.
or hlk h. pencil
stamp (H/S)
TYPe o
I-----------e---------7 •
1,196
1[1411 his. Pmk is 'Visitez
1.82
1313/1
933(P) '
-7299/1
Montreux' slogan. A.E. has
same slogan on cover ntkd
5.IV.43; P.0.90 seal covers
date._,
1A1
7170
2474
1341/2
717(P)
MULJUIL. Date unclear;
. 7170 and 31/2 are separate;
31/2
7 7 oea under Ger. seal.
6149 21.VII.43 T i h7a. Blue stains on hack
1324/1 , 7126?/5/1 1D
319fP)
'I.C.' in ink on P.0.90
label. ;N.Y. meter mark.
•
•
)
o
going via London or New York is to go via Chiasso 1 to Genoa and be taken by Swiss ships
'...._.----to--Lon.----0
a
None
1299/2 7269/14/2 IL44
I 667;0

(0

0

Trinidad AE873.9 70V11.43

897(P).

2327/2 ?I61-19 2 1A

None

None

1K1

6819

1A7a
2
ILl

3600
884
2474

I 1318/4 + 7 11t /4
181
+ Bl

1BI

2743

None

2301/1 7495-1e/1
114/1 7 2M /1
1319/1 7 s /

795(P)
14(P)
284(P)

284(P)

200t 10. .4'

334(P)

None

7317-26/
14-4B

IA

2020

421(P)

None

7297/291+1F

1A3
1A3

1695
'1695

?-14/2
None

2
lA
lA

2354
1293
3442

-

h/s. 'Lisbon' h/s
%.V. 3; Santiago h/s 5.VII.
43. Peulla h/s. 'By at-mRil
via Lisbon' typed by s:,nder.
at 1.n.k;
P.0.90
GPO sc0....ag tape at bottom;
Irish F.P.1 censor label
No. 88.
at r.1..u.
Comm ,r :ial mail
r
.
n s, Thick 'IC.'
seal
41.9%

51-2107-G.W.D.
T(il_h/s.
04 P.C.-9-0 label
. 'Via ZUrichJ ut ous t' added on front in
very different writing from
address. Letter has 1319 at
top 1.h. corner in pencil.
'Via Stuttgart' written by
sender; rubber Stamp 'Taxe
reclame' ... Fr 2Gcts Basle
2 / (20 in violet pencil).
Stronv blue streak on letter
hich has 1318 at top 1.h.
corner. Cover was posted on
same day as Cover 74, both
have '284' and 7
521.14 i ) h/s.
'Lb' in blue; 'I.C.' in ink
on P.C.90 seal; 'v Basel'
in same writing as '5g.'
None
a

a
1

509/2
None

6 (P)
428(P)
I 548(P)

None
None

1379/1 :7462/261.1
6
under General Badoglio.
These were later interned in Switzerland.
in Italy.

o

---0

-4D

(To be continued)

s:
AEL RUTHERFOORD, come the following item
From: our ever-vigilant news-hound,-MICH _

DAY OF THE STAMP 76 IN CILAFRUS

eter of
The special cancellation shown has a diam
Mobile Post
32 mm. (as usual) and was used by the
shows Saint
It
se.
Bour
and
Office at the Exhibition
the cantonal
of
part
main
Fridolin, who also forma the
h monk who
Iris
g
erin
want
the
flag and insignia. He was
hern bank
nort
the
on
n
inge
founded the monastery at Sick
The
ury.
cent
5th
the
of the Rhine east of Basel in
rful
powe
this
by
ed
territory of Glarus later was own
s
giou
reli
all
in
monastery and so his figure was used
-of.
coat
on's
Cant
festivals and thus became part of the
p of Irish
arm*. St. Gallus was another of the grou
Germany and
hern
monks who brought Christianity to nort
being named after him.
Gall
St.
Switzerland, the city and canton of
issued by the Philatelic Society of
As usual a.souvenir cover and card were
cover is toned grey on the inside,
Glarus, both showing an early postal seal. The
albums,
pink when kept in plastic (PVC 7) FDC
which - unfortunately - tends to turn
main
the
la,
Biel
by
being investigated
as I have learned to my cost. This is now
*CVO
Swiss album makers.
e
iLLEAAv stass CANCELLATIONS
December 1976 issue has obtained some
The Swiss magazine "Philatelica" in the
light on this mysterious affair.
information from the PTT to throw some
cial PTT stand at the specific
These cachets are used only at the offi
rs
Swis stamps (including those of the Inte
exhibition to 'cancel' anything or any
ver,
howe
beforehand. The main purpose is,
national Offices) bought at the stand or
the appropriate page of the ubiquitous
the cancellation of the stamps stuck into
ng
st gag at international exhibitions, havi
"pessports", which have become the late
on.
a page per represented postal administrati
ugh the mails and the loose washed
Covers thus cancelled cannot be sent thro
first of these and apparently black
stamps are worthless. Red was used for the
as is usual for all Swiss cachets
for the others. They are about 40 am. long
(See 3 illustrations below).
used by the Mobile Post Offices etc.
not be published in the official PTA
The PTT states that future cachets will
ow.
HILEI' Exhibition and others will foll
Bulletin. The next will be for the 'AMP
pressure under which a 'correct'
A strange story, and illustrates the
ion.
administration is placed to keep in fash

THE NOT-4UITE-50

n

AmBEITILAER
cImm
25 Years of the Swiss Thematic
Collectors Society will be celebrated
in elattzsutrum-bei-Wallisellen from
. 2-3Q.January '77.
The special cancellation depicts
s
Job. J. Scheuchzer (1672-1733) and read
LLBN
GLATTZENTRUM-bei-WALLISE
25 Jahr. Schweiz, Motivsammlerveruin
26-30.1.77'.
Mell...
•••nnnn•n••nnn•••

As from 26th January:
8833 SAMSTAGERN - Sonnenterrasse dber
dam Zerichsee (K.661)
I
PEI - Royal
Make a note to visit STAM
Agricultural Hall - Mar. let - 5th.

liMEHILW
u
h
Slogans for t eJ nior Philatelic
a:e being
in
Exhibiticn ir
vages,
lang
ial
offc
4
issued in all
rarest)
the
ays
(alw
nsch
that in Roma
readss
It
a.
Aros
7050
from
g
emanatin
'Exposiziun filatelica internaziunale
per i giovani - 7-11.111.1977',
-40ILAIMAKI
An from 26th Januarys
SINGEN - im Aaretal Aufstrebend
und gAstlich
AARBERG im Berner Seeland - Einzigartig
Several interesting articles in
hand for future issues ... but don't
relax your efforts!:
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LETTER
DID YOU KNOW?

Compiled by M. Thompson
ut
Annual Competition
l e*
Annual General Meeting
Automatic Stamps
B.I.E. Forerunners
Castles of Switserland
Definitive. 1973, Notes on
Essay Competition 1901
Fiscals, An Appeal for Help
l
' Gabra 1976
Craubanden, a Philatelic

25
85
82
67
33
73
92
84
43
5

that Zumstein will not catalogue the
new parcel label I mentioned last month.
They consider them to be franking labels
to be put on letters anywhere, as they are
already cancelled with date and place of
issue. / can only concur, but an interesting item to have. The minimum value would
be sft 1
. .-, for a parcel under-1 kilo.
.... that the definition of a parcel
inside Switzerland is if the weight is over
250 g. Below that weight it is a letter
at the standard rate of 40c. If a letter
exceeds B5 in size, 250 x 175 mm., or is
thicker than 2 mm., the price is 70n.

Tour Through (Concl.)
'Interphill 1976
51, 59, 66
Jungfrau Railway P.O. etc.
39, 47, 56
Local Publicity Slogans .
17
that I got the definitive version of
Mail Carried from Switzerland 13, 21, 30,
to U.K. During W.W.II 37, 44, 53 the 1976 booklet just after Christmas. It
Parts XI to XX

62, 68, 77
83
9, 18, 24,
26, 29. 34.
65, 70, 79
81, 88, 89
60

New Issues

.
Pert ins
Service Gratuit
Soldier Stamp Catalogue
The Swiss Have a Label for

93
8, 10
it 49. 57, 75
90

U.P.U. 19001arts IV to
conclusion

3. 11, 19
27. 35

Verg‘
-4111M.OSIMIORN.,1109

SUB4C4IP

91.1

An 'X' in the box
indicates that your renewal
subscription for 1977 is outstanding at
g
p
of ostin . Please send promptly.

Nwmas ISSUED
The following figures for 1975 have
just been released by the PT:

EUROPA (CEPT) 1975
PUBLICITY STAMPS 1975,
Aid for the Handicapped
The Helping Hand
European Heritage Year
Cent. of Fischer Post
PRO JUVENTUTE 1975
10
15
30
50
60

30c. 19,234,000
50c. 10,019,000
60c. 10,129,000
15c.
300.
500.
60c.

is green with the Zunstein advert on the
back cover in the paws way as the previous
salmon coloured version.
.... that only Pro Juventute booklets can
be put on a standing order from the
hilatelic Bureau in Berni
that 2 series of each stamp issue is
the minimum one can put on a staadiag
order from Bern, but flr this one gets a
ery nice New Year card, which always
contains a real stamp, cancelled in Bern,
hia year it was the uonderful 80e.
'Euz-opal with matthing design Snits cover.
...

that for thoce 'with spare multiples
of SFr. 175.- 1ring around there was
ecently a unique chance to get rid of them.
he firm Philmail, which specialisos in
such things, produced a very special FDC
on 4.10.76, the day when the first of the
new seriee of Swiss banknotes appeared.
he note was for SFr. 100.- and carries the
icture of the Swiss-Italian architect
Borromini. Onto such notes a 300. stamp
of 1969 (Z.473) showing the same picture
of Borromini was stuck and then cancelled
on the 4th. The limited edition was
apparently sold out within 10 days. it
least we will always be worth SFr. 100.4:
that apparently at recent auctions
(with record sales) and at bourses, the

10,086,000 umber of foreigners was large, especially
20,271,000 from the UK and USA,: indicating that many
10,216,000 consider stamps a very good investment in

10,016,000

those countries with high rates of
inflation. Swiss inflation is now less
than X% per year.

+ 05c. 10,947,000
Swiss stamps
+ 1,00- 8,844,000 ......... that I find there are 26
55).
No.
sports
(Question
illustrating
+ 20c. 17,101,000
5
1 P 6,
3,
PJ
3,
Air
12,
specials
the
krom
+ 20c. 4,203,000
+ 25c. 4.639,000 Premiums 2. Note that alphorn blowing is
classed under music, not sport!

The above P.J. figures include the
staiips from 370.209 booklets.

FEBRUARY MEETINGS
LONDON - Wed. Feb. 9 - LANDSCAPE ISSUES
All Members
LEEDS - Sat. Feb. 19 NEW MEMBER SHOWS

......... that Question No. 56 concerns the
special cancellation shown on page 87 of
the 'News Letter'. Compare this carefully
with the stamp (Z.520) to find an interesting errors
M•R•

LONDON GROUP: Hon. Sec. Mrs. E.J. RAWNSLE

O R MSLIER: Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. HO/LE,
EAL

At the meeting held on 12th January
Mr, A. S. Newell presented a magnificent
display of Swiss Aerophilately, covering
every means of conveying mail by air and

including many rare and unusual items
never seen before, and every item in
superb condition; from balloon and
zeppelin mail, pioneer air shows, Pro
Aero etc., followed by a large selection

of special and first flight covers.
It would be impossible to do justic
to this display in the small space avail
able and as Mr. Newall was kind enough
to provide a copy of his accompanying
notes, these will be published next
month, the vast amount of new issue news
having -taken up most of our pages in

this issue.

6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax.
At the Dec. meeting in Leeds ten
members combined to present a fantastic
array of material comprising 'UNUSUAL ITEMS'.

Mr. Nilsep Nachnahme covers and cards

with the special circular cancels: forerunners for the B.I.N. on covers Bodensee
ship marks and Provisional issues on
cover with varieties.
Mr. Gilchrist,- Red Cross tracing labels
on cover: Internment Camp cover with photograph: soldier stamp cards: folders with
PTT trial prints & various Red Cross items.
M. Eastwoo4 - selection of unusual covers
and cards including postage due items and
a PTT folder of 1945 War Disabled miniature
Red Cross sheet.
Mr. El hated - a galaxy of material including Helvetia Republic; Zeppelin mail; PTT

official cards; Kocher stamps; Geneva sorting office marks; PTT test labels; an
FROM THE SECRETARY,
ification card; official
very official UPU ident
- Once again I wish to thank the
wrappers for stamps & booklets - and even a
many members who sent Christmas Greetin record in the form of a postcard which can

too many, alas, for individual
acknowledgment, but greatly appreciated.
These good wishes are heartily reciproeated and will spur me on to maintain
and if possible improve our efforts in
the year ahead.
•

/?.

R, RAVCR would also like to thank
members for the many expressions of
Geed Will and Good Wishes which he has
received.

24TAI

IN
TE
MS
ZU
JE - Latest editions published

on 1st September, 1976
17.00
R 0 P E 1977 ... Price
LIECHTENSTEIN
WITZE
1,70
... Price
Pocket size
Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42 Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW
Also available:

BOVIDLEOTALEAT;ONERY CATALOGUE
Price: SFr.19.- plus postage

.4.-

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the.BERNER BRIEFMARIN1

ZEITU4G.
Annual fee 1977: SFr. 25.without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplement

For fine, first class stamps -

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr, Bertsch &

P.O.B. 2585

CH - 3001 BERN

still be played.
Mr, Johnson , - an unusual letter of 1843 from
Thun to Ireland with many cancels & markings.
Mr. C4rns - his winning entry at Blackburn
ls with covers
P.S. on Lake Lucerne Ship cance
y
periods.
pert,
Rel
.
from Strubeli & Sitting
tion
a
selec
and
Mr. Swift - a map of 1673
ngs.
marki
of
ty
of early covers with a varie
shown
were
on
which
s 1,Rrve map
Mr. Moors
items of Swiss Used Abroad.
- his 6 Stampex trophies.
Ho
Dr. Ritctie - a selection of covers with
meter marks, newnpaper wrappers, Pro Juv.
covers and a telephone bill of 1910!
COV7IPSOMMENIM,
SWISS

PHILATELY

What new
Whither away in 1977.
fields do you wish to explore? There
are many to cheese from:
POSTAL HISTORY /STATIONERY
TETE-BECHE & SE-TENANT
FLAWS &VARIETIES
AIRMAILS & FLIGHT COVERS
LAKE STEAMER KUL

DAY OF THE STAMP CARDS & COVERS
RAILWAY STAMPS
SOLDIER STAMPS
All these and many more, as well
as stamps of all issues, which should
be completed as seen us possible.
Send your Wants Lists or ask
for selections on approval.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE
Lancs. LA4 6P1

14, Low Lane,
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SWITZERLAND IN THE AIR
A Short Record of Swiss Aviation and Airmail ... by A. S. NEWALL
In February 1704 an air balloon, made of paper with a cat as pilot,
It flew from
carried a letter which promised a gift for the finder of the missile.
rtation of
transpo
the
Lucerne to Megger and represents one of the first efforts in
constructed in that
mail by air in Switzerland. The first aircraft, however, was
country by one Jacob Degen of Basel around 1800.

The 19th century air effort in Switzerland belongs almost entirely to
ini,
the balloon. It culminated in the many flights of the untiring Capt. Spelter
(duly
ds
postcar
drop
to
used
he
who flew hundreds of sortees in his balloons and
Post
stamped), addressed to his friends, which were cancelled, if found, at the
dated
is
these
of
known
t
Office nearest to the place of drop. (The earlies
6.8.1892 and was cancelled at Gumlingen, Bern.)
In 1908 Col. Sohaeck and Lt. Messner won the Gordon Bennett balloon
This
race from Berlin (they flew for 72 hrs. 25 min. and landed in Norway).
Swiss Post
victory brought the Gordon Bennett race to Switzerland in 1909 and the
It was
Office condescended to issue the first Swiss airmail cancellation.
appended to letters which were never flown.
Still among balloons, in 1910 the city of Lucerne sponsored their own,
centre of
the famous "Ville de Lucerne", which took the air and became the
.
attraction at many Air Shows throughout the country
The same year witnessed the first Swiss aircraft exhibition in
over the Simplon
Rorschach. Also that year the famous Peruvian pilot Chaves flew
Grandjean,
like
Names
s.
pioneer
the
of
in a powered aircraft. This was the age
of them
famous
most
the
and
Kramer
Nigg, Taddeoli, Rech, Borrer, Maffei, Fevre,
beside
right
Born,
in
status
a
by
nation
all, Oscar Bider, who was honoured by the
the UPU Memorial.
1913 saw the first precursors of the airmail stamp. The Air Day
officially
vignettes were issued by a number of Air Show organising Committees and
Air
such
19
recognised as a surcharge on covers flown at the demonstrations.
weather
bad
to
due
Shows were planned. 15 were successful, 3 were abandoned
life of
(Altdorf, Hochdorf and Ruttwil) and one because of a crash which cost the
belong
ns
occasio
these
Genuine covers shown on
the pilot, Ernst Reich, at Olten.
to-day to the most coveted collection items.
The Air Show at Wasserauen on 21st June 1914 closes this chapter of
Military took over,
Swiss civil aviation, for the First World War intervened, the
viability of
the
to
as
n
questio
any
longer
no
and when the War ended there was
air transport and airmail,
The first regular airmail service was opened between Ulrich - Bern for use on
Lausanne on 30.4.1919 and the first airmail surcharge stamp was issued
.
purpose
this
for
green
50c.
Zum.113
nted
this flight. The Swiss P.O. overpri
Similarly when the first international airmail service was opened
overprinting
between Basel - Frankfurt on 14.9.1920, the SW188 P.O. again obliged by
stayed
stamps
two
&Anal° 30 c. to used as a surcharge on this service. These
in use until 1.3.1923 and were permissible on any airmail.
The period of first flights 'commenced. Almost every week saw a new
line opened or trials of a new line taking place. The Post Office realised the

4 14+

10
4MXT;ER1.AND IN 7NE AIR (Continued)

potential of a new and powerful source of revenue. In 1923 we see the first
20, 25,
definitive airstamp issue and the variety of values in itself (10, 15,
de
multiti
the
shows
Fr.,
2
1
Fr.
1
30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 65 Cts., and later 75c.,
of possible applications.
One of the most famous pilots and aircraft owners of the time was
services
Walter Mittelholser, who was responsible for stretching the Swiss airmail
1926:
in
Africa
to
thrice
and
1924
in
ts.
Teheran
He flew to
to other continen
1929 and 1930. The second flight was financed by the Viennese Baron Rothschild
safari.
who commissioned Nittelholser to take a party to Khartoum for a wild life
ers
passeng
of
rt
transpo
king
underta
A number of private enterprises sprang up,
and
e
Lausann
Air
Balug,
and mail, both nationally and internationally. Balair,
came
Cidna
and
Teem
Ad At were some of the Swiss ones, Aero Lloyd, Sabena,
from abroad. In 1931 Balair and Ad Astra joined forces under the name of
Its
Swissair which became one of the most successful air lines in the world.
Vienna.
to
first regular flight was on 2nd May 1932 from Zerich
To realise the rate of growth of airmail two figures will suffice: in
19292k million letters were carried by Swiss airmail, in 1930 44 million.
The use and efficiency of this method of transport made special surthe last
charges unnecessary and the 25th annivery of Swiss airmail in 1944 saw
issue of regular airrA.1 stamps. From this date orly occasional special purpose
stamps were printo1 c a1ly as franchise for special flights and in support of
the 'Pro Lem' FunJ:
Switzerland took its place as one of the focal points of the European
regular
airmail network and in 1946 Transworld Airlines (USi9 opened the first
this
followed
Swissair
111-51
transatlantic service USA - Geneva - USA (SAY
'fork
New
Gander)
,
in 1948 with the opening of the line ZUrich - (Shannon
(SAV 111-68).
In all Swiss airmail stamps consist of:
1) Pioneer issues of
2) Regular issues a
b
c
d
ai
3) Provision:as
b

1913
1923/1930
1932
1941
1944
1919/1920
1935/1938

4) "Pro Lore" (to date 9 in all): 1938,
1941, 1944, 1946, 1947, 19491
1963: 1972.
After half a century as a
philatelist and 6 years in merephilately it occurred to me that the
relation of one to the other is like
that of a drawing to an art painting.
Almost every line in this
covers a field of endeavour
record
short
and specialisation.
study
open to
Aerophilately takes the collector out of
his den, every OW gets a new meaning,
every post office becomes a source of
information.
Aerophilately opens a new
world of endeavour to those who may have
developed doubts as to whether the
acquisition of a 41,000 rarity ahould be
the almost sole criterion of acclaim.
Any who feel that collecting
airmail can give them pleasure and enric
their hobby is assured of all reasonable
assistance from the author.
A.S.N.
January error: 'STAMPEK' will be at the
Royal Horticultural New Rail and not the
A gricultural Ball.

For the best in Swiss Stamps.
VISIT STAND 30
The usual Amateur Collector
"gang" will be on hand and
look forward to seeing old
and new friends once again.

Inland readers may find the

enclosed learlet, giving

full 'Stampei° details, of

some help.

H.L.KATCHEI1
THE -AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.:
Higtgate,
P.O. Box 242
LONDON N6 41M

Telephone: 01 - 348 - 0296
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AVIATOR STAMPS, SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
By M. RUTHERFOORD
cancelled not
There is a healthy tendency in Switzerland to have new stamps
on the first day or on
in Bern, but at the place associated with the stamp, either
the day of the event itself, if any..
ode fit very well:
For the Aviators set, just issued, the following publicity

Itis original biplanes can
100c. DUFAUX with K254a "Geniove 15 Aeroport". One of
still be seen at static airshowe, and is shown on the PTT FDC.
above, as this was the combined
150c. MITTEI1HOLZP with the Mendorf ads as
until Ulrich Airport was opened at
ome
military and civil aerodr
about 1948 onwards.
Kloten in 1953 (Z.No. 313), but had been used in fact from
on the special flight
In the January HNL were shown the four date stamps used
al pioneering flights,
of 13.2.77. Shown here are the cachets used on the origin
The numbers used are
all used with the "Zurich Flugpost" (or Luftpost) eds.
er Africa flights are
those of the "Swiss Airmail Catalogue". The Mittelholz
as follows:
372a

366a

347,

196

Ad Asfra-Arrikaflug

NOVEMBER

4

crja

SCHWEIZER
AFRIKAFLUG

stamp and on
to Cape Town with the Dornier Mercury shown on the
taken.
route
the
shows
also
the special flight cover, which
lying of Mr. Kilimanjaro.
1929/30 to Nairobi, including the first over-f
2ad.
nown
across the Sahara to Gao (just east of the more well-k
122
3rd.
t
(cache
Africa
West
Timbuctoo) in to-day's Mali, then French
in blue).
MOON • RAMO
Vignettes used on the 1977 covers:

1st.

12612,1

or.

MITTEL/10in R ANIMA • owerabcpwa
1927 • 19/7

Special. Flight 13.2.77

Stamp issue ?DC 27.1.77

MARCH

MEETING§

On Wed. 9th March - a welcome visitor, MR. H.
will tell more of the history of SWISS SOLDIER
not-to-be-missed occasion.
& SWISS USED
NORTHERN GROUP: Sat. 19th March: CUSTOW MARKS
Discussion Leader Mr.

LONDON GROUP:

SHELDRAKE, who
A
STAMPS.
ABROAD J. N. Highsted
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YET ANOTHER SWISS STAMP MYSTERY
Part I.
By: Fred R. Lesser
(Previously published in "Tell" - Journal of the A.H.P.S.)
A deep mystery surrounds the famous 1907 20 centimes, reddish-orange,
x , 12 perforation, so-called 'Benziger' printing on granite paper in a
(Zum. 94Aa).
legitimate USED condition.
The 'Standing Helvetia' series existed for exactly 25 years, from 1882
until 1907. The series were printed privately and in succession by 3 printing
firms: MUlhaupt & Son (1882-1886), Max Girardet (1886-1906) and Benziger & Co.
(1907). The gumming and perforating of all 'Standing Helvetia' stamps were done
by the Mint.
In view of the fact that the stamps were printed throughout their
existence by the engraved copperplate (galvanised/steel coated) process and reached a total distribution to post offices of just under 1 billion (1,000 million)
stamps during those 25 years, the plates suffered considerable abuse as well as
wear

and tear.

Frequent and more-or-less

Continuous re-engraving

or 'retouching'

of stamp negatives in the plates became an inevitable necessity. Damage to the
plates was common as the result of the use of hand-presses until the end of the
19th Century. This pressing by hand limited each frame to 209 stamps. When
Max Girardet was awarded the printing contract (who attained certain frame for
having lent his 'Standing Helvetia' plates to a printer in Paris who turned out
those well-known Paris Essays of doubtful philatelic value), he introduced
machine operated presses which allowed the Use of frames with 4 plates of 100
For practical and probably control reasons, the post
stamp negatives each.
offices received only so-called half-sheets of 50 stamps. Hence no full sheets
(of 100 stamps) of 'Standing Helvetia' ever reached the public.
These issues are probably the most varied series of stamps in Swiss
'
2 paper qualities were used, 3 different watermark designs
postal history.
employed, 4 perforation standards were chosen at various intervals and 160 odd
plates,
variations are known. Due to dye colour changes, defective and retouched
'foldovers' of paper under the presses, 'back-to-front transfers' or so-called
a' can
' Abklatsche', 'transparents' due to oily inks etc., the 'Standing Helveti
be a collector's feast.
Perhaps the most famous exponent of a retouched 'Standing Helvetia'
printed by
stamp is the 1905 20 centimes, orange, llf x 11 on white plain paper
by Girardet
used
frame
the
,
Max Girardet (Zum. 86A). For some reason or another
hes' out
'retouc
70
of
for this stamp consisted of 4 plates with a combined total
tions'
'correc
46
showed
of 400 stamp negatives. One plate alone (lower left hand)
for
hes'
'retouc
out of its 100 negatives. A truly magnificent record of plate
of this 20 centimes
one stamp. During the 2 years of 1905 and 1906, 10 million
stamp were issued to the post office.
The printing contract for these stamps
By , 1907, three things happened.
same time the Swiss postal authorithe
went to Benziger & Co. of Einsiedeln. At
11 (13 vertical teeth) to
x
114
ties changed the perforation standard from
use of granite paper instead of
the
to
llf x 12 (14 vertical teeth) and went over
the previously used .plain white quality.
Until about 10 years or so ago, it was generally believed that when
to
BenzigOr & Co. were awarded the printing contract, they:yere-also instructed
the
test
and
print a trial run of the 20 centimes 'Standing Helvetia' to examine
paper
granite
the
with
lity
suitabi
for
sly,
previou
t
Girarde
by
plates as used
reddisha
chose
who
Co.
&
quality. It was also assumed that it was Benziger
ed
orange ink colour deliberately in order to identify the trial run which consist
of 34 'half-plates', i.e. 1,700 stamps (34 x 50 stamps).
ns
A very close study and re-examination of some of the mint specime
,
d
reveale
stamps
paper
granite
teeth,
l
from those 1,700 'reddish-orange' 14 vertica
used
t
Girarde
that
plates
,those
with
al
2 findings. The 'retouches' were identic
standard differed from that
and so was the printing stype. Benziger's printing
.
already received some steck
had
t
of Girardet. It also became known that Giraide
There are also
gerl
by'Bensi
r
take-ove
the contractual
of granite paper prior tothat
printers.
fussy
arly
particul
as
known
were
senziger
many opinions suggesting
orange,
reddish1,700
the
that
d
believe
In view of these findings it is now
paper
x 12 20 centimes 'Standing Helvetia' was a trial run effort on granite
y
identif
to
dye
-orange
reddish
the
by Max Girardet and that it was he who chose

llf

these stamps.

(To be concluded)
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Mail carried from Switzerland to the UK.
during World War 11

Part NMI
- Covers 73 to 151 (Continued)

5. Peri
5.5 AleesulLa
s egokle

5.5.1 keeleleag e

The German censors used a variety of sealing strips and
machine or handstamps which tied the strip to ths
the
envelope; and in every Case at least the machine or handstamp contained
HNL Mar.
identification letter of the censor office as listed in Section 2.4 (
'75
p.19. The range of strips ind stamps is given in Reference 7 (EEL Mar. '75,
p.11 and will not be repeated here, but the main features of the three types of
seals that were applied to Swiss mail are summarised below.
se

The first type of strip and stamp was applied to most of the Swiss airmail
which passed through the Berlin censor office during January 1943 and in illusThe seal itself consists of plain light-brown paper with
trated in Fig. 15e
ridges, and was invariably used at
the left hand side of the envelope.
OFFNET
The straight-line machine stamp,
with the text "UNMET / (b) OKW"
i .
with eagle and wreathed swastika, is
always struck in red on the listed
Pig. 15 Type 1 Ctrman censor seal and
covors which passed through Berlin.
machine
p Seal type B56 &
Reference 7 gives four variants of
B23 of Reference 7).
stamp
this stamp but only two occur on the
listed covers. The first, Typo la, with thick lettering, was often used on mail
Fig. 8 - BEL
from Switzerland posted between 27th January, 1943 (Cover 66
Feb. '76, p.14) and 5th August, 1943 (Cover 102). The last, Type id, with much
finer lettering, occurs on Swiss mail posted between 29th February, 1944 (Cover 124)
and 6th Mar., 1944 (Cover 127).

KW

The second type of strip was used on all the listed Swiss covers which were
opened at Paris and on most of those which travelled by air via Berlin. The
smaller of the two main variants seen on Swiss mail is shown in Fig. 16, It
contains a circular motif with the eagle and swastika above the censor office
identification
letter (b for Berlin,
4.V

Geoffn t

Geliffnet

a for Paris) with
the words "Gime

kommando der Wehrmacht" above. (The
b example, Fig. 16, is
from Cover 134 of
17.IV.44 is exceptI._anal as it has a
Fig. 16 Type 2a German censor seal (Type B55 of Ref. 7).
missing dot to the right of the '13'). The paper is white, brownish or grey, and
the seal was usually applied over an opening on the left-hand side of the
envelope as in Fig. 11, Often, however, the German censors at both Paris and

ee

Berlin made a slit in the back of the envelope and resealed with a Type 2 seal.

Early examples on Swiss mail include Cover 68B posted at Zurich on g22.1.43,
Cover 71 posted at Castasegna on 29.1.43, Cover 73 posted at Neuch tel on 5.11.43

and Cover 79 posted at Lausanne on 3.111.43.
These were used
The larger variant of the Type 2 seals is shown in Fig. 17 *
intermittently on

Swiss mail throughout
the period from Cover

•

92A posted in
Oberhofen on 17.V*43

IA 0!Offmt'
te
\

to Cover 149 posted
in St. Gallen on
19.11.44 and assumed
•

to be censored on
23.11.44.

The Type 2 seals
Wig. 17 A Type 2b German censor seal
used on Swiss mail
ilar to those above.
were tied to the envelope with handstamps
In Pig. 18 the only difference between Types i and (ii) is that the latter
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throughout
has a squiggle over the right hand 'b'. Both were used intermittently
(i) on
Type
seen
only
have
,
I
the whole period on mail passing through Berlin but
Type
is
(iii)
sting
intere
most
The
the surface mail which was censored in Paris.
with the 'T' over,tkae eagle.
7
According Reimer k ), the
stamp is peculiar to Berlin
and is additional evidence
that Swiss airmail was
censored there. Examples on
transit mail which landed
at Berlin Tempelhof are
known as early as May 1942,
long before Swiss mail was
(iii)
(ii)
censored by the Germans.
The compilation gives
Fig. 18 German handstamps used to tie Type 2 seals
several examples of its use
7).
Ref.
of
B7
&
to envelopes (Types B5
on Swiss mail from Cover 78,
Cover 92, posted in Stein
to
43
27.11.
on
ed
posted in Lugano on 23.11.43 and censor
its use after this
report
covers
listed
on 14.V.43. Neither Reference 7 or the
date.
All the handstamps used to tie Type 2 seals applied in Berlin and Paris to
purple was
the listed envelopes posted in Switzerland were struck in red, but
43.
used in Munich and an example is found on Cover 118, posted in Ulrich on 14.111.
about
from
The Type (i) handstamp on the listed covers occurs in various sizes
exceptions,
many
are
there
h
althoug
but,
r
diamete
mm.
35
27 mm. diameter to about
35 mm.
it is commonest for the 27 mm. stamp to be used with Type 2a seals and the
stamp: with Type 2b seals.
.
The third type of seal and handstamp used on Swiss mail is shown in Fig. 19.
'A' and the
The seal is plain brown paper and the stamp consists of the letter
origin of
The
censor office identification letter in a 20 mm. diameter circle.
described
is
amp
— this handst
follows:
as
7
ce
in Referen
was
mail
able
The examin
h
throug
pass
supposed to
within
the censor office
24 hours and in the first
year of the war this target
19 Type 3 German censor seal & handstamp
appears to have been achieved.
of mail was
If the inflow of mail was heavier than usual, a judicious selection
mark,
made in the sorting Office and these received a so-called 'transmission'
proper. As the censorship office was
without going through the censor office
R
an abbreviation
called an "AUSLANDBRIEFPRUFSTELLE , the letter 'A' is assumed to be
both the Paris
of this name. Several examples of its UBO as a transit mark at
posted to
and Berlin offices are foundin the compilation, including the cover
68A).
the Red Cross from Algiers in Fig. 12 (BEL May '759 P38.- Cover
at the
However, it seems that there were times when the stock of censor seals
with
tion
conjunc
in
used
Berlin : Office was exhausted and plain 'paper seals were
in the
the 'Lb' stamp as shown in Pig. 19. Occasional examples are found
137).
(Cover
4.V.44
and
compilation on mail posted between 23.V1.43 (Cover 97A)
(To be continued)
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS!

maticCollectors'
2 Yearsof
1. ...5
Soc. Special cancel used from 25-30
Jan. Reason for choice
design stems solely
of
\
4
;,
, from the fact that he
was born nr Wallisellen
( Ulrich) and it has
LA
long been felt that he
a
te).
should be commemorated
1672 11,0
4
-‘4
ckt:4)
philatelically. A
4111tvstg 0
special postcard was
issued by the Society with vignette as
the cancellation.

5-6.2.77 - WELTMEISTERSCHAFT 1977'.

150tkAligualtramy_otkejiliajz,E

Pestalualka, A
special cancellation
was used on 17th
February in BIRRLUPFIG (Ct. Aargau)
where he is buried.

gskann Heinrich

5-1 §Ara=a
22....—
A mew edition of
ory of Place Names
Direct
this invaluable
at SFr.1.50. It
June
will be issued in
postcodes,
with
names
7000
lists some
one, teleteleph
post,
connections with
Orders
etc.
auto
graph, rail, ship,
2nd
from
PTT
the
may be placed with
1 March onwards.

COIN - CIDENCE

? ?

.....

by C. D. HARDING
:

Did you know ?
that the special cancellation used

at the small, but comprehensive exhibition
Recently I rearranged my collection of "Grose &Numeral" stamps. In the held in the Glatt Shopping Centre to
case of each main Zumstein number I
commemorate 25 years of the Swiss Thematic
first sorted the stamps according to
Club showed a very famous Zirchor,
shade and then examined those in each.
Johann Jakob Scheuchser, born 2.8.1672
group more carefully for varieties,
(the house is still standing) and died on
cancellations etc.

23.6.1733, having held many important
civic
duties. He was one of those great
When I came to the 5c. large erase
18th
cent,
all-round geniuses, scientist,
watermark (Z81) I first eliminated the
elogist , botanist, historian and doctor.
SS
yellowish-green stamps (Z81a) and then
divided the remaining Zellb into several He was the first to measure the height of
the main Swiss peaks (one near the
•
sub-groups, ranging from light to dark
Fins
teraarhorn
has
been
named
after
him)
greens
and was one of the first to study fossils.
One . group, consisting of 6 stamps
His contacts with England were close.
only, was of a distinctive deepish green Sir Isaac Newton helped in the publicOn examining them more closely, I
ation of some of his main works, and his
observed that each had one or more
youngest son studied, and died, in London.
straight-cut edge. What seemed more
•
that many youngsters will buy the
strange was that each bore a 1907 ARBON
new set of special stamps, showing the
cancellation, 3
May, 2 in June and .
Juphilex balloops, and be confronted with
1 in December,
one of the strangest dileaas ever presentTo attribute these three common
ed by the PTT. On the one hand the 20c.
characteristics to were chance seems to
stamp for the Blue Cross (the teetotalers
on
be stretching coincidence toe far. I
symbol) and
the other, the 40c., with
do not know the provenance Of these
Baohus, patron of the wine-growers

stamps: the explanation of the fact
that each was posted. in ARBON may simply
be that all originally came from AL
correspondence . between:the same two
people.- The straight-cut.odges sugges
booklet origin, or some other form of
meChanical separation.
It is the third common factor that
Ifind most interesting and possibly
significant. I reiterate'that,my
initial Sorting was solely by shades:
at that stage 1 paid no attention at all
to other features. I have always had
reservations about identifying particular shades, especially'in the ease of
old, used stamps. But in this instanc
I feel that the corroborative evidence
of the other two additional
!coincidences' makes it justifiable to
suggestfthe existence of a distinctive
deep green shade unaffected (OR uniform
ly affected) by handling (OR mishandling) and the passage of time; and also
the possibility of a separate printing
for a booklet or other similar issue.'
My . .personal crumb of comfort lies
in the reassurance that advancing_ years
have not yet seriously impaired my
perception Of colour!
Any further observations on these
comments would be welcomed by the
writer - via the Secretary.
.0.2110•8111•••111/001.11IIMINII.

H

.•n•••••n....n•nn•n•n•••••n

KNOW" Apologies for
omission of a line in Item -1: Should be
"They consider them to be franking
machine labels which are not available

January "DID IDU

festival in Vevey:
......... that an empty envelope must be franked at the letter rate to go through the
mails, but with-apiece of newspaper
inside it can go at the printed paper
rate at half the cost:
... that I discovered again an old PTT
rule that states that an esvelelm may be
sent with some of the postage on the back
(i.e. tolerated), but a postcard nuat have

the full postage on the name side as the
address in order to go through the mails.
Possibly this is one of the reasons why
maximum carde have never caught on in

Switzerland.,
•
that counters are appearing at
various popular' places which will sell the

full range of all current Swiss stamps,
mint and cto in sets. Only the stamps of
the UN offices are sold only 'used': For
many years there have been such counters
at Ztrich 58-Flughafen, and the transit
lounge, as Well as at Geneva airport.

Now new ones are at Aarau Main PO, Char,
Neuenburg, Glattzentrum & Zurich 23 Main
Station at least. The one in Winterthur
appeared unannounced for a short time.
.... that the answer to Question , No. 56
will not please Australians. The

'designer' of the ode die was so busy
copying the dish aerial of the 15c. Leak
stamp that he didn't notice he had attached Australia - part of the world map back-

ground - to the made-in-Japan equipment:
•
that Question No. 57 concerns Swiss
airmail stamps. Which pair of stamps,
having the same picture, had to be refor purchase by the public for putting
placed because of public disapproval of
on letters anywhere, as they are already
the design?
cancelled with date
etc."
Mae
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linaikin •
At-Abijebruary-meeting 4 Xemberis
Be ek & Mrs.
Messrs. Stile., Redmillf
y
I
nnOnle contributed displays on the
' LANDSCAPE ISSUES' of 1934, 19361 1949
and
Although inevitably some material
UM duplicated, interest was provided
by various methods- of presentation,
including ways of illustrating the

I.

different dies of some values.

Each managed to produce some items
not shown by the others, covering not
ns
only the main steeps but shade variatio
ral
Fede
overprints from the
and the many
4
Crosoend 0fficiel', League of Nations
and Internationa. l Offices, to 'T' dues
and 'Specimen's ., TO add even greater interest to the
subject Mr. Bulstrode-then showed many
of the essaysand groat submitted at
various times from 1891 to 1942, some
.
from public or post I office competitions
l's
'Tel
and
i'
ROtl
the
These included
Chapel essays, a miniature sheet of
suggested views by the designer Mai,
and others of 1942, signed on the back,
by Paul Arteries

.
6932 BREGANZONA - Collins al sole
- (1.662) from 9th February
1711 SCHWARZSEE Freiburgerelpen
(1.663) from 16th February

gaj,
A

9P

E

Price £17.00

EN
... Price

Pocket siss
Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

TIM

.0014•111••• n••••••

Also available:
E
ZUKSTETN POSTAL STATIONER! CATALOGU

4.

ILE

Thanks to the good

offices of
have been
ents
ngem
arra
Mr. Rutherfoord
'Helvetia
our
of
made for the exchange
s of the
etin
Bull
the
News Letter' with
ectors•
Coll
for
ety
SVP - the Swiss Soci
let
from
as
s
of Machine Cancellation
the
ety,
Soci
er
January, as for our sist
American HPS.
Anyone wishing to join this
should contact Kr. G.A. Nioolet,
ety
Soci
Jurablickstr. 54, CH-3028 Spiegel bet
Bern. Membership includes receipt of
the 'Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung'

cancellation New Issue Service. The
annual subscription is SFr.32.- 48.00
Collectors come in all grades:

some buy merely for investment, which

1.70

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London Wen

Prices SFr.19.-

NORTpERN GROUP: Hon.Sec, Mr. R.A.Hbyle
,
No report available as the January
meeting had to be cancelled owing to the
exceptionally bad weather in W. Torkshire.
It is hoped that winter has now shot
its bolt.

articles in French as well as Germano
and members can also subscribe to the

Latest editions published
on let September 1976

1977 ...

press a number of subs are
still outstanding. Members, are reminded
of the statement in the AGE Report on
p. 87 of the November '76 EEL. Except
for members abroad, who will have a
further short period of grace, the March
issue will not be sent to those in arrears
and their membership will be deemed to
have lapsed.

and the SVP Monthly Bulletin with main

ZUMSTEIN
=WM -

At the time of going to

postage SFr.4.-7

may be successful but is extremely
dull.
Others like straightforward
collecting but tend not to delve
further.
Then come the true philatelists
want the unuaual items that lift

who
a collection out of the ordinary and
make it worthy of display or entry

in competitions.

Supplements to the Europe
Catalogue are published in the BE
BRIEFEARKEN ZEITUNG.

Whichever grade you belong to
let we know how I can help.

.
Annual fee 1977: SFr. 25.nt
leme
without special supp
'SFr. 27.50

APPROVAL SELECTIONS sent on request
from which to choose the items you
require.

with special supplement
For fine, first class stamps RARITIES OP SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE -

send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie
OH - 3001 BERN
P.O.B. 2585

WAriTS LISTS are welcome or

J.S.ARAISTRONG
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MORECAMBE
Lancs. LA4 6PN
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SOLDIER STAMPS

-14on.Exchtmgo Plet. Sae

Mr.C.Roue
Beddow
353
,
Chelmsford, Essex
CM2 7QF
1ei1_0245 54149
t

TEAR

A MEMORABLE DISPLAY

A very warm welcome was extended to MR. H. SHILDRAKE at the March meeting
in London, when he gave a talk and display on SOLDIER STAMPS, much enlivened by
anecdotes, many personal, since he was most fortunate in having known Major Prod
Bieri who, while serving as an adjutant in the 38th Batallien, designed the two
first Swiss soldier stamps, initially as souvenirs, but when the idea caught on
many more were issued for charity and raised some SPr.30,000 for soldiers* comforts.
This remarkable man was born in England of Swiss parents and spent his
early life in this country, returning to Switserland to do his military service,
thus acquiring dual nationality, British and Swiss. After serving in World War I
he was one of those put in charge of some of the 'Guard Trains', the militarily
: escorted trains which in 1919-1920 carried much needed supplies to war-torn
Eastern Europe - Hungary, Csecho-slOvakia, Serbia, Bulgaria and particularly to
, Poland and Roumania. Called up again in World War II he served as an Intelligence
Officer with the rank of Major, which be retained until his death in November 1971
at the age of 82. This touches only very briefly on his outstanding career.
The first two sections of Mr. Sheldrake's display dealt with stamps and
covers relating to W.W./, covering some of the 390 designs which were issued, and
These are of great interest and many were
of which 190 were designed by Bieri.
. Printed by leading Swiss printers, such as Bensiger of Einsiedeln, Oren-40861i
of Zurich an4 others, by lithography, typography or heliogravure, many being
multi-coloured, at that time little used for stamp production.
The issue of soldier stamps was revived during W.W.II when the greatly
expanded services led to many additional units and the issue of some 2,000
designs. One page of stamps from each unit were shown, illustrating the
ingenuity of themes from patriotic to appropriate - such as the crossed bone and
spanner on a medical corps stamp! Or a stretcher case being brought down a Fine designs featuring horses were issued by the Cavalry and
mountainside.
similarly aircraft for the Air Force. Single stamps, blocks, miniature sheets
and covers were shown, and in some cases the various stages of printing of a
particular desi
In the last section Mr. Sheldrake dealt in detail with the story of the
uard Trains' and showed many photographs from Bieri's own collection, taken on

incredible journeys, full of hazards, due to the old rolling stock employed
and to the efforts to prevent pilfering of the goods carried. The journeys
often 1;ated for weeks and a certain amount of mail was involved. Bieri himself
Lened a stamp used on the 5th Polish train. Although it is uncertain that all
ually went through the post, since postal facilities did not exist in many
places and official stamps were unobtainable, nevertheless they helped to keep up
the morale of the staff operating the trains. A number of covers were shown from
the Polensug Er. 5 and Rumanienzug Ir. 10 and included items with Bieri's personal
the

handetamp and si ature.
To add to this little-known episode Mr. Bulstrode, who is also deeply

interested in the subject, showed additional Guard Train items covering the 10th,

20th, 21st l 22nd 27th Relief Trains, which gives some idea ofthe work carried
out after the war. Well over 30 such relief trains are known to havevmade
these journeys.
Mr. Bulstrode proposed a very hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Sheldrake for
his fascinating display, and the wealth of information which he has acquired.
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22nd ANNUAL COMPETITION
.
NESDAY 13th Anil 1977 at 6.45 p.m
TO BE OW AT DRURY HOUSE, W.C.2., on WED
RULES

ers resident in Great Britain, is in two
* The Competition, open to all memb
sections;
not less than EIGHT and not more than
en
. VETIA' SILVERS. Entries of
A.
age stamps, charity, airmail, special,
TWELVE sheets, comprising any post
etc.
s, miniature sheets, flown clovers
postage dues, official or other item
ts
TOORS THOM'. Entries of NINE shee
B. Postal History Competition for the
on any aspect of Swiss Postal History.
SECTION.
Members may submit ONE ENTRY IN EACH
tory
covered by postage including Compensa
SLEY,
2. Entries sent by post (preferably
RAWN
E.J.
Mrs.
r,
nise
etition Orga
Fee) should be in the hands of the Comp
P021 ZEL,
oria Drive, Bognor Regis, W.Sussex
and sent to 3, Cranford Gardens, Vict
, of course,
uld
sho
g
tin
mee
s attending the
ber
Mem
l.
Apri
11th
ay,
Mond
than
r
not late
night.
course, bring their entries on the
until
rance during the period from receipt
All entries will be covered by insu
3.
return to their owners.
entries and
of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge
A Jury appointed by the Committee
4.
the most
as
ct
sele
the entries which they
award the Tropies to the owners of
worthy.
general headingst
by a system of points based on the
ed
judg
be
will
ries
Ent
5.
MOORE 'MOM
HELVETIA SILVER CUP,
40
Knowledge & study
30
Phil. knowledge & study
25
ce
Originality & importan
20
15
Importance & spec. factors
ty)
Condition (incl. rari
30
20
ent
c Condition (incl. rarity)
Presentation & arrangem
20
d) Presentation & arrangement
ded
6. The 'Helvetia' Silver Cup, awar
annually, shall remain in the
hs
poseession of the winner for 11 mont
THE
ion
and then be returned to the Competit
Organiser named by the Committee and
DIRECTORS AND
the same
awarded to the next winner. If
STAFF OF THE
person wins three successive Annual
or
Competitions the Cup shall become his
AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
l
shal
e
itte
Comm
the
and
,
her property
.
greatly enjoyed meeting so many
provide a new Cup for the next year
The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be
Helvetia members at 'Stempel' and
7.
ths
mon
11
held by the winner for
thank them for their help towards
for
and then be returned to be competed
its great success.
again.
For those who were unable to
Thematic entries - if received Cup
the
of
part
as
will be judged
come to the Show and missed seeing
Competition.
the many beautiful and interesting
UAL IN GKRE4
A special stamp was issued on 11th
ation for
March for the World Organis
Intellectual Property.
80 RN in violet/blue/red
building
Ilgiat Organisation's new
E. Weishoff, Israel
Designer:
Heliogravure by Heraclio
Printings
Fournier S.A., Spain
Issues 1,800,000
;law 41 x 26 mm.

Was

PICTORIAL TOURIST CANCELLATION;
- 1150 '10 Mar. 7180 DIS TISAUSTER
3000 sha.M. - SPORT - ERHOLUNG
(K.664
BILDUNG.

items we had available there,
be
please write now and we shall
happy to meet your requirements.

H. L. KATCHER
_THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
Highgate,
P.O. Box 242,
LONDON 116 4LW
Telephone: 01-348.0296

By: Fred R. Lesser

(Conclusion)

Pursuing the mystery of the 20 c. 'Standing Helvetia', reddish-orange,
(Zum. 94Aa) ... Because they were printed from the retouched plates, it can be
assumed with calculated certainty that 1,500 stamps showed retouches and 200
st ps were printed from non-retouched negatives. Of course, the 34 half-sheets
or 1,700 stamps were gummed and perforated by the Mint.
These 1,700 stamps for this trial run on granite paper re never meant
be issued to the public. Whether the printer used his own discretion in
choosing the reddish-orange or whether he was instructed to select a dye colour
different from the standard orange, cannot be ascertained with any certainty.
The fact is that the difference in colour ; is very nOticsable. How these 1,700
stamps were 'leaked' to the public is a mystery by itself. As practically no
genuinely used specimen is known,, it must be presumed that these 34 half-sheets
were in the heeds of a few individuals who kept them for a while hidden from the
eyes of the general public for obvious reasons and as the 'Standing Helvetia'
tamps became obsolete, some smaller quantities found their way into the philatelic market. The use of the reddish-orange 20 c. stamps might have alerted the
authorities - something that the recipient(s) of the 1,700 stamps was not over
anxious to initiate.

•
What we have here is, therefore, a stamp of which only 1,700 were ever
'issued' or printed as against the 41,000 of the 'Basle'Dove'. In addition,
out of the 1,700 reddish-orange 20 c. stamps, there must be about 200 of the
un-re touched variety.
With the 'Beale Dove' in mint condition estimated at SFr. 14,000
0
0 0
($ 5,900) and used on a letter at SFr. 24. 0 (% 9,0 0), prices for both 20 c.
and the 'un-retouched' ought to be astronomical by
stamps, the 'retouched'
comparison. But, strange as it may seem, this is not the case. In fact the
prices listed for Z. No. 94Aa mint or used are only fractions of those asked for
the 'Basle Dove'. Why? Is it because the famous and wrongly called 'Bensigert
20 c. reached the market fraudulently to start with? Is it because a genuinely
used 'Bensiger t reddish-orange 20 c. (14 vertical teeth) on granite paper
doesn't even exist? Is it because its relative 'youth' does not allow much
room for qualitative interpretations? Regardless of these considerations, it
would, indeed be very interesting to know the price fetched at an international
auction in Switzerland for a Z. No. 94Aa on an envelope, genuinely cancelled.
Even more interesting would be the price if the Used specimen happens to belong
to the un-retouched plate variety:
The overwhelming incidence of re-engraved or retouched 20 c..
reddish-orange, 11i-x 12 'Standing Helvetia' on granite paper
(Z. No. %La) in Alga condition, seems to prove a long-standing
suspicion that only the lower (half) section of the plate with
44 retouched negatives was used for the 34 (half) sheet trial
printing on granite paper. Hence the figures of about 1,500
retouched and about 200 uv-retouched specimens of that stamp.•
'Oh Sweet Mystery!' ... indeed!
Bibliographic Referencess
'Die Ausgabe Stehende Helvetia (1 2- 907)
.
Ed. Rttimann,. Basel

Pro
ation wi
tourism.

'Stehende Helvetia'
Hans H. Stocker, Bern

at March to 12th June the Swiss National Tourist Office, in collaborSwiss Federal Railways are providing a travelling exhibition to promote
ill visit some 70 places and will carry a postbox. Mail posted
therein will receive one of the 3
cancels shown. A special cover with
vignette of an early railway coach
and modern post-bus, and inscribed:
' Switzerland r Holiday Lane - 76
Tears of Federal Railways" in German

Pre-stamped covers or

2002 - Neuenhurg . 2 Bahnhof

Fran & Italian, will be available at
_AO Hp. from Philatelic Bureaux.
be sent 'to PANORAMA 77, Poetamt,
5th JUAS
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AIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND

TO

THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR

By L.M.C. DUTTON
ner Date on

lace of

Postmark

Destination Postage Airmail

101 A.R.T. 3.VI11.43

11!

D

Colour
Wash

Ge
Applied Label/ cen.lab.
env.
(Identn
Letter

Origin

F.1

5.VIII.43

50c.

Yes

1 la (b)

15.VIII.43 Badoglio obtains Armistice terms from the Allies.
17.V111.43 Occupation of Sicily completed.
19.V111.43 Start of the Quebec Conference.

103 LICD
104 LMCD

105

CD

105/..

CD

1053

JCIIH

19.VI11.43
21.VI11.43

23.VIII.4
1.1X.43

Basle
Basle 2

Bath
G.P.O.
Gibralter

Bedford
Lausanne
Chaux-de-Fds London
Radnor (USA
Oberhofen

4.11.43

1071 V. .

Blue (hori
None

50c.

Yes
Yes

2a (h)
2a (b)

F.1

Yes

3

Grey(diag.
None
None

50c. •

ied landing at Reggio d

(b)

lied-Italian Armistice

50c.

London

3.11.45

No.

(b)
2a (b)

Yes

'o
dell-Smith sign the

3.11.43 Castellano and
1061 I4CD

2a

50c.
600.

2a

(b) Iarey (ver

Calabre.
(b)

Yea

8.11.43

None

d' at Salerno.
9.11.43 Allied
Italians and establish a German regime in LItaly.
disarm
Germans
10.11.43
Rome.
occupy
Germans
11.11.43
12.11.43 Italian fleet reaches Malta and surrenders.
13.11.43

a.t.d.e.p.a.1 e: 'The route to the Iberian Peninsula and the

107A

21./X.43

Rio-deJaneiro

1108
108A

27.11.43
27.11.43
It.M.

3

?

4'

1

Geneva

Leicester
=rich
Oberhofen Radnor (USA

Posohiavo

1

Yes
Yes

(b)
2a (b) Blue(hori .

2a

2b (b)

i

COMMun caltiOU

with

None

None

is suspended.
(b) Blue (vert.)

2. X.43

5. 1.4

50c.
F.1

Bath

1. X.43 Allies capture Naples.
1. 1.45 C.p.a.1 e: Al]. postal
110 A.B.

2a (x)

$1.20

a occupy Corsica.
o -
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Covers
December 1

Period

Part C

o. in blue jic.top LH No.bot.th British British Arrival
Date
del.pencil corner in corner in cen.seal censer
or blk hf pencil
No.
pencil (P.0.90
twa p ' Ws)
TYPe)
6

3( P )

190/1

o--------7777/1

/ aberh-via'h/s; , 5 , and

39

'Basle' inserted in pencil;

'191_1a14.9222.2.9_112kil
7w/3. 0

o-472(P)
859(P)

15

21397/2 7405/?? 2
559/1+1
None

20/21 in pencil

h/s
None
- 30.V1114 On front: Basle 2 registra
label No.179; 1 2i in same
1m. pencil as '859'. Back:
2 different Madrid We
29.V111.43. Gibraltar oval
h/s 30.V111.43. 411 h/s
applied byregiata nail
depts. T(i) h/s
2
Type (ii) his
890
N & 2 243g &
None
2

876(P)994(F)
222(P)

Type (ii)

1076

IA

'Ab0 in purple;

4450

ink on f.C.90

ULLA

seal.

U.S.

seal No.8388

P)

99 1 7285 22/1
(blue)

IAZ

6239 274.4

'10g.' 'via Chiasso 2' (daleted) 'via France-Lissabon'
in violet pencil. Receival
date on back in pencil.
Type (ii) h/s
o

7300/ 11 1 1

121

3769

ayes J3asle every Monday by rain via Lyons,

& Ma4jdto
sbon

9--

None'

308/1+1F
7150-30/1
717/2

2
lk

-159-5/ .7 2

5396
2006

6553

-

sail oen.seal Type (
TiPs ' i ) h/s
rubber
b/s;
on P.C. 0 seal in bluU.S. seal No.. 5838
Initial goes under P.0.90
bel. Type (ii) hie

I

o------ -o
7025-4444 IA

date in pink. 'Ab in
violet. 'via Stuttgart'

1 'written by sender.

0-

(To be continued)

By K. INTHERFOORD
On Saturday morning, 5th February, I got my envelopes
nicely cancelled with the special postmark (Pig. 1) on
the 80c. stamp issued last year for the World Ice Speed
Championship.
On Sunday, 6th, we heard that this event had
had to be cancelled as the abnormally high temperatures
had melted the ice of the large national ice-rink in
Davos, something previously thought to be impossible
in February. What had happened to the obile Post
Office and the "official" cancellations? Had Chur
jumped the gun?
A phone call to chur confirmed that the MPO
Pig.
had in fact done its duty during both days of the nonevent. The whole championship was transferred to
Holland at short notice.

Wetmeste rsc
im Eisschneil. tauten • Herren
5,4-.6Feb:1977

Pig. 2
WORLD'S

DA VOS

This

erland
is the first time in Switz
and a

that a major event on a special stamp
spec al cancellation, and a slogan.
Postponed, yes, but never cancelled.
Cover vignette
Specialists might be
interested to note that there
are, in fact, two slogans, one
used with the American machine
in Davos Plats 1, with 22 mm.
diam. town die (Fig. 2), and a
slightly smaller version used
with the German Klessendorf
machine at Davos 3 Dorf, with
28 mm. diem town die (Pig. 3).

•

Weltmeisterschatt
im Eisschnelllaufon • Herren
Feb, 1977

Pig. 3

59T1 PHILATELIC CONGRESS OF.G.B.„

To be held in Blackpool from
May to 3rd June.
Special Silver Jubilee covers have
been prepared and will be available,
serviced with appropriate Silver Jubilee
stamp and Congress cancel at 25p. inland,
35p. overseas. Postcards depicting
Blackpool Tower similarly at 20p. inland,
at
30p. overseas. With cachet 'posted
'.
the top of Blackpool Tower
AEROPHILATELIC PAY 1977
Items can be served on each of the
of Congress.
30t
on
days
This will be celebrated
post
The
Orders and payments to The N.W.
April at Zurich Airport.
use
Federation of P.S., c/o Hrs. J.A. HUrst,
office in the 'Airport Plaza' will
r
Merku
er
Dorni
special cancel depicting a
14, Shawfield Road, Hadfield HA',
A special cover commemorating Walter
Cheshire, England.
Mittelholser's Africa Plight of 1926 will
Information on Congress, events to
be available at 40 Hp. + necessary postage be held and suggested hotel accomer,
from SA71,,Postfach 1359, CH-8058 Ulrich- dationAlso obtainable from Mrs. Most.
Plughafen.

Complementing the issue of the
'Pioneer Aviator' stamps, a special
exhibition is being held in the P.T.T.
Museum until the end of April. Many
historic documents will be shown and
material from the Weil Collection. A
special attraction for the aeropbilatelist.

that the new edition of the 01',4"
•
postmarks catalogue will be issued in
Published by the Swiss Postmark
Society, in German and French, with
all postmarks illustrated and given a
ecarcity rating. All forerunners and
Slogan replacements shown. Also all
Jailer postmarks of same type shown
adjacent to each other for 'easy
reference. Voters all 'I' postmarks
issued Up to the and of 1976.

April by the SWISS POSTMARK SOCIETY
with the assistance of the PIT and the
Fund for Furthering Philately. See
separate 'box' in Col. 14
that this Club will issue in 1978
•
the 'Handbook of Swiss Slogan Cancellations', also with all items illustrated
and priced (i.e. a scarcity rating is
given).

Orders can be made direct to
Mr. C. A. Nicolet, Jurablickstrasee 54
CH-5028 Spiegel bei Bern, enclosing a
SFr.20.- note, which includes foreign
registered postage. Cost in Switzerland is er.16.50, including ordinary
.
pokitage-(Postcheck 80 38059 ZH).

.... that the name of this Club was
changed a few years ago from the 'Swiss
Machine Cancellation Society' to the
present form, to include all types of
postmarks. The abbreviation of the name
which is more
in German is
convenient.

Alternatively payment can be sad,
by British cheque or Postal Order to
Rutherfoord only at Breitestrasse 82
B-8305 Baseersdorf, Switzerland. Not
knowing what the exchange rate will be
I can suggest 14.80 at the moment.

that in the February issue of the
•
BBZ Mr. Katcher is.congratulated.on his
part in the discovery of a further tetebeche pair of a Large Numeral issue of
1882. All known pairs of the & 15c.
were illustrated in this article by
Max Bertsch.

For USA members $8.-- can be sent
to either Mr. Nicolet or 110104-f•
K. RUTBERFOORD
by M. Buipi t

wg

SWITZERLAND ?

I imagine that many members of our
Society are interested in the various
aspects of Switzerland beyond the
purely philatelic field, and for these
people a recently published book "Why
Switserland?" should be a suet to read.
The author, Jonathan Steinberg,
who lectures on History at Cambridge,
has produced a very readable book which
starts by summing up the political,
social and economic history of this in
many respects extraordinary country,
and goes on to explore the way in which
the Swiss are facing up to the modern
world, which is undermining meal, of
their unique institutions. The book
is especially interesting to those who
are fortunate in knowing Switzerland as
a holiday playground, as it touches on
many of the fascinating aspects of the
society which exists behind the smooth
facade of the ski-lift or the hotel

lobby.
"Why Swi seri-and?" is published by
the Cambridge University Press, and
costs £4,95

LC=

ANNUAL COMPETITI
April 13th - see p. 18

NORT

GROUP- Saturday, April 2id.
A.G.N. and BOURSE

gm

.... that .on llth March the UN Office
InGeneva issued a single 80c. stamp
showing the new building of: the 14th
sub-office of the UN, the WIPO (World
Organisation for Intellectual Property).
Started in 1974 this looks after patents
and copyrights.
.... that in the latest supplement to
the PEN Cancellations Catalogue (SFr.7.80
including foreign postage) all 35 of the
rather boring cancellations collected by
the "Faites Diligence' last August and
September are priced and mentioned if a
regular date-stamp or publicity ode was
used. One error of date used for some
of the Martigny covers is mentioned, but

not the error by the PTT which sent to
its standing order subscribers the first
place, Bonfol, cancelled 2nd August instead of lst August. This they corrected
later with an instruction that the
incorrect covers be destroyed.

..... that the answer to Question No.57
is the pair of Air Stamps issued in 1923,
the 35 & 40c. definitives (Z. Nos. 6/7).
These stamps by Bickel were withdrawn
after a great deal of public criticism,
and replaced in 1929 by another 'Flying
Letter''(Z. No. 14/15). We can be
thankful the young Karl Bickel was not
put off for ever, after the apparent
failure of his first efforte at design-

ing stamps.
,..... that Question No. 58 concerns
First Day cancellations. When was the
first one used in Ura l for how long,
and in which language?
M.R.
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MOM GROVEt
6,

Lilies

Ion. o. MR. R. A. RO
Ave, Huddersfield Rd.,
Halifax.

°STAYVEX 1977"
A

After having to cancel the January
sooting because of heavy snow in Vest
Yorkshire, Northern Group members enjoyed the fantastic amount of unusual
material provided by newer members at
the meeting in Leeds on Peb. 19th.

It was good to see a u
exhibits by members.
Our heartiest congratulations to
on being awarded the
XLTCRER TROPHY, and a Silver Medal,

or a very fine entry on the Postal

story of the Postage Due Issues of 1910
and Postage Due Provisionals of 1916-24.

R.NESTOR, displayed Paquebot cave

18.2114.1,2‘.kalking& gained a
o se-Silver with 'Proofs & Essays from
to 20th cent., connected with issued
ps. Pr. 0.11. Rodses received a Bronze
or a very fine entry on the 'Sitting
lvetia Inperf.', from proofs to variations
colour, paper and silk threads.

with Swiss stamps, postage due covers
showing many interesting strikes,
Cantonal forgeries, covers with tempo
town cancels, cards & postmarks of the
League of Nations and Bundesfeier card,.
Particularly interesting were his
comments on the automatic sorting of

mail in Switzerland, and he displayed
covers showing both the English & Swiss
systems, and detailed how it was
possible to 'read' the Swiss System.

MR. CAIRNS showed a selection of
covers with Zurich cancellations from
pre-adhesives to TP0e, air covers and
many fine examples of early lake steamer
marks.

pa. S. _Hertzberg won 2 Bram
edals, the first for Postage Due. 19101938 showing proofs, varieties, blocks
covers illustrating their use, and the
ond for 'T' Cancellations on poetises
stamps, showing the various types and
age oncover.

gin showed Pro Juventuts
stamps and covers, pages of Strubeli,
Sitting Helvetia Pee., and Standing

Helvetia, postal stationery and a study
of the Swiss high value stamps.
A marvellous variety of material
to everyone.

of interest

R.A.B.

ZUMSTEIN
Latest editions Published
on let 'September 1976

jajt_21.1.2.277, ...

Price t 17 00

pWITZERLAMDILISCRTENSTEIN 1973
Price t 1.70
Pocket size
Please order Catalogues from
BARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
ILW
Lane, Strand, Loudon NC
Maiden
42,
•1•01001111n10

Also available'

In the Aerophilatelic Section
received a Bronze-Silver
or a fine entry on the 'Development of
Airmail' with 1913 Pioneers, first
ligate and special flights, while
ol. J.C.R. Beygill gained a Bronze
or 'Early Airmails', official and semi
fficial flights, special vignettes and
achets.
The Exhibition was as always a
happy meeting place for philatelic friends
none more so than the A.C. Stand:
There were many fine exhibits by
collectors and noting the wide ran gr of
countries and subjects, the writer was
struck by the great dearth of foreign
terial offered by dealers. There are
any countries. other than G.B. which offer
great scope and interest. Are other non.
.B. collectors feeling equally frustrated?
E.J.R.
: 5W

3

STA M

Still the best !!

IMINILIZZALITAZ46"--24692N

Prices 8Pr.19.- plus postage SPr.4.

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEPMARKEN
ZIITUNG.

The many facets of Swiss Philately
'provide endless enjoyment and build up
superb collections.
Whatever your requirements let me
by providing material on
you
help
approval or items to your Wants Lists.

Annual fee 1977s Efr. 25 4'
without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplemen

STAMPS CF ALL ISSUES - lint/used
COVENS First Day, Commemorative,

Por fine, first class stamps
RARITIES or SWITZERLAND ARE EUROPE
s
Wants List to

Material for SPECIAL STUDIES

.

ZUMSTEIN

First Flights etc.

VARIETIES, TETE4IEC &
SE.TENANT, AIRMAILS' etc. etc.

&ARMSTRONG
Torrisholse,
Low Lane,
ORECAMBE, Lanos

I LATELI
Founder : E. H. SP! RO

LETTER

NEWS
President :

L. MOORE, M.B.E.,

F.R.P.S.L.

Hon. Treasurer:
Mr L.E.STILES
35 St John's Road

Walt hamstow
London E.17 4.114
Tel. 01 527 6670
No, 4
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31st YEAR

THE 1977 COMPETITION
The fact that our Competition night followed so closely on the Easter

or
weekend seems to have had an adverse effect on the number of entries
,
Nevertheless
exhaustion!
subsequent
and
maybe it was too much gardening

although there were only four entries in each section, the Adjudicators:
R. D. PASCHOUD and MR. M. YOUNG, found their task none too easy.
In the 'General section the subjects were so widely different that
no o arisons were possible and each had to be considered entirely on its own
merit. Finally, however, the awards were made as follows:
E for "Essays & Proofs for the Standing
R. F. WIZ
LVER CUP: to W C
interesting study, well displayed,
exceedingly
Helvetia Issue
designs.
accepted
leading up to the finally
_AaNta, for a well set out entry on the early issues of
ALL.E.I
unnereup:
"Postal Stationery", with some emphasis on the varying positions
of the 'dove' and 'arabesque' watermarks.
The other two entries were on Early Swiss Issues" and the "1941
Series".
In the 'Postal History' section there were again four entrtes, two of
which dealt with different aspects of the same subject, necessitating much
deliberation and just by a whisker were the judges able to decide the order:
MOORE TROPHY to MR. C. RAUCH for an excellent study on the 'Departmentm
Conquie - the areas annexed to France during the Helvetic
Republic - with a number of superb covers from the various areas.
for an entry on the wider subject of the
RAWNS
Runner-up:
and showing how many of the official
Repubi
documents of tha period are as fascinating as the covers.
The remaining entries were "PO Cancels 1858-70", again an interesting
subject and "Swiss Postal stationery Cards", which included some unusual items.
Summing up, Mr. Young said that one or two entries failed to secure
marks because of overcrowded sheets, which is something to be avoided in
competition entries. Writing-up, too, should be adequate but not too much, as
there is seldom time to read it all carefully.
Mr. Bulstrode proposed a vote of thanks to the judges for carrying out
theie tank and for their helpful criticisms which should be a guide for future
competitors.
During the judging members discussed the programme for the next session,
starting in October, and a number of suggestions for displays were put forward.
The final programme will be announced in due course.
To fill in the remainder of the time Mr. Rauch had brought along
quantity of commercial covers, and those interested in postmarks and slogans had
a gala time searching for wanted items.
-----o0o,----

e
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By K. Rutherfoord
In reply to the remarks by Mr. A. Hickson of Geneva in the November HNL I
would like to mention some of my experiences with these new machines.
Except for the second day of operation I have found the machine in the Zurich
Main Station to be always working, although I have heard of days when it was
apparently out of order. This might well have been caused by running out of
paper, or indigestion from too many foreign coins. Coin checking for acceptance
or rejection is the heart of all vending machines, and in Switzerland, with so
many foreigners and returning Swiss passing through a main railway station, it is
a very big problem. I suppose we have all tried it on somewhere or other.
Manufacturers and installers of vending machines know that success or failure of
the whole unit dekends on the false-coin rejection mechanism. Height, diameter,
and magnetic effect are used to reject any suspect coins. Unfortunately Swiss
cupro-nickel coins (they were the first to introduce this hard-wearing alloy in
1879) have slightly varying amounts of nickel which make them act often like a
steel disc or washer. This applies to the pre-war 5, 10 and 20c. coins
eepecially. The long queues in Zdrich on the first day were caused by the
slightly too fine setting of the 20c. magnetic check; some coins were accepted,
some only after six or so tries, as I found out to my dismay. The other day it
would not take a couple of my 10c. coins.
However, the main reason for the chaos was the PTT. They, in their wisdom,
had deemed that these labels were not stamps, but collectors being a perverse
lot 1,- . ,d otherwise, ad dealers too, not wanting to miss out on a new thing,
'ere no 'Fin 1:ev' postal facilJt&es for collectors and dealers. This
So I ,to get our supplies for our FD covers.
z•
all tIlve-'t we had to queue
i
y
this * e -lc 3d the machines, g- them too hot, the ink ng didn't
rly, and th. atteries used ran bun too fast, thus causing the few
ebels, one of which I saw with my own eyes. Prom the makers I learnt
equontly that tney were still on holiday when the PTT put the 4 machines into
to set up the machines correctly. Also
service, so no staff were available
no stocks of labels were on hand for the hundreds of postal orders which did then
cane back, up
come in. I sent off covers to all four places on the 11th.
to a week later, cancelled on the 9th,
except from Geneva, which had correctly used the 12th. This means that
Geneva PDCe are apparently the rarest
of all, with Bern being the commonest,
as most people wrote there.
Some collectors have noticed
labels with a damaged impression.
This is caused by the join in the endless inking band which transfers the
magenta ink from the main inking
supply roller to the actual die.
Future units will have jointless bands.
Another result of the poor internal information of the PTT is that one
still finds counter clerks, in even
big post offices like Winterthur, who
will not accept these labels, thinking
they have been cut out of business
franked letters. Usually the boss is
called when one adds that "I did them
myself":

but not too busy to give you
our best help and advice regarding
your philatelic requirements.
Amongst our extensive stock
items that are surely just
what you are looking for.
Let us know - while we still
have them - Swims stamps are ever
increasingly sought.

0
As from 14th Apri
5726 UNTERKULM -Laurens-Liechi
Turmuhr seit 1530 - X.667
72 MANS (0R) - 1000 Jahr.
X.668
Weinbaudorf

H LKATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,.
P.O. Box 242

Highgate,

LONDON N6 SLW
Telephones 01 - 348 - 0296
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SOME NOTES ON NACHNAHME
By Q. C.
Collected information does not have to be original to be useful, and this .
held a
account has been prepared on this a@sumption. The Helvetia Northern Croup
l
original
s
'WACHS i t ' meeting in 1964, and these notes are booed on Laurence Koore
account of some early covers and Jos. Baler's additional remarks In the 'Helvetia
11 ,115 Letter'. To these have been added a few facts of my own.
'Wachner.' wee a fora of 'Cash on Delivery' service, relatively uch cheaper
ani wider in scope than the current British post-office service. This latter
must surely have priced itself out of the market since, even ignoring the Inordinate delays to which items may be subject, the present fee for letter post is 40p +
postage + Compulsory registration, a minimun of 93171 It would appear also from
g
the wording in the P.O. uide that C.O.D. cannot be used for what has been one of
ent of
the major applications of the Swiss 'Neobnabm0 service, i.e. the p
ent
advertisem
as
such
service charges such as subscriptions, and publishing charges
although
discussed,
be
insertions. This is the aspect which will now in the main
of course "Nachnahme could cover payment for actual goods, normally in parcels.
The .4iachnahme t service was introduen4 on 17th September 1849, and VIM available by in/and post for letters up to a collectable mount of Fr.20, and for
6
&reels up to Fr.200. Lettere for amounts above 71 .20 had to be treated as

parcels'. The official notice regarding this service indicated that in addition
'
to the appropriate postage rate for the distance andi weight, a 'Provision
collectFor
Rappels.
5
of
mum
eir
a
with
added,
be
would
of
0
(C
sion) charge
which
for
issued,
was
ceipt)
(advice/re
NSchein"
"liackli3O
a
Fr.4
able amounts of over
a fee (nlebfihr") of 5 Rp was charged. It was left to the option of the sender to
fees
add the cost of this receipt to the total collectable amount, as well as the
.
commission
for the postage and the collecting
500
Prom 1st January 1852 the limits were raised to Pr.50 for letters and Fr
a
was
there
at
fo parcels, and although the charge for "Provision" remained
to
up
rounded
being
mum charge in the new currency of 10 Rp., all fractions
next whole 10 Rn. The charge for the advice/receipt remained at 5 Rp, but
was compulsory for amounts of more than Pr.6 only.
e
Usually the postage and provision were added to the llachnahme amount, and
only rarely are letters of the early period found which do not conform to this
Prom 20th August 1858 all post-offices were notified that, in
arrangement.
edition to the postage and provision, the 5 Rp fee for the handing'in-receipt
i41 0 mutat be shown by adhesive stamps.
i
g
In 1860 the letter-post isohnahme limit wee reduced back to Fr.20, and
u
higher amounts had to be sent by Fahrpost (packet post), but by February 1862
letter-poet 'Nachnshae" up to Fr.50 was accepted. lahrpost items can be recog.
nised by their printedpacket-number labels, as are still used to-day*
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were counted
With bulk printed-matter poet no, all item-, above 20 in number
stamp.
Rp
3
no
was
there
as
clash
in
of 3 Rp raid
oe, with a

Rp within. the Canton.

?able Winans& over

P

2
MOTHS cx 'NACHWAHMS",

6. 2.62

15 grass

VaNtleiligaMIS

5. 61 Zourney hour (Wegstunde)

1 lot

4,800 metres

it is impossible to determine the correct total amounts to

It is obvious

chnahme item without knowing the contemporary postal rates,
and some basic charges are shown in Table 1. It is 01111 in the last few years that
ly, and the information given is
Swiss postal rates have incroaaed significant
l
g
sufficient to work out the charges on many lachnahme items. ' The commonest are
probably the printed cards specially prepared by publishers for the colleotion of
matter at a
subscriptions or other charges. These could be classed as printed
e
cards
lfachnihme'
matter
written
total charge of 12 Bp, but if there was extra
weld be charged as postcards at 15 Hp.
Various handstamps for 'Machnahme are listed by Emminegger (for soms i.e
1), but there seem to have been no general marking and it Was not until 1895

be charged for a

a special label was introduced (Pi 2).

Fig I Nachnahrne handstap

x

r

n

-;lachsahme.
HembourOment.
Pig.

Type

1

Ty

2

Haohnshmia.
Remboursetheut.

Rir9orso.

Type 3

Further examples of printed labels will be shown in next month's issue.

roe the
otbmg Treasury in Vienna
40 Hp. Holy Lance & Particle of Cross
50 Hp. Imperial Rvangalist St. Matthew
80 Hp. Stephen's Purse
90 Hp. Tabard of an Imperial Herald
Designers Prof. Otto Zallor, Stockerau
!strayers 40 80 Hp. Wolfgang Seidel
504 90 Hp. Alfred Fischer

engraving
Printines Combined so
by Austrian State Printery
x 34.5 mm. in sheets of 16
30
AIWA

COW
B. Special serVis
35 Hp. Emperor Constantius II, 323-361
70 Bp. Braoteate Lindau, as 1300
80 Hp. Ortlieb von Brandi., 1458-1491
2.121225.1 Louis nor. Twins
Printings Photogravure by Courvoisi Si
ises 28 x 41 mm. in sheets of 20

NEW ISSUES IN
40e.

MAY

The postal 'commission of CEPT has chosen landscapes
for this year's subject. Issue datet 2nd May 1977

EUROPA ( MT)

/Alain

Pagan

BELV1TIA MBWS LBTTBI

7

iktuamansuaso a

small town on the River Doubs in the
managed to preserve its medieval
has
which
Jura jountains,
for its fine Roaanesque church.
well-known
character and is
redebrown
sheyellow/
3 Colours' blue/reddi

80c. Depicts the charming Upper-Engadine villag* of litheaseague
on the River Inn, between the lakes of Sils and Silvaplana.
3 colours, blue/yellow-brown/black

eseire
hilerantt

Walla
1.1410

40o. Klaus °born, Bern
80c. Karl Bickel, Jr., Walenstadt

e0c. :Max Mellor, Bern
80c. Karl Bickel, Jr.
o
Rotary line-engraving by PTT Stampl rinting Works, Bern
36 x 26 mm. (33 m 23 mm.). Zuni.: White, luminescent, without fibres

Xorm ovlindere

4 sheets (1-4) each of 25 stamps

The vignette on the commemorative cover depicts the points of •
compass d the simple First Day cancel hes 'CEPT/EUROPA' in the centre.
01.411n•n•n••nn•n••

AUL
2:71221

The 4 values, to be issued on 26th May, continue the series
depicting staps caws

20+10 c. ALTZ, ( Canton Vaud) - Surrounded by famous vineyards, the

castle rises on a low hill above a small town of the
of its early history. Its owners inethe'13th cent.
known
same name. Little is
of Savoy, who transferred it to the lords Saillon
Counts
the
appear to have been
their estate in the Valais. About the same time
for
in the 13th cent, in exchange
the rank of a town and thus the population
to
elevated
the village of Aigle was
. In the leth cent. the Savoy fief of
prosperity
and
ce
enjoyed some independen
made a number of structural alterations
who
Compey,
of
lords
Aigle passed to the
tower. During the Burgundian Were
square
promluent
the
erected
to the castle and
and in 1475 the Bernese took
policy
st
expansioni
Bernese
Aigle became a target of
Subsequently rebuilt, the
castle.
and
town
the
of
such
it by force, devastating
- among them e the famous
bailiffs
Berne's.
of
.
castle was occupied by a succession
the salt works of
conteolled
also
who
cent.
18th
the
in
Albrecht von Haller
wino-growing and
a
houses
castle
the
To-day
cent.
16th
Bex, opened up in the
reen
ownigrey/g
owniblk-br
lue/red-br
greenisheb
salt auseum, 5 colou*s:
40+20 c.

Moated House of Pratteln,
=WIZ (Canton Basel-Land) - Theerected
in open country, now

a former Rotated castle
stands in the centre of a thriving village. Initially an estate belonging to a
monasterye Pratteln gradually palmed into the hands of the Hapsburgs, who built
the castle in the 13th cent. as a fortified residence for their stewards. In the
closing years of that century the lords of Eptingen, having erected a stronghold
on the nearby Madelnberg, took control of the village and admieistered it as a

Hapsburg-Austrian fief. When their stronghold was destroyed by the earthquake
o B e l in 1356, they moved to the moated house of Pratteln, enlarging and f ee
refitting it for their own purposes. Hard hit by the economic crisis of the late
Middle Ages, they had to sell Pratteln to the City of Basel in 1525. The Basel
authorities were only too pleased with this bargain as it afforded them direct
ed
coese, at last, to their territories in the upper Baselbiet. They incorporat
to
estate
and
castle
the
sold
and
in
Prattein into the bailiwick of Menchenste
rica Basel citizens, who made several structural alterations in the 16th & 17th
centuries. The castle was later neglected and allowed to fall into disrepair.
the
It has, however, been carefully restored only recently, and is now open to

public.

5 colours, brownisherediblk-browniviolstegrey/lt-green/olive.
e
70+30 c. Imam (Canton St. Gallen) Favoured by a mild climate, the
slopes below the 0onsen attracted settlers in Roman

times. There are no records az to when the Rock of Sargans was first fortified.

The oldest parte of the present castle probably date back to the 12th cent. In
the high Middle Aaes the area belonged to the wealthy Counts of Bregens, among
whose descendants were the Counts of Werdenbergs About 1200, one of them founded
the County of Sargans, with the stronghold of the same name at its centre. The
castle rook was elevated to the rank of t town in
settlement at the foot of
the 13th century. The county having been mortgaged to the Austrians in 1398.ethe

9
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ous cA8T=3 , (Cont.)
town and stronghold were devastated by the people of Lppens.11 irk 1405 In 1406
Austria mortgaged Simms to Count Friedrich of Toggenburg, but took it back after
an attempt
his death in 1436. During the Old Ulrich Wars, Schwys and Mich made
ed
contest
the
hold
to
unable
,
Austria
to seize the nestle and sovereign rights.
rConfede
the
1480
In
gane.
ere-Sar
Werdenb
territory, handed it back to the Counts of
erg..
Werdenb
of
Jerg
Count
1483
ates occupied part of the Sarganserland, and in
Sargans sold them his claims to the county.- The castle became the residence of the
Confederate bailiffs who administered the territory until 1798. To-day it houses
5 Colours: gold-ochre/blk-browa/violet-grey/
a restaurant and a museum.

lt.greylah-red/green.
80440 (3. HALM'. (Canton Aargau) - Situated near the lower end of Lake
Rallwil, this is one of Canton Aargau's largest strong,shown
holds and one of the finest moated castles in Switzerland. Excavations have
the
on
erected
was
manor
wooden
a
when
cent.,
that it dates back to the late 11th
ownere
(absolut
allod
in
castle
and
estate
their
site. The lords of Hallwil held
of
ship) which suggests a claim established originally by independent cultivataion
the land. In the 12th cent. the wooden building was gradually replaced by massive

st.,le structure. The lords of Hallwil, serving under the Counts of Lenzburg and
r succes.wrs, continued to hold their property in allod, 'lidding to it so thatwere
-ame it grew into an important manorial estate. Their wealth and prosperity
c system in the late Riddle
n,Ach that they weathered the crisis of the feudal economi
Ages without selling or mortgaging their estate, and the castle remained the property
of the same family up to the early 20th cent. When the Bernese conquered Canton
Aargau in 1415, the lorde of Hallwil offered resistance in vain and ultimately had
ld was
to recognise their territorial sovereignty. In the course of time the strongho tered
repeatedly rebuilt and enlarged. Since 1925 the family property has been adminis /
5 colours: blue/bik-brown
by a trust, and the castle is now open to the public.
violet-grey/orange/green.
Desigeer: Anne Oertle, Winterthur
Photogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
33.5 x 28 mm. (30.5 x 25 ma.) Zusr White, luminescent, without fibres
klia s
Form cylinders 2 sheets (A & B) each of 50 steeps.
The commemorative cover has a motif of the coat-of-arms of &irons and
another in the special First Day cancellation, which also reads 'ADSGABSTAG/26.5.77
BUNDESFEIERMARKEW.
and round the edge: '3000
go to the National
90 of the proceeds from the sale of the stamps willwork
of social and
to aid cultural work and the remaining 10 to other

Rrintiw

$te Fund

national importance..

'
usual.
For both issues collection sheets and folders will be available as

two special stamps were issued on 22nd April and used at the Palais des
Nations in Geneva on the occasion of the United Nations Conference on Water.
Details are:

bliaga

A stylised drop of water turning part of the brown earth surface

to green.
80 Ap.

aglow
Zrjatjag:
ILKE.

3 colours:. blue/ochre/green
4 colours: carmine/ochre/blue/green

Fr. 1.10
E. Weishoff, Israel
Rotogravure by Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisba Ltd., aPan
1,700,000 of each value
lent
25.5 x 36 mm.
An elaborate First Day cancellation,
hewn, was used on 22nd April, 1977.

,AN GEN I,
22I- 1
CANFERiNCE
NMVONS tfti*S
telle t EAU

cr,

'3UP
cancel •..

see

'Did you Know?'
column.
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DID YOU KNOW?
...a. that the special Mittelho ser
Commemoration flight covers have not yet
been back-stamped in Nairobi, all others
having come back in dribs and drabs.
Apparently a PTT man will have to go ther
to do the job in the end:
..... that the plane shown on the cachet
Mittelholzer Africa
flight in 1926 (see RNL, Feb. '77) is not
of the actual Dornier Mercury used, but
of the Junkers A20 he used for the
previous trips to Spitsbergen & Persia.
Perhaps this plane was being considered
for the flight when the cachet was
engraved.

used for the let

..... that on 2nd May it will be 30 years
since the first Atlantic crossing by
Swissair from Geneva to Washington (New
Tork was closed due to bad weather).
Specialists can note that the DC4 shown
on the special stamp (Z.42) has the registration RN-ILA, but it was actually
RN ILI which made the pioneer flight:
..... that all Welti landscapes have now
appeared in coils of 1000 (except the 15e.
which is sold out), (25c. 2000 for Omega
Watch Factory), made up by hand from
counter sheets: unnumbered at rear, with
every 10th stamp having a selvedge join,
and ends of plain perforated paper.
Because of 'rarity' of these ends coil
collectors are taking advantage of the
PTT offer to make up any value into coils
if at least 5 rolls are ordered. So the
5a10:35,50 & 60c. values are now 'on
sale', but not from the PTT, unless you
order 5 z 1000:
..... that at NABA in Basel in 1971 there
was a special PTT exhibition on the
Gotthard postal route across Switzerland.
A separate printing from the catalogue w
later obtainable on this fascinating
exhibition, No doubt as a result of its
success Arthur Wyss, curator of the PTT
Museum, has now expanded the whcle story

into a larger than A4 sized, 270 page
book. With about 300 illustrations, 50
in colour, it seems an excellent buy for
a ciub library. Can be ordered from
Ovaphil SA, Box 10, CH-1000 Lausanne 8,
.
aFr.78.- 4 postage (but will be
.96.- after 31.5.77). Text in either
French, Italian .ex, English. Title
tthard
Via Helvetica".
..... that the special PTT cover for the
MAX' held in Bern from 7-14 April
also uses balloons as Motif, as the 80c.
stamp, desi ed by 15 year old Daniel
Proidevaux of St. Blades. The special
cancel is an adaptation of the stamp
design which came third. (See page 30)..
•.... that the answer to Question N0.58
was 1948, in the 3 languages separately,
but these cancellers were uaad only for
Pro Petrie and Pro Juventute issues of

PLACEIaESS

PRANKS

Recently several banks in Switzerland have been granted the right to
frank their mail with a nameless town
die, to hide the identity of the sender
even more. See illustration, showing
such a private machine frank, printed

in the usual magenta. The number 16384
is of the machine/customer, given to it
by the PTT, and the highest I have ever
seen, so indicates that it is very new.
Make, Frame AG of Lauperswil, Bern.
HELVE11A

IP OHO
6384
= VIII 5470 =

The lower number "VIII 5470" is

only required by the PTT on envelopes
which do not carry the sender's name
and address, or at least a box number.
A concession to those firms, mostly
banks, who feel there is a need for

secrecy.
The VIII indicates the Postal
District number for the cantons of

Ztrich, Schaffhausen and Thurgau. The
5470 is the individual customer number,
which covers the whole of Switzerland,
i.e. not per Postal District. Why
this additional number is even necess-

ary, on top of the individual machine
number, is inexplicable teazle. Other
such franks have been seen with the

lower number having a 'V for Basel,
or a 'I' for Geneva, so not quite as
secret as they thinks

DID TOU KNOW?

M.R.

(Cont.)

1948. In 1949 the design was changed
. to exclude the cords of the posthorns.
(See illustrations

....... Question 59. Following the
special cancellation used at BirrLupfig on 17.2.77 to commemorate
150 years since the death of Pastalozzia which Swiss's stamps show him?
M.R.
This year's
Zarcher
Sechaelluten
slogan

9
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Avenue, Huddersfield Road,
Hon. Secretary: R. A. Hoyle, 6, Limes
Halifax, Yorks.

and

stons pages of Customs marks
March meeting of the Northern D. Mb
Paquebot covers showing
ed
Group in Leeds, Mr. Highsted introduced
Swiss stamps cancelled on covers post
the subject for study - 'CUSTOMS MARXS
ed at sea.
and SWISS USED ABROAD', and he was join
ps
e
Wilson: Items showing Swiss stam
by six other members to produce a larg
nsee
.
cancelled on the Bode
array of interesting & unusual material
Swiss covers cancelled at
and
steamers
Mr. HishoteAl Various types of Customs
the Italian frontier station.
marking* on stamps,
cards
Mr. Eketwoods Various covers and
covers and parcel despatch notes: then
used
ad,
ps
abro
stam
s
with Swis
examples of the various Agencies
- abroad.
post
s
Swis
with
s
card
ish
Engl
paid
y
repl
s.
n's
marks and several pages of transit mark
Dr. Rktchie concluded the afternoo
rs
cove
with
with
t
map
e
nmen
larg
rtai
ente
Mr. Moores showed his
g
udin
the
incl
by
ad,
d
abro
elle
canc
used
s
ps
stam
showing Swis
a
and
on
ria
ion
Aust
rmat
and
info
any
with
Germ
ship marks of
various Agencies,
in
used
ps
stam
s
Swis
of
large display
the dates of use.
Liechtenstein, many with Swiss post
from
Mr Tilaea (visiting the Group
office labels.
Birmingham): a page Showing
R.A.H.
ings
29 different types of Customs mark
and many fine examples on cover.

4.

NAT MEETINGS

May we once again draw the
attention of members to a request made
soiL time ago from the Society's

NORTHERN GROUP
LONDON GROUP

No meeting
- The Travelling Post
ice - All Members

Officers. When sending letters to them
to
it is not mammary, nor expedient,
include reference to the Society in
writing the address.
Please use the straightforward
name and address only in future.

C.,11

Owing to lack of space , this
has had to be postponed until next
montb.
Of interest to all Collectors:

ZVMSTEIN

- Jubilee 1900

Latest editions published
on lit September 1976
E-_-197 ... Price t 17.00

ikaiatal -

i-LBALL

- 'Strubelis'
Airmail stamps & covert

AY.

Price t 1.70
Please order Catalogues from
S PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane Strand, London Wen 71W
ITZE

Pocket s ize

...

Also available:
TO
.19.- plus postage

Miniature sheets
Sitting & Standing Helvetia
Tete-beohe & se-tenant

.4.-

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
FMARXEN
are published in the BERNER BRIE
ZEITUNG.
Annual fee 1977: SFr. 25.without special supplement
SPt. 27.50
with special supplement

For fine, first class stamps -

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Waste Lists to

ZUMSTEIN

Rayons

Propr. Bartsch & Cie
CI- 3001 BERN
P.O.B. 2585

Railway cancels
Official stamps
IN*

WOO

New issues
Good quality stamps

Just a few suggestiona for
material available against Wants
Lists or on approval.
Torrisholme,
14, Low Lane,
MORECAMBE
Lams LA4-611

i Hon. Treasurer:

Mr L.E.STUES

135 St John's Rood
a ltha nl s c3w
;t oW
n do ri Ei; 4j14

Tel. 01

527 6670

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
'Mrs E...I.Rawnsley,
\ 3 Cranford Gardens,

1Victoria Dr.,
leognor Roofs Sussex
,
" f021 2a
MAT

NO. 5

ange Pkt. Sec
on.Exch
_
1 Mr.Cflauch,
i 353 Baddow Rd,
I eholmsford, Essex

1CM2 7QF
Tel 0245 54149

1977

31st YEAR

THE FRENCH MANUSCRIPT Rai: MARKS
By John C. West, P.R.P.N.L.
Reprints*, with permission, from 'Postal History International', Nov. 1975
Prance had
By the middle of the 18th century the pen rate mark used in
ements
requir
developed into certain definite characteristic patterns. Three
had led to this evolutions
: a It had to be carried out in a single stroke.
b It had to be as simple as possible in the interest of speed.
sable by any
c It had to havsva characteristic that was instantly recogni
nt.
recipie
the
from
fee
delivery postman who had to obtain the
It is also of interest that the trench system differed to some extent from that
of the British of which a lot has been written.
By the turn of the century, into the 1800s, the volume of mail had
handetamps of
increased to the extent that it was thought necessary to introduce
two
to three
numbers
single
rubber
these numbers. These were either brass or
.
g
Tampons
as
history
cm hi h and referred to in French postal
other
The rate was invariably in dicimes and was always so, if no
in decimals
be
indication to the contrary was given. Thus a 47 on its own would
7
capital
a
by
d
equivalent to 4 PrarTte 70 °entities. If the number was followe
in
value
the
it was in Pra4ios or ii' it was followed by a small c it indicated
centimes.
The figure in box one As a pen 1 and is fairly simple, it always
done by pen the
started with a small riser before the bold downstroke. When
example of a
an
shows
two
box
vertical line was not normally straight and
later Tampon.
the
The figure 2 was accomplished by a complete clockwise circle before
ed
continu
es
dewnstroke. It finished With a tail to the right which is sometim
forms of he
2
show
six
and
three
Boxes
number.
next
upwards to connect to the
pen 2 whilst four and five show the 2 in Tampon form.
clockwise
The 3 starts exactly in the same way as the 2 with a complete
It
marked.
very
not
often
is
which
left
circle but finishes with a curve to the
the
from
it
uishes
disting
that
is the absence of the little twist to the right
seven and eight
figure 2. The 3 was never joined to a following number. Boxes
show pen 3 and nine the Tampon.
of its similarity
4 is the cause of quite an amount Pf confusion because
lity of
nationa
with the British shilling stroke and it is eboontial to know the
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the marking before attempting to interpret the rate.
The French 4, see boxes ten to thirteen, has a certain amount of variation but
in a].1 cases there is a downstroke followed by an upward diagonal and a second dewnstroke.
It often looks like a emall script but as can be seen from the Tampon in box thirteen,
this is not always so.
In British pen rate marks such as 4/2, in shillings and pence, the bar separating the shillings from the pence was included in a continuous flow of the pen. The
seconddiagram shows the development of this from an example of 1769 to 1866. It Can
,
1
n t , similar to the French 4. For comparison in
77 seen that this often looks like an
of
example
an
shows
last
the
fignres
these
a French 45 decimes taken from an 1871

cover from Chile to France via Panama and
London,

4.

..

1769 l'

1822

1773

'667?)(7
4/2

1827- 2/

1828

1/7
1857

1

1848

Among the Rayons are multiples,
fully and partly reconstructed platen
and, among the RAYON IIs some of the
All
rare varieties and retoudhes.
the BATONS include some of the edam
and very rare Stones.
This material is now avai1ab1e
to Approval applicants and if you
specialise in these fascinating
stamp', you will be well advised to
contact us.
(If you have not done business
with US previously, kindly furnish
refs:rendes).

/

1866 45dm.

1871

H.L.KATCHER

Pe
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SOME NOTES ON NACI-114404iE '
Part II.

By G. G. Ritchie

The special labels (shown in Fig. 2 in the April issue) were the first of a
a list up to 1942 has been
series which has continued until the present time, and
t
given in Ed. Rattimann's booklet on labels. This has been put into stric
as
2.
here
nted
Table
prese
and
chronological order
TABLE
AMMO

Overall sic.
(mm)

Colour

Type

Number printed
(1000's

01...0.1...1.1.1.11•11•011*MINIIMW

3.

redo

52 x 16

white

black on rose

40 x 12

4

black on yellow

40 x 40

4

black on deep orange 40 x 40
black on rose

40 x IS

4

5

black on orange
black on rose
black on red-orange

40 x 40
40 x 18
40 x 40

4

black on yellow-orange 40 x 40

4

black on orange

45 x 45

black on orange

45 x 45

1895

?

1898 20
1905 5)
1906 100
1907 150
1907 24
1910 12'
1911 12
1912 12
1913 12
1915 50
1919 50
1919 12
1922 50
1926 15
1927 100
1928 150
1929 200
1931 200
1932 200
1934 200
1936 250
1938 250
1940 300'
1942 650

0.

per strip
15

15
10
10
15
10
15
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

.10

10110001111111MMISINIIn

in Dec. 1937, and I
My earliest label (in Type 4) was used in Liechtenstein
seen, but it seems strange that
cannot comment on earlier types which I have never
developed in 1907 the
although the essential features of the present label were
Was this due to war1919.
to
1915
earlier rectangular type was re-issued from
lsory the earlier ones seem
time conditions? As labels do nol seem to be compu
' details printed, typed,
quite elusive, and most items mere have the 'Nachnahme
ge-due letters, the total
posta
with
As
rubber-stamped or written on their face.
encil figures.
amount to be collected was written in large coloured-p
(45 x 45 am.) with st
The standard label finally took the form of a triangle
shades of orange. They are
large capital 'N' in the top apex, the paper being in
ated by roulette. This
printed in strips with imperforated sides and are separ
on labels black can be found pre.
is normally colourless but like the registrati
of Type 6, and it will be
WWII. The arrangement is shown in the illustration
always be imperforate. As
seen that the lefy-hand side of the triangle will
ary
c.f a 101?1 without any monet
there is no need to keep constant the printin,IT
-case
lower
or
e
r-cas
value, there are many minor variations in typ-face (uppe le, the name of the
examp
For
g.
settin
and
etc.)
'N'
letters, large and small
places, handstamped in a space
issuing office may be printed for more-important
left for the purpose or left out altogether.
ed directly on to
As well as adhesive labels, similar designs may be print is usually reversed
The 'NI'
cards or envelopes, either by the PTT or privately.
round is provided.
backg
e
orang
out on a black triangle and in some cases an
(Fig. 4).

l
I
lled with the normal letter
The adhesives on most Nachnahme items are cance
to be any special
or packet-post cancellations, and today there do not seem
d in
s
'Nachnahme cancellations. One for Basel dated 1881 is, however, liste

Emmenegger (8801,p.575) this being bilingual (Pig. 5). Others do, however *xis*
RE.RIBVII used
and I have seen somewhat similar circular cancellations with BERN/EAC
in July 1908 and with BERNAACERAHMEN used in Sept. 1896 and. Fobs MIL MO

PLchnaitino
mi ierAnr:It litraorsu
g

v.ve
4.0Cp

ReJPIlicr^,et..,Jszerot

Type 5, small N

i

1

77,

Type 5, small N,
printed office name
Pair of Type 6 (reduced in
size) showing make—up of
strip

Type 5, large N, hand—
stamped office name

kmboursrbcit • Rimborio

NACtiNmHME
Witlowmmm-Rialtimw

Schaan

Bent I Amvihm-:

NACHtiAHME

was. oaf

-.War. 1.140. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - aNNY1,• n•••• me.

n••••••n••-

5, ae left but
with colourless roulette

Type

Type 5 large N, NACHNAHME in caps,
with black roulette
'fig 2 Types of Nachnahme Label

Fig 3 Nachnahme Cancellations
To be concluded next month.
IlLYRENCR 10 RATE

(Continued)

box 20 is simple, providing there is an
iLitial horisontal stroke. Sometimes

however, it is almost a single downward

stroke. Them it is distinguished from a
1 by the slight curve to the left and by
the absence of the initial small riser.
8 doss not cause any difficulty in
recognition, it starts from the top with
an S shape movement completing the figure by era upward diagonal. Boxls tmelty
one and twenty two show two ele.;reme9.

Once described the 9 is unmistakeable. It starts with a complete anti,clockwise loop finishing with a bold down
stroke. Examples of this are shown in
boxes twenty three and twenty four.

All the

illuatrations have been take)

direct from actual covers and to that
extent are authentic. The best method fo:
acquiring recognition skill is to
practise writing the numbers oneself.

▪

It is with the deepest regret
that we learn of the death of

JACK BEKEN
on 23rd April.
Well known in philatelic
circles, he will be best remembered
as the Founder and Secretary of the
Liechtenstein Study Circle, and was
also an Honorary Member of our own
Society, but those who knew him
personally will never forget his
unfailing kindness and willingness
to help all collectors.
Philately 1 woes an outstanding
personali y
we all lose a friend.

DID YOU KNOW?
that the PTT has broken even for
1976, in fact a profit for the first
time since 1971, thanks mainly ta,tike
only
1% rise in oasts in Switzerland,
L
etter post was down by 1.6%, parcels
also down by 1.9%, but the inereased
rates of January 1976 brought in the
cash.
....... that the first machine slogan in
$wiss-German has appeared in Winterthur;
"bluemig" 8isi Altstadt, which means
"Flowery" our old town. Slogan is
No. 4.6.134 used in May 1977 (see

illuatratiou)

400Itp4

huRc;:=1,,,„
Winterthur

MEMBERS' CORNER,

Pax - Fine Used 80 c. Z.269 at 10.25 and 2 Fr.
Z0271 at & 32.00. Will be sent to the
first Society applicant sending cheque
for these amounts.
Mrs. B.O. Hoy, 'The Wild Geese',
Harewood Road, Chalfont St. Giles,
Buck e HP8 4UB,
1.

For Sale:

Meal: Does any member
possess items of
disinfected
mail? Mr. H. Dixon, 8, Girvan Grove,
2.

Dieinfected

New Cubbington,

wea.

Leamington Spa, Warks

CV32 7TH would be grateful for details
ofo. any such covers; also references
t any published information.
44•n••nn•morao..•nnnn1110

zuj.
u)1:11110 IN GENET&
Two special stamps will be issued on
27th May for the Security Council. The
details are:

helm
Values:

Desieeers:
Prinaiags

21441.1

aesae:

Stylised hands, emblem of the
U.N. for protection of the
earth.
0.80 - blue/green/red/gold/
black
1.10 - green/blue"redigold/
black
M. Freudenreich & W. Janowski,

Poland
Heliogravure by Heraclio
Fournier S.A., Spain
36 x 26 mm.
1,700,000 of each value

A special cancellation will be used
at the Palais des Nations on 27th May.
reading: 'Conseil de Securite - 27.5.77
- Premier Jour - 1211 GENEVE - Administration Postale des Nations
.10010M.MINIOn

showing Pestalozzi are PJ 1927, 20 & 30
1946 10c. with BIE o'print in red, 1958
UN BIE officials - monument In Yverdon
(and an exhibition at present), and again
in 1960; also Various special & machine
'cancels - quite a nice collection.
Question No.60. Held over for lack of

M.R.

es:

4.-5.77-18

....

that the Swiss TraneportMuseam in

•

that the "Publicity Date-stamps of

Lucerne has done well out of the Mittelholzer Commemorative Flight to Afsica,
nearly 600,000 covers at Fr.3.- each
(over 3 tons:). The special flight 20
years ago took only 12,000 covers, and
the original 400. The plane used for
the 1976 flight was a DC 6B of Balair
HB-IBS, and nearly all the passengers
paid for their 17 day trip.
.... that the 4th part of the "Stempelfor'distriwerk" has been• promised
,
bution at the LEMANEX to be held at
Lausanne from 26 May to 4 June 1978.
Natzerland e has now been iesued. The
price is now down to £4.40, as the
weight is just below the critical threshold of 1 kg.
▪ 1 that in anl article in the May issue
,

of Philatelica Ren4 Amrein announces
the discovery of several examples of the
first Swiss coil stamps, identified by -

the miseut of the red 10c. (Z.61B) in

particular. The example shown is dated
9.V.02 Genhve Exp.Let. It is known that

experimental German_"Sielaff" machines
were in operation in Bern and Geneva at
thla time. In 1910 24 machines were
then installed. The stamp coils were
made up from sheets
.... that the UN Postal Administration
has issued a very complete list of all
stamps they have issued in the first 25
years, from 1951 to 1976.
that the Phila-Verlag, 9490 Vaduz
w ill publish a special issue of their
"Liechtensteiner Briefmarkerikatalog und
Handbuch" containing not only all the
stamps from 1912 to 1977, but also all
the special articles which were in the
various previous annuals. Limited
edition so if interested order early.
.... Answer to Question No. 59 - stamps

Part XXIV

By L.M.C. DUTTON

o o
No. Owner Date on
Postmark
•

Origin

*0

0

0-

Place of

111 E.I.W.
112 K.H.R.
112A A.R.T.
113 J.McM.

1141J.McB.

Vevey
Bern 21
Jo' burg
Dundalk

20.1,43
2.11.43
4.XI.43
9.X1.43

Italy declares war on Germany.
13.11.43
o
----o
8d.
I Red Cross
13.11.43 Dublin
Geneva

115 124CD
A.B.

116

117 A.E.

-o
None

2a (x) 1

Yes

Churchill Roosevelt and Stalin meet at the Teheran Conference.
---o

25.11.43

0---0

Colour .
Airmail German
.
Wash
Applied Label/ cen.lab
Identn
env.
Letter) -:•
None
2a 1:43
Yea
Sunningdale 50c.
2a (b)
No
30c.
Sweden
None
None
No
3d.
Urnaesch
-None
No
3d.
Red X Geneva
--0
----o
-o
--o
--o
f

Destination Postage

2.X11.43

Lugano

London

500.

Yes

None

None

6.111.43

Sierra,

Bath

70c.

Yes

None

None

10.X11.43 Sembrancher Bath

Soc.

Yes

2b (?)

Grey (horiz)1

30c.

No.

5oc.

Yes

2a (d)
2a (b)

None
None

118 F.G.D. 14.X11.43 =rich 1 Manchester
Winterthur Stone
22.1.44
119 LMCD
(Staffs)

0
1.11.44
9.11.44

0
,
C.p.a.1 e: Trains carrying surface mail to the U.K. leave
P.O. Circular: Letters and postcards to British P.Oas in
0

co

0--120 A.E.

10.11.44

10.11.44
121
122 K.R.R. 16.11.44
18.11.44
123 LCD
29.11.44
124 LKCD

•?

-125 1MCD

125 PO 6.111.44
6.111.44

127 LtiCD
1

Crane
s/Sierre
Enrich 1

Yee

2a

Andover

50c.
20c.
5
0c.
5 0c.

Yee
Yes
Yes

2b (b1
2a (b
2b
id b

20c.

Yea

2a

500.

Yes

ld (b)

Switsd
Goteborg
London
Ulrich 1
St.Gallen Sutton, Sy
Degersheim Morley Wd
Camp
St.Gallen 4 Sutton, sy
London
Lugano

6

.

yes

o

None
(vert)
None
None
None

(b)

ld (b)

Yes

500.

-o

None

(b)

Bath

90c.

Blue (horiz)
None

0

Staff
8.111.44 P.O. Circular: P.A.Y.E. introduced for G.P.O. o
--o
0
---------

9.111.44

ANST

1Y500 I

Lausanhe 1 New York

2a (b)

Yes

None

1

129 LmCD

-0

0

6
rland, the
24.111.44 P.O. Circular: Civil airmail services to Switze

o

o
111.44 Reykjavik
24.

0

--0

Wrich

f

1.40 Kr

o

Yes

I
q

2

1301 LMCD 1 7
o--o -o ---0---o

1311 LMCD

o
)
St.Gallen Sutton, Sy 55c. ! Yes 11 2$ (b)
o --o
-0o

extended to France.
29. 111.44 P.O. Circular: Thomas Cook service
2b (b) Blue (diag.)
Yes
F.1
Stone,
1.1V.44 Heiligew-

4,1V.44
131A LMCD
1321 K.H.R. 11.IV.44
13.IV.44
133 LMCD
o--o

schsendi
Olten
Madrid
Lugano

(Staffs)
Stone
Wrich
London

50 C.

2P
50 c.

Yes

2b (b)

Blue (diag.)

Yes

2b (b)

Bra (diag.)

Yes

Other Narks on Cover

No, in blue No.top LH tio.bot.LH British British
indel.pencll corner in corner in cen.seal l censor
No.
pencil- (0.0.90
(P) or blk h . pencil
WS')
TYPe)
;stamp
-0
2 I 9438
...8/1 2390-25/1
' 981(P)
-1
None
None
None
4)0(P)
i
1M2
None
5779
None
None
le 1 4114
None
None
None
None

None

None

None

None

48(P)

1595/1

None
638(P)

None
1606/2

-

I EirerS.P.1 label, Type IIa;
I Exam 123; 28mm T(i) h/s

-

5978 1

IA 1

None

Type (ii) h.s. In purple
h/s.
T(Ii)
1
,1kot h.s. red. S.A. seal
'A.x' h.s. blk; Eire S.P.1
13.
0 lebel Type....I1 Exam

IZ

None

lp430
3600
lk

'T' over '264 in 18x14 mm
frame; 'T' blk; '8c' blue
Single sht letter has '1595
top 1.h. 1 blue strike&
1 grey strk - botirdiag.
35 mm. T(i) h/s - purple
T(i) h/s

610 1
(5176 i
1F & lA . 50
None
i074
1667
7125-17/1
107/08

None
None

SSW

_.0

0

'Basle at 14.53 on Tuesday as well as Monday.
Switzerland, formally in Italian hands, may be sent free by surface mail; airpail
5d. let oz. ete.
164/6

569(P)

135(P)

None
1591/3
332/22 7222/22/1
None
154/1
None
12150/1
None
1308/1

509cP)
509(P)

1609/1 7216-15/1
None
1243/1

0--I
66e(P)

! 1604/1 7119-21-1

1080(0'
e ( 0)
865(P)
230(P)

ec

'Via Stuttgart' written
by sender
28 mm. T(i) h/s.
T (?) h/s
21.111.44 28mm T(i) h/s,London 79 ohs:
None
4.111.44 Swiss cen. h/s 310 violet;
T(i) h/s; Chorley ode back
None
None

None

10.V.44 T(ii) h/s. U.S. censor
seal on transparent tape
.
at one end and 6346
5938
No.
at botn ends; censor
IMED NEW
'UNCLA
at the other. Violet h/s on rear
' in oval
'REBUT
Blk
1ORP, second ks 7,6.44:
frame on front.
Iberian Peninsula, North Africa and all P.0.Ws except in Sweeden suspended.
bone

-0

-

5587 14.IV.441 Lisbon his of 25.111.44
on back. '224' in red;
7146-30/1 over P.0490 label. "Abgereist - Parti partite' label. (*pie 24 of HNL Oct. '76, p.76)
Zdrich ohs of 14.IV.44. T(Ii) h/s.
1G

224 (H/S)i 390/1 7145e30/1

I

4

,

0

)
351 (H/S)1 1220/3 1 . 455/3/3,
0

lk

532 (H/s)i 1626/1 7130/13/11

IL

0

r

3600

0

-

2794 ' 8 V.44

Cover w.3 P3 at. T(ii) ha
-0 --

1 stmp removed; exp.label
line:
pencil
vert.Brit.blue
i
T(i) Ws -- LTtiLhe s _
Spanish censor label.
I T(ii) his
0
To be continued)
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DATE-STAMPS
1-1104DE30()K OF SWISS. PUBLICITY
in German and French.

Issued at the end of April 1977, jointly
CONTENTS: The 120 pages are A4-sized, loose-leaf, held in a robust 4-ring binder.
giving period
70 pages of 969 illustrated cancels in chronological order,
s
1 Swiss
about
a
1
whereby
factor,
scarcity
a
of use and a 'price' in the form of

Franc, for cut-outs and covers.
50 pages of special lists and tables, alphabetical and numerical lists of
all places and their PTT No., also illustrated forerunnersm abd tge skigabs that
have taken over in many places. The cancels of the PTT Postal Museum and Philatelic Bureau are shown all together for the first time, etc., etc.
For easier identification all cancels have been put into one of 3 types:
•
Segment, single ring or single ring with postal code: A, B or C.
HOW TO ORDER TOUR COPY:
Write to

MR. G. A. NICOLET,
Jurablickstrasse 54,
CH-3028 Apj,e/22=
,Switzerland.
Mention you are an
HPS or ASPS Member.
Price is SFr.18.50 and includes registered seamail (overseas members).
Aunt: Sfr. 18.50 on Postal Cheque No. 80-38059 ZOrich.
SFr.20.- DM.20.- US $ 8.- Can. $ 8.0 ($ 15.- for 2 copies
to different addresses.)
(in US through a big
Francs
Chequer 8Fr.18.50 if made out in Swiss
$ 10.- if not on a big
or
dollars,
New York bank);. $ 9.- in
to clear foreign cheques).
Pt.
6
NY bank (Swiss banks charge 3 to
British cheques for £4.40 may be sent to Mr. M. Rutherfoord,
Breite Strasse 82, CH-8303 Bassersdorf, Switzerland.

yourasT PUBLICITY

As from
11th. May
Genevois
en
1214 VERNIER - Joyau
(K.669)
CANCEL , :

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOPE8 - Latest editions published
on let September 1976
E TLIs P E
au •.. Price t 17.00
SWITZFRLAND/LIECHTENSTIN l77
1.70
... Price
Pocket size
.
Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW
Also available:

2177,111LEMILLITIMILILSAILLMA

Pric;e: SFr.19.- plus postage SFr.4.

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG.

AEROPHILATELIC DAY 1977
Held on 30th April in the AirportPlaza at Ztrich,-Kloten Airport. A
special cancellation was used depicting
an aeroplane in flight - 30.4.77 - 8058 ZURICH 58 FLUGHAYEN - TAG DER

AEROPHILATELIE.
A fine collection depends on
quality, and those unusual items that
raise its standard above the ordinary.
Let me help you in the search
for those elusive, but worth-while
stamps or covers.
Varieties and flaws provide
added interest - selections can be
sent on approval.
If you collect airmails, flight
covers are a 'must'.
Material is also available for
lesser known fields: TP0s, Bundesfeier & Day of the Stamp Cards, Route
Marks, Soldier Stamp covers, etc. etc.

Annual fee 1977: SFr. 25.without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplement

I shall be pleased to supply
items against Want Lists, or on approval
to Helvetia Members, or to advise you
on how to add to the scope of your
collection.

For fine, first class stamps RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE send your Wants Lists to

J.S.ARNISTRONG

tHILATELic
Founder ; E. H. SPIRO

A4c1.1

.8')
tHon. Treasurer:
Mr L.E.STILES
135 St John's Road
Walthamstow
London EV 4JH
Tel. 01 527 6670

No. 6

President . L.

J' UNE

MOORE, M.B.E.,

1977

F.R.P.S.L.

31st TEAR

MULTILINGUAL INSCRIPTIONS ON SWISS POSTAGE STAMPS
By KARL B. SHARP, Americanifelvetia Philatelic Society
Reprinted, with permission, from 4 Linn l o,Stamp News', 6th December, 1976'
Select an area about twice the size of New Jerse y , embellish it with-magnificent mountains and gleaming lakes, and intermix four native langUagee among
its
approximately 6i million people,:and'yon coils close to an image of Switzerland('
This image, however, does not show that there is a "Swiss" language in the same
sense that there is an English or Spanish language. Switzerland is a multilingual nation, a result of its early history, the influence of contiguous nations,
and its international role in banking, trade and tourism.
Four native languages prevail in Switzerland:
Swtse-gorman (Schwyzerdutsch)
a mixture of various dialects, which is spoken by a majority of the people in
16
of the 22 cantons: Freeehuesed by approximately a fourth of the nstion i s population; Ital an, the language of approximately a quarter million reeident
a (exclud..
ing short-term immigrant workers); and #omanscia, the quaint survival Of
an original Raetian tongue, which is used by lets than 1 per cent of the total populati
on.
It has been said "the Swiss cultural house is a mountain but but with fourwindows ... close one and the hut will be that much darker,". Be that as it
may,
three of Switzerland's native languages. . German, French and Italian - were
officially recognised by the Federal Constitution in 1874 as "national language
s,'
for the purpose of debates in the Federal Parliament and public notification
of
Federal laws and decrees.
but

Romansch was approved as a fourth national language by a plebidite in 19384
not accorded the same official status as the other languages'.

it was

Romansch, however, is conspicuously absent from Swiss stamp!: and postal
stationery; in fact its use has been limited to a small variety of cancellations.
and a token appearance on Swill's military labels.
The first stamps issued by the Federal Administration in 1850 , (Zum. 131-1411)
contain a language inscription. For the German-speaking section of the country,
one design carries the words "Orts-Post", the other is inscribed 'Toots Locale"
for the French language section. Stamps of both designs were widely used in
all
sections of the country, regardless of language.
These issues were followed by five different designs of the , Rayons of 1850..52
(Z. Nos, 15-20), four of which are inscribed in German and one in French.
The first use of trilingual inscriptions on Swiss stamps appears on the
'Strubelis' or imperforate Sitting Helvetia issue of 1854-62 (Pig. 1). The
denominations of these stamps Are expressed in German "rappen", French "centime
."

.
and Italian "centesini". This issue in noteworthy for more than its leagued.
inscriptions. Featured on thee. stamps is the first allegorical symbol of
Switzerland, preeented in the form of a seated woman (Hilietia) with a spear in
vari
one hand and a shield with a Swiss cross in the other. This symbol, and
ations of it, was destined to become the theme of many subsequent Swiss issUes.

When the-nerforeted Sitting Helvetia motife were issued in 1862 (Fig. 2),
the trilingual inscriptions of the preceding series Were omitted and the word
"Helvetia" was introduced. "Helvetia" is the neutral Latin word for Switeerlands
(it is "SChweis"-in German, "Suisse" in French and "Svizzera" in Italian). The
word is derived from the Helvetii, a Celtic race that inhabited large pert. of
modern Switzerland from about the third century B.C. until conquered by the
Romans in 15 B.C. During the Napoleonic period, Switzerland was known as the
"Helvetic Republic".
By use of the symbolical figure, and later by the use of the word "Helvetia"
Switzerland achieved an identity on its postal material without showing partiality
to any of its multilanguage communities. Since its inception, the term "Helvetia"
has been synonymous with Switzerland, and has appeared on all Swiss stamps to
date, except the Universal Postal Union issue of 1900 and early postage due and
franchise stamps. (The 1938-52 "Pro Petrie" stamps are inscribed "Confoederatio
Helvetica" instead of the usual "Helvetian.)
Over the span of the next 70 years, inscriptions in the languages of the
people of Switzerland appeared only on a single letter form issued in 1919, three
postal wrappers surcharged With trilingual inscriptions in 1924 and virtually all
postcards. The neutralmnner in which Switzerland identified its postal material
seemingly found acceptance by its people.
However, there was a sporadic resumption in the use of language inscriptions
but it is theorized that
between 1932 and 1938. No explanation is
the national character of some issues may have influenced this course of action.
In this periodthe NAHA (Z. if III/1), Switzerland's first miniature sheet,
together with four other miniature sheets and stamps, were issued with trilingual
In addition 15 stamps appeared with French wording.
inscriptions. •.
During World. War II the use of language inscriptions increased dramatically.
Between 1939 and 1945 a total of 56 different issues appeared - 20 are trilingual
and the remainder in one language only (13 in German, 13 in French and 10 in
The resurgenceof language and the themes of many of the stamps'
Italian.
.s
l
time appeal for national
awar
suggeits
unity, neutrality and conservation of
materials. It Ithould be remembered that
ARE YOU AIMING FOR
Switzerland endeavoured to maintain
AN AWARD-WINNING
scrupulous neutrality in W.W.II, but
COLLECTION?
public opinion in . the country was neither
neutral nor United.
For several years after the War, the
Rarely a week passes without a
number of stamps with language inscript-letter from someone thanking us
ions dwindled and it seemed that a gradfor having been instrumental in
ual return was being made to the former
helping them win an award or trophy
practice of not using native languages..
at an exhibition or local show. .
These letters arrive from the four year*
10
past
However,. issues of the
corners_of the globe and we really
indicates an opposite_Arend._ Since 1967
are proud that our stock is so
of
appeared
a total of 60 stamps have
large and varied that such moistGerin
10
plus
which 35 are trilingual,
from us is possible.
ance
Italian.
in
none
and
man, 15 in French

-

Overall, since 1850 there have been
234 stamps and miniature sheets with
some form of German-French-Italian lane
uage inscription.' Of these 104 are tri-'
lingual and 130 in one language only.
There arenumerous other items of
Swiss origin with language inscriptions
but it is not the intent here to extend
beyond the field of postage issues.
By the way - have you. discovered
the Swiss stamps that are inscribed in
English/

If you are planning a show or
exhibit, it needs time to accumulate the right kind of material.
Many people have been disappointed
because they have left 'ittoo late
write to us la even if yOur show
is not until next year.

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
Highgate
P.O. Box 242
London N6 4LX.
.
Tels 01 - 348 - 0296
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1977 B.P.F. CONGRESS
As 'Helvetia' is affiliated to the new British Philatelic Federation,
members may be interested in this report from our Delegate EM4_,T,I.E. EUSIBIO
The late spring sun shone brightly on this Congress, held at Blackpool from
31st Kay to 3rd June, and organised at short notice by the N.W. Federation of
Philatelic Societies, the invited Society having declined the honour for $ome
valid but undisclosed reason.
The gathering in the sprawling WINTER GARDENS complex was a modest one by
comparison with the past Congress events and just escaped being submerged, first ly
by the simultaneous 3-day Co-operative Congress (3,000 delegates) and subsequently. on the Thursday, by the one day general assembly of Townswomen', Guilds (1,100
deleeAtes). Also many familiar faces were missing from the depleted platfora,
•
due not only to retirements, but also to the 'LE:MILER" in Amsterdam.
The first two papers: "Grass Roots", presented by Ernest Good, and
"Promoting Philately" by Oskar Winter, had overlapping subject matter.
any original ideas emerged: more should be done by Societies to attract the unattached collector and the young' Societies should take their relationship to the
Federation more seriously by paying their affiliation fees promptly and sending
more delegates to Congress (and not always the same ones:). The idea also
emerged that 'STAMPER', 'BPE* and the 'NATIONAL' in 1980 should only accept
entries from members of Societies affiliated to the Federation ('closed shape!).
The third paper on "The Purpose of the Philatelic Press" by Kenneth Chapman, made
it plain that 71% of the available space is for paid adverts and only 21%,for
'editorial' matter if the periodicals concerned wish to keep their heads above
eater, while at the same time the Press always endeavours to aid Socistiee within
it means.
The 1980 'INTERNATI AL' will be at Earls Court from 2-10 Nay, for 44000
frames. However, no lease contract has yet been signed as the financing of the
venture is still actively under discussion with important backers (e.g. Post
Office etc.). it is expected to cost El million, and will be under the direction
of a professional business manager.
The Federation itself has a serious 'cash flow' problem._ To date about a
third of Societies and members have yet to pay their subscriptions: there is a
deficit of some 44,000 against which may be set assets of roughly the same mount.
All members and friends are soon to be asked to donate one or more items for a
Grand Foundation Auction to be held at the BPI in October next.
The 1978 Congress will be held at WORTHING, Sussex, from 30 Nay to 2 June,
for which a full programme of attractions is being arranged.

I had the pleasure of visiting 'Amphilex' on the first 4 days it was open and
within minutes met people whom I know, including a number of 'Helvetia' members.
My first impression was that tho exhibition was all dealers' and Dutch PUT, a
quick check of the handbook showed there were leS dealers' stands, includirg
foreign postal administrations and about21 Dutch PTT counters. I met and talked
to a number of dealers who had Swiss material, naturally concentrating on postal
history material.
There is no doubt that last year's sale in Karla, in batches of 100 covers,
of the Jakob Toler (of Wohlen) correspondence, comprising oa 40,000 covers of the
period 1840 - 061, has had a significant impact on the study of Postal History.
Though the letters from most courtries of Europe were all addressed .12 Switserland
the emphasis has been greater on-nem-Swiss material. Most postal history dealers
had bier covers and I know at least 2 U.K. dealers who have them.

One novelty at the exhibition was the UV Salon where about 40 frames were
shown under UV light to display phosphor/fluorescent coated stamps and coding
marks for automatic sorting. G.A. Nioolet of Switserland showed the Swiss story
in 6 frames (this was written up 2 or 3 years ago in the SW.
In the Postal History secticn there were 4 Swiss entriea contained in 27
frames, with fascinating pre-stwq, material. In one entry the pre-stamp covers
were mounted on the xerox copy of the document or content, mostly postal agreements

or official letters - generally French period - with their flamboyant heading*.

More Swiss covers were seen on an entry of "River & Lake Mail of the World", in

i!3()AAIE NOTES ON NACHNARMIE
By G. G, Ritchie
In bringing to a close this brief account on the subject of Naohnahme l perhaps
members would check their adhesives of this period, particularly the 12 Rp and
15 Rp which paid respectively 'Nachnahme" printed matter and postcards, up to
10 Francs, to see whether any have , Raohnahmen' cancellations not previously
recorded. Remember, however, that 'NACU.' is short for 'NACHMITTAG' (p.m,
and not for *RAC mu t .
Postal stationery, privately *tamped for 'Neehna)as
can also of course be found.

Nzichnahme
Rembour$ement
Porto

it

Fr.

Nachvahme
Rernbetn . samont • Rirnhorsr

Absenrksr.:

WEP77t ICHEltivERKAUFS31ELLE
SEI:VICLPHILAIhAtLE
Sr.R11710 rILATELICO

Chrlotlichsoziaie.
Kr:Inken . und Un.foilkass
der Schweiz
Scion MaurEin.41ntuland Ft.

Pig. 4 Printed 'Nachnahm envelopes, the second having been refused.
Finally, what happens when it is not possible to collect a 'Naohnahmes
payment? In this case an appropriate 'Retournettel" is applied and the item
is returned to the sender. The two commonly used labels are 'Refused' (as
shown in Fig. 4) or 'Unpaid', but others would be possible, e.g. 'Deceased'
or 'Gone away'.
-----o0oApologies for a typing error in the May issue; Line 3 on page 36 .
the last date given should be Feb. 1910 - not 1918.)

(we;

=Mat Continued.
w hich 3 different types ottlierbano"
cancels i.e. No. 1, No. 2 and star at
base were shown. Swiss covers also
featured in entries of Prance covering
the Napoleonic era. One interesting
entry on the markings of Montbeliard
(France) illustrating the changes of

departemInt s suffered by this town,
Le, Haute Savoie, Mont Terrible, Haut
I

Rhin, Doubs, was supported by covers
from towns near Montbeliard including
the Swiss towns of Bienne, Porrentruy,

Delemont etc. In all there were 6
entries of Swi g 's stamps in 32 frames,

one being a historical survey Of poet-

-marks up to 1920 rather than pure
stun's*

L_JCSARMILIATAREE
21M-W

The Society has purchased for
he Library a copy of this hew work.
It is only fair to warn members
who would like to borrow the catalogue
that it will be very expensive since
it weighs (packed) ca 1 kilo (2.2 lb.)
and is likely to dos
NAJE, or
more if parcel rates are being incr
in line With the new letter rates.
011•111111n1n11.11.•nn••••••n••

An amendment in the latest PTT
Bulletin states that the cancel for
6906 LUGANO 6 CASSERATZ will be

numbered K.670 and not R 43b as
originally given.

I3MXTIL NEWS
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MAIL CARRIED FROM S

ITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
Part XIV
ere 73 to 151 (Cont.)

5.
5,5

The compilation shows that a large
proportion of the listed covers have a
only °court; on
single coloured streak applied across the envelope. Usually if
it occurs also
the front of the envelope, although there are some examples where
on the back. These streaks were chemicals applied with a brush in order 0
to the U.K.
detect 'invisible' writing. Of the covers sent from Switzerland
d in Berlin,
during the whole of the war these streaks occur only on mail oensori
Group of he
vhioh suggests that they were applied by the Chemical Examination
- that from
Lenin censor office. Of the listed covers (air. to U.K.) one letter
greyish steak
Sembrancher to Bath on 10.111.43 (Cover 117) has not only a weak
on the cover, but the letter is also decorated with one blue and one weak MY
diagonal line on each side of the sheet.
However, it is known that chemical tests were also used by the British
to Sembeancher,
censors, and two possible examples are the airmail covers from Bath
before the
just
44,
29.VII.
Covers 142 & 150. The first of these waa posted on
, it has
heless
Nevert
1944.
DLit Lisbon-Berlin flights were interrupted in August
re,
therefo
may,
and
Berlin
in
none of the usual indications of Gorman censorship
motor
Swiss
in
Geneva
to
Bou
have been held up until airmail was taken from Port
buses during Septeaber 1944. It has a faint streak of blue on the cover, but
the letter has a pattern of streaks in strong blue, brown and ochre, quite
on the listed covers
different from the mediwa to washy blues and faint browns
p s e d in November 1944 at
s
econd cover was o t
end letters from Switzerland. The
give the routs as being via Stoekh ls
tions
publica
PTT
l
officia
the
a time when
or may
efld
Berlin; but again, this cover shoes no signs of German censorship
r
Decembe
in
d
employe
have been delayed until the surface route via Prance was
e
e
is
letter
ven ser ttereMehe
1944. - The cover has no discernible streaks, but the
ly 'decorated' than the first. It would appear, therefore, that the colour
by the
streaks on these two letters from England to Switzerland were applied
British censors.
5 5.2

It seems probable, therefore, that the British censors examined outgoing

Berlin office
mail for invisible writing and a similar test was applied by the
went via taxis
which
on Swiss airmail to the U.K., while surface mail to the U.K.
was not subjected to chemical examination of this type.
5.5.3
5.5.3.1

Until the middle of March
e
1944 nearly all th airwas compered in
mail from Switzerland to the U.K. and other western allies, which
centre of the
the
in
pencil
le
indelib
blue
Berlin, contains a number written in

in
envelope, Examples are the '6992', which is just dircernible on Cover 66P.21)
'76,
(Mar.
9
Pig.
in
70
Cover
on
'76 0 p.14); the '6941'
Feb.
Fig. $ (BBL
,
ions are
1
Cover 75 in Fig. 11 (May '76, p.37). The only except
on
7201
the
end
been
has
r
numbe
ent
equival
the
where
two registered covers (Nos. 79 & 104)
Cover 79
written in green pencil, followed he additional digits such an '71/3' on es
shown
mped,
handsta
was
r
numbe
the
1944
and '57/2' on Cover 104. After March
esP
handet
the
rland,
Switze
from
and
to
mail
by the '159' in Pig. 20. On most
129)
(Cover
Zerich
to
vik
Reykja
from
letter
the
is
wee in black, but one exception
1
red.
in
mped
handsta
was
224'
the
and
which was censored on 50.111.44

from
h ‘ these prominent numbers appear on transit mail through Berlin
Althoeg;,

/, I have not unearthed their significance. However, of the three
were stamped
covers from Switzerland which passed through Berlin unopened and
78A of 30.11.4
Cover
on
with the 'Ab' transit stamp, the number '153' is written
20 overleaf
(Pig.
135
respectively were handatamped on Cover
and '159' and '752'
1
were those
rs
numbe
and 136A of 19.1 7.44 and 3.V.44. This would imply that these
s in the
perhap
s,
censor
of officials who handled the mail before it reached the
d
decide
who
ls
officia
Sorting Section (see HIM, Nov. '75, p.17)I it was these
rs
numbe
these
that
feat
The
which mail should be examined and which should not.
d
deduce
is
Group
ation
were applied before the envelope vent to the Chemical Examin
colour
the
by
d
smudge
is
from covers such as No. 84 where the blue number '934'
wash,
On
5.5.3.2. Nyallerc
*floored
w
in Berlin, it is usual to find two n
rjttSn at tile,

1941 onwarde%

ELVET

Pap 46
1•11111111111100.11.111r

Par avion . 4Vil oars"...
ftelethmmodo
&a wood's — Ssv14. postai*

SCHWEIZIRISCHE POSTVERWALTUNO
p
OSTE SVIZ2ERE
POSI/S MASSES

No 751.

11. 36. WO.

toned C 6 (114 1621.

.

Pig, 20. PTT Lausanne to GPO Liverpool of 19.1T.44 illustrating 'Lb
transit stamp and use of handetaap to show number of 'sorting'
ve
official at Berlin censor office. (Co r 135).
written at the top left-hand corner of the envelope. /Examples are the '1340/3'
11395 29
on Cover 75 in Fig. 11
on Cover 70 in Fig. 9 (Mar. '76, m.21) and the
)hsy '769 m.37). On Cover 66 shown in Fig. 8 (Feb. '76, p.14), the equivalent
number is partly hidden by the German censor seal and one can see only 1/2
An indirect contact with an ex-Berlin censor %le
emerging from under t he seal.
veils that the first of these pair of numbers ii that of the censor, which was
also written on each sheet of the letter. This is borne out by Cover 117 from
1
Sembrancher to Bath, which has '1595/1 at the top left-hand corner of the
envelope and '1595' smitten at the top left-hand corner of the only sheet of the
letter. Another example is Cover 77 Of which sheet 2 of the letter survives.
Thus, unlike the British censors, those in Berlin, and it is also true of Paris,
did not have their own seals or even a handstamp to identify themselves as used
prir
by their colleagues in Munich and Frankfurt. Instead they had to write
This
number on each envelope and each page of every letter which they examined'
with
procedure continued after March '44 when the sorting officials were issued,
handstamps.
It was pointed out in Section 5.3.1 that until May 19449 the number after
the stroke is the number of pages in the letter and it is suggested that fer
remainder of the period it is the day of the month that the letter was centiored.
The reason for the change in procedure is not clear. The S.S. took charge of
Oerean censorship from the Wehrmacht on 20.'111.44, which is too late to explain
procedural changes in May '44 or the introduction of the handstamps for sorting
officials in March '44.

3416 La Wink
Two new postcards with imprinted,:
stamps will be issued on 27th June,
valid for use only at the Palais dee'
Nations.
Geometrical motifs
Designs
40 c. multicolour on it-gmn
Value's
background
on violet "

Deei

Y. Crombes, Belgium
e
II. Beaten,

Printings Offset by Suomen Pankin
Setelipaino, ,Finland
Site of ikerinted stamp' 38 x 26 mm,
Issues 30001 00 of each value
The iiret Day cancellation
has in the centre the U.N. emblem
between 'Premier/Jour'1 and 27.6.77
and round the edges 1211 GENEVE
ADMINISTRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS
UNIE8'.

It gives us great pleasure to send
sincere congratulations to our member,
MR. G. D. WILSON of Leeds, who at the
Yorkshire Philatelic Association Convention, held in Bradford on 21st May,
Was not only the winner in the Podtal
history section, with his entry on Its
Ticinese Oval Cancellations', but was
lso awarded the 'Sidebottam Trophy'
for the best entry in the whole competThis is the fourth time that
ition.
this Trophy has been won by a member
or 'Helvetia' and Mr. Wilson's second
win

DID YOU KNOW?
that Mere than 1000 copies of the
new 'K' Handbook were delivered by. the
end of M&yc including-ths- 'free' copy
pent to each affiliated Club for their
Library, which is ,a condition laid down by
the Fund for Furthering Philately when
they support any publicatiOn.

that during 'Ressiophir held in
Lugano from 17-19 June Marken Muller held
one of their auctions, offering especially
cancellations from Ticino & Graublinden.
.... that the 'Regiophil' organiser:: provided no less than 10 special covers for
use by different sections during the show.
SSEOIAL CANCELLATI M
Each had the sate enlargement of the
current 5c def. in a different colour.
Held at the
eejajaaoieratal.
_n
This stamp shows the Sottoceneri, i.e. the
P lair: des Nations from 30 may to 22
area of Lugano.
June. The cancel bears the usual
.... the Hungarians isaued:a special
emblem of the BIT and reads: '1211
stamp to be sold only (?)'at their stand
CaNEVE - Date - CONSERENCE INTERduring the exhibition!.
NATIONALE DU TRAVAIL'.
., .. that the next event will be the 'Day
12±haranalci p a1 Euro p ean Conaress,
2.
f the Stamp', to be held in-St. Imier on
held in Lausanne from 8-11 June.
-4 Dec, The town is in the FrencheSpeakThe cancel used has the arms of
ng part of Ct. Bern, but will not become
Lausanne and dates '6-11-6-1977' in a
part of the new canton of Jura (which is
circle of 12 stars and round the edge:
still in the throes of constitutional
'1000 LAUSANNE - XIIes ETATS GENERAUX
tangles).
DES COMMUNES D'EUROPE'.
that for 'LEMANEX' to be held
3. 192.11M1.1-2E-Iht-lAlue Cross.
Lausanne next year, Zumstein will bring
This Association which aims to
blit a new edition of their Special Catcombat alcoholism, and for which a
alogue. In particular it is _rumoured
special stamp was issued in January,
that the prices for the 'standard' errors
will hold a celebration in Bern on
will jump.
Sunday, 26th June tc mark its centena
..... that the Fortress of Sargans, shown
A mobile P.O. will be in attendance
on
this year's PP 70c stamp, houses a
and will use a cancellation showing
Icombined
restaurant and museum, so one has
the emblem and reading 'BLAUES &HEW the
chance
of having a good meal (at a
26.6.77 - '3000 BERN - HUNDERTJAHRvery
reasonable
price) in a unique atmosFEIER'.
, ehere. The official PP FDC shows a goose
(e gans), the coat-of-arms of Sargems,
:ADVANCE NEWS' - ' from Mr. M. E.' Young
and combines very well with publicity ads
No. K.386.
112_4-witam12_1222 .qioses
According to information redeiVed
that the PTT has started to put the
from the Charity H.Q., this theme will
first of the 3 new parcel-handling centres
continue until 1961. Plans for 1982
into operation, at DAniken just west pf
are not yet certain!
Aarau. The re-organisation has affect'Folk Customs'
New Definitive e
ed the post carried
Information given by the PTT
by the private railPhilatelic Agency in Bern states that
ways of the Aarauthis issue will be put on sale at AU
Menziken-WynentalerPost Offices, unlike previous 'Buildbahn, in that it will
ings' and 'Landscapes' issues, which
now be transported by
were at first sold only at Agency
road. To celebrate
Branches.
this sad event a
special cover has
eeeeeeeeee
bee.r, asued, cancelli ! sth the last day of operation.
DID YOU KNOW?
The coecawagon, in use since 29.7.66, will
be repainted and used by the Ratischebahn.
banknotee
valid, so no
could be made. Which are these two
..,.. that Question No. 60 is: On 4th
stamps?
April the second new banknote was issued
M.R.
showing Albrecht V. Haller. Luckily the
2 stamps with his portrait are no longer
eeeeeeeoee

in

Just after writing the answer to Question No. 58 for the April 'News Letter'
I chanced upon a few sheets of an old auction catalogue allowing 3 tke-bichejaocks
of four cancelled on 1.1.48 with the FD cancel having cords to the posthorn, so that
I think I now have the whole story. Each stamp or pair (with 3 exceptions) could
be stamped in one of three languages: German, French. or Italian - the most
expensive in each case. •
FD cancel with posthorn cords (see ill. in April '77 HNL)
Used
15.VI.48
Pro Petrie,
22.9111.48 LUBA block, possible, but not known (so far)
1.1.48
Change of colours. Air 30 & 400.
1.1.48
"
"
Booklet tite-bSche
5,10,20c. pairs (Z.285-287)
1.111.48 Pro Juventute
Tyne II. FD cancel without posthorn cords - as illustrated
Used
16.V.49
100 Years Post, 75 Years UPU
till
5.111.58 For all publicity stamps incl. Europa '57,
except '52 100 Years Telecommunications
15.11.55 Lausanne block
Used
15.V1.49 Pro Patric:, and on 1.V1.50 except '53
1.V111049 Landscape definitives, 12 values
1.111.49 Pro Juventute, and for '50 & '51
1.111.50 Booklet tete-bOche, 5, 10, 20c.
29.1.58
Definitive s Nos, 339, 341
s.R
22.V1059
Nos, 340, 342
q
)
47
24.1.60 *
Coils 5,10,20,50c. mast booklet
tete-bOche pairs
cle -5.11158 -9 w
18.11.61 *
Nos, 381-384

0

640,ec,"
o ff eo---

* , German only
T g te-b4che includes gutter pairs as well.
TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS -

ZUMSTEIN

- K.671
2576 LOTSCHERZ
3762 ERLENBACH im SIMMENTAL Das schtme

CATALOGUES - Latest editions published
on let September 1976,
... Price
17.00
SW#ZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1977,
Pocket size
... Price

1.70

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW
op Owe IlisaMIN

Also available:
ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE
Price: SFr.19 plus postage SFr.4.Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG.
Annual fee 19771 SFr. 25.without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplement
For fine, first class stamps - RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie
P 0.B. 2585

CH - 3001 BERN
eeeeeeeeee

22 June

Simmentaler Dorf - X.672
6312 STEINHAUSEN im sch8nen Zugerland
K-673

We cannot all aspire to 'Basle

Doves' and other Cantonal issues although it would be to your advantage
to do so - but there is still plenty of
interesting material available
Rayons, Strubels, Sitting Helvetia
Perf., Standing Helvetia, Airmails
or Postal History.
All these sections lend
themselves to study and make good
exhibits.
Send your Wants Lists to me
or ask for Approval Selections which
will enable you to Make a careful
choice of just the items . required to
make your display outstanding.

J S ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

M ORECANBE
Lancs.

LA4 6PN

:meets:lee:see

ytilLATELic
Founder

LETTER

NEWS
President :

4sN

E. H. SPIRO

L. MOORE, M.B.E.,

el
'CIP
„tot....

F.B.P.S.L.

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Sec:
Mr.C.Rauch,
353 Baddow Rd,
Chelmsford, Essex

CM2 7QF
Tel 0245 54149
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31st YEAR

A TRIO OF SWISS CITO' COVERS
`

By HARLAN F. STONE
"Cito covers reported to exist by Jean J. Winkler, the Swiss postal

historian. No examples."
checkThis status report for Switzerland appeared in a country-by country
postal
n
list of known 'cito' covers that Edith M. Faulstich, the late America
... A
MARK
CITO
"THE
ed
complet
she
when
0s,
mid-195
the
historian, prepared in
"
PRELIMINARY ARTICLE ON THE FORERUNNERS OF SPECIAL DELIVERY STAMPS.
March and
In her article, which ZWLAiezigvphilatelat pub1ishe0 in its
that
Winkler
by
report
a
April 1956 issues without the checklist, she also noted
."
century
19th
' cito' covers were "known to exist as late as into the
d by
A synopsis of her nine-page, profusely illustrated article, prepare
the
of
issue
1957
r
Novembe
the
in
ently
Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley, appeared subsequ
Great Britain Helvetia News Letter.
'cito'
Apparently since then there has been no further mention of Swiss
of
account
s
writer'
this
covers, at least in English-language publications, until
d
appeare
HIL'
the Swiss aspects of the U.S. International Exhibition 'INTERP
Helvetia Philasimultaneously in the July and August 1976 issues of the American
There I
ru•
telic Society's 2.0,1 and the Great Britain Re lve a l tigjigk
cito
'early
d
include
mentioned that my exhibit of Swiss postal history covers
(express) covers."
That reference
d
prompte a letter from
Mrs. Rawnsley, saying she
had been unaware of any
examples having been found

since her correspondence

with Mrs. Faulstich in the
mid-1950s. This present
article, therefore,
describes my three examples
of these apparently little
known covers.
In her article
Mrs. Faulstich says that
the first mention of 'cito'
in reference to speedy mail
eighth in line
delivery occurred in a decree issued by Gian Galeazzo Visconti, the
Middle Agee.
late
the
in
rdy
Lomba
of
most
and
of the famous house that ruled Milan
g
an
up
et
he
1402,
to
1585
from
ruled
A powerful and wealthy warrior who
his foot
ordered
and
forces
g
fightin
his
with
exceptional system of communications
tot
Milan,
in
s
archive
the
in
ts
documen
and mounted couriers, according to
ls at
"Note time of arrival and departure, get a receipt from officia
matters
on
when
fly
and
transit stations and from addressees of the delivered mail
(rhe
fastest."
of great importance ..... stating hurry, hurry, hurry, hurry,
last five words were 'cito, cite, cito, cito, citissimo'.)
Another decree

issued by Duke Philip

Maria Visconti between 1425 and
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1427 at Mediolani (Latin for Milan), stated;

"Let the letter be carried by the postal

horseman (mounted courier)
penalty of one

travelling day and night, not only fast, but like lightning, under

thousand

hangings. Hurry, hurry, hurry,

hurry, hurry, hurry." ('Cito' repeated

fix times).

By 1500 Duke Francesco Sforza had organised such an efficient international postal service from Milan that his network extended through the rugged
alpine passes for 200 miles to Innsbruck, Austria and for 420 miles to Worms,
Germany. With the help of relay stations, his couriers could cover the longer
distance in seven days.
Other Italian duchies copied this postal system, including the use of the
word 'cito' on covers, and sometimes adding hand-drawn gallows as a threat of
hanging if a courier did not hurry, hurry, hurryl! Accompanying triangular marks
on some covers symbolized stirrups and meant that the letters had to go by mounted
couriers.
Some students of early express covers have maintained that a 'cito' mark
showed only that the writer would consider it a favor if his letter went with as
such speed as possible. However, Mrs. Faulstich concludes: "The 'cito' marks

were used by the royal postmasters in order to carry out the directives of the
Dukes of Milan to provide speed."

In her article, she illustrates the spread of express services to Austria,
Hungary and Germany and notes reports of covers from Denmark, Switzerland and
England (where 'cito f Was supposedly the forerunner of "poste haste"). In all these
European countries people readily understood the Latin term for speed. Sweden,
however, followed a different procedure, affixing feathers to letters, to indicate

special delivery.

Mrs. Faulstich also notes
at least three interpretations
as to why the 'cito' mark
appeared more than once cr some
covers. To some students this
multiple usage indicated the
degree of urgency for delivery
of a letter. To others it
signified the amount of postage
the retipient must pay, or the
sender or recipient was willing
to pay for this special delivery
service.
To still others it

showed the need for a special

courier to overtake the regular
one if he had already left.
No conclusion is stated.
The first of my three cito'
letters from Switzerland is
datelined "at
Fig. 2

Nyon 12 June 1712"

and addreesed to Rolle, about 7

miles up the shore at the
eastern end of Lake Geneva. In a short note the writer says in
French that he , will
wait for the recipient "tomorrow morning." To make certain the recipient
received
the letter "today", the writer placed the word 'cito' at the lower
left margin on the
front of the cover, and underlined it for emphasis (see Fig. 1). At the upper.
right margin, in different ink, is a postage due mark "2X", standing
for 2 sole,
equal to 2 decimes or 20 centimes. I no longer remember when or where
I bought
thia cover, but did note on the back that it cost 49.00.
(I mention the price as
an indication that rare items, such as this one, are still obtainable at reasonable
cost by the collector with a little knowledge of postal history
and a keen eye.)
The second letter, in old German script, is datelined "Bern 11 Hornung
(February) 1791" and is addressed to Pfauen (Faoug), about 18 miles west on Lake
Murton (Karat). At the bottom of the cover's front, the writer
written 'cite
twice (see Pig. 2). I paid 057.50 for this cover when it came uphas
for sale as
Lot No'. 113 during the Robert A Siegal auction of Mrs. Faulstic
h's collection of
postal history of the world on Nov. 19-21, 1973 in New York.
The auction catalog
daserihed the cover as from Bern to an indecipherable address and noted, without
**genet*, 00.08ri e s of squiggles on the third line of the address.

The third letter contains separate contents written in old German

script,
with a dateline reading "St. Margrethen 9 November 1808".
The envelope, written

C TO' CO

A TRIO OF

(Continued)

in French, beard an address in Thal and, in the lower left corner, the word 'cite .
These towns, both in the canton of St. Gallen, south of
twice (see Fig. 3),

Pig.

3

Lake Constance and near the Austrian border, are about 3 miles apart. For this
cover I paid $52.50 in the same Siegel auction, where it appeared as Lot No. 102.
The catalog described it merely as "a letter with enclosures, including a bill
for food."
This last cover is the most interesting of the three, documenting as

it does, that the 'cite service continued as late as into the 19th century in
Switzerland.

**********
(111.tale_mti. It is with great pleasure that we publish this article which
provides proof positive
of the existence of Swiss 'cito l covers,
long a subject of much mystery. If any
other members have such covers, it would
be much appreciated if they would be good
enough to let me have details so that they
may be duly recorded.)
M,

r -6

0

U. „

LT6

N

ACM0 L

C I'.

Following his report
4 /6

17-19, 6.77 \

on this event Mr. Eusebio

has expressed his willin
noes to try to obtain
covers or special cancels such as that shown here
as long as they are avail
(Via the Secretary)
able.

Let us know your
requirements and we will be
pleased to send selections of
material to enhance your
collection.
There are still many

TOURIST PUBLICITY (E) MILUI
From let Julys

interesting aspects of Swiss
philately to explore .......

6386 WOLFENSCHIESSEN - im Engelbergertal
Why not let us help?

(K.674)

From 7th July:
4803 VORDEMWA1D - Inmitten gesunder
WIlder
(K.675)
(ace also 'Did you know? column)

From 20th July:
6215 BEROMENSTER
o0o

H.L KATCHER
T

AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

P.O. Box 242

(K.676)

Highgate

LONDON 116 4LW
Telephone: 01 - 348 - 0296

MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND

TO

By

TNo:

Owner

1134 LMCD

THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
DUTTON

Part XXVI

0

Date on
Postmark

Place of
Origin

17,1V.44

Davos, Plat

Destination jPostage Airmail German
Applied Label/ cen.lab.
env.
(Identn
Letter)
London

Yes

2a .(b)

Colour
Wash

Blue (diag

135 LMCD

19.IV.44 Lausanne 2

Liverpool Z None

Yes

None

None

136i JCRH
136A LKCD

21.IV.44

London
Radnor USA

50c
1.1

Yes
Yes

2a (b
None

None
Blue diag.

Bath

90c

Yes

3 (b)

Blue vert.

137

A.B.

Geneva

3.V.44

Oberhofen

4.V.44

Sembranch r

--0

o---o

-o
0
F.P.T. Postage stamps to the U.K. must be
Rome captured by the Allies.
D Day
First V bombs fall on London.
--o
-o
12.VI.44 Oberhofen I Radnor USA
F.1
Yes
21.VI.44 =rich 1 ILiverpool Z None
No
0
27.V1.44 Cherbourg liberated.
0
0
-o
Chippenham
2d.V1.44 lArosa Dorf
F1.70
Yes
d.V:44'
4.VI.44
6.V1.44
12.V1.44

137t A.C.

138 LMCD

r

0

sent c/o the B.P.A.,

o
Yellow diag.
None

2b (b)

2s (x)

o

9

2b (b)I Blue diag.

-0

0--0

2d.V1.44 P.O. Circu lar Red Cros sailinge between Lisbon and Marseilles

1391 ART
1401 KHR
1

4.V11.44 Langenthal
8.V11.44 Bern 1

balloch
Lisbon

,o
-0
10.V11.44 Cairo liberated.
12.V11.44 P.O. Cirdular Civil airmail services to Switzerland, the
co
)
9
Yes
2b (b) Grey diag.
18.V11.44 Pfungen
I balloch
50c.
.0
0
0
20.V11.44 German Censorship taken over by the S.S. from the Wthrmacht.
25.V11.44 Operation 'COBRA' launcned (U.S. breakout on the East Front).
ECVI

A.E.
LMCD

25.V11.44

3l.VIi.441 Geneva
0
o

2a (b)
Yes
1 London
500.
0------------0
0
o
a

None

-0
15.V111.44 Allied landings in the south of France.
. 21.V111.44 M.s...t.c.d.p.a.l'e: Because of transport difficulties in France
23.VI11.44
23.VI11.44
25.V111.44
25.VI11.44

P.O. Circelar: Airmail rates to Switzerland remain at 5d. (let oz.)
f
e.a.t.c.d.p.a.l e: Following suspension of the Berlin-Stuttgart-

Paris liberated (D + dl)
F.P.T.: Because of transport difficulties in France and

30.V111.44 P.O. Circular: Airmail service to Switzerland suspended due to
30.V111.44 M.a.t.c.d.p.a.l'e: Berlin-Lisbon flights.are restored but the
31.V111.44 St.Gallen 1 stone

(Staffs)

40c.

Yes

None blue diag.

o
140. in blue No.top LH No.bot
Britishlbritish Arrival
indel.pencil corner in corner inIcen.seal censor Date
(P) or blk hi pencil
pencil !(P.X.90
No.
.1stamp 'H/S')
Type)
-,d2 (H/S)
None - 7177-22/
2
J 8909
-159 (h/S)

None

1 IV
None

274 (h/S)
752 (H/S)

1664/1
None

7019-2o/1
None

800

(H/S)

None

7027/16

None

I0 --O
0

one

lA

i;one

i f Official env. Vo.751- 1

38.200,000, Ab h/s in blk

T(ii) h/s
'Ab' in blk on front;
U.S. seal No. 5988
7 sheet letter; each page
has 2 blue strks. 'Via

H 17
2752.

IA

Stuttoart' on cov.by sender

-

None
T7231117
15 41.441 None
1 15071-141

0

635 (H/S) ---5/4

Cover has P.J. set'
T(ii) h/s

None

--o
St., W.1.

a
108 ( Ws) ?6614/25

Other Farks on Cover

NOR

seal No.5486
--r PTT env.(asus132)
T(i) h/s
T(1.) h,..

. 0
1

1 8992

---U60/3

'CREDIT SUISSE . - oval h/s;

T(i) h/s

berian Peninsula, “orth Africa an all POWs restored.

r 256 1-f/S) 11644/27 17110/22
F

1C1

1) 1425

T(.14) h/s. 'via Basle 2'

in intelible pencil

-0-0 ----ID

462 (H/S)

None

1634/5
one

?/51 50
lione

T(ii) h/s

ochre
colour streaks on letter
T(ii) h/s

.Strong brown/blue &

0
the surface route to Lisbon suspended. Swissair Ztrich-Stuttgart suspended and airmail

to U.K. leaves Switzerind by train.
3d (each additional Dz.) aid. for postcards.
Madrid-Lisbon air service all mail to the U.K. to be returned.
suspension of Zftrich-Stuttgart and Berlin.-Lisbon flignts all postal services to the

U.K. are suspended.
conditions on the Continent. mail is accepted but is subject to delay.
timetable is irregular.

(To be continued)
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- t1GANO 171-9 June141;

RE q

Although classed as a regional exhibition, to
my eyes both the exhibits and the number of
dealers' stands placed it alongside our own BPE event. I was fortunate to be in
Lugano on holiday and attended each of the three days.
The dealers' bourse was a dream for any Swiss philatelist. With ea 40.firms
offering material the choice was wide. For those interested in Postal Stationery,
until the money ran out
as I was, the selection enabled many gaps to be filled
There were boxes of cards with the tourist illustrations and many people were
trying to complete the sets in these series.
Around the hall of the Palazzo dei Congressi frames were filled with exciting
items. A superb 'Strubel' collection in the Hall of Fame contained mint blocks
of 6, 9 and even 12 stamps in wonderful condition. Rayons I & II could be seen
with framed and unframed crosses in a variety of shades. In the Postal History
section was a magnificent collection of entires from Bellinzona and Lugano.
Coupled with this last item was the PTT display of 48 handstamps of the Ticino
region.
For the Aerophilatelist there were treasures indeed. Pioneer flight cards
as well as early balloon flights; frames filled with the semi-official stamps for
pioneer flights ... these were in multiples and sometimes whole sheets. If
varieties took your fancy then what about these: 1938 Pro Aero both mint and also
a copy with 'Specimen' overprint; 1932 double print of Z.16; or the inverted
overprint of 1936/38, Z.20/21. Better still the 13Z/A1 on cover, and many more.
Among the Postmark displays were Bahnpost cancels from 1861; 'K' cancels on
the current Landscape definitives; 'Day of the Stamp' cancels on cards and also
a well presented collection of 'Perfins' on stamps, cards and covers.
From the Overseas items were two 'Scadta' collections; catapult mail from
the liners 'Bremen' & 'Europa'; Italian pre-stamps; a display of the local overprints of the Guyana Independence 1966 with most of the varieties. As reported
in last month's HNL by Mr. C. Rauch from 'Amphilee there was also a UV salon for
German coated stamps (altho I did not think it made very much difference, but
perhaps the tubes were wrongly sited).
When it was all over I needed the rest of my holiday to get over the excitement of having seen so many interesting and splendid items, some of which may
never come my way again, but nevertheless I an still dream about them.
*m*a***** * * * *:***a* * * *a*:*
Then from Mr. J.J.E. Eusebio
Firstly from MR. P. PICKARD:

STAMP OF HIJMGARY
SWISS COLLECTORS?

FPK

REGIONWON
LUGANO

To herald 'REGIOFIL XII'
which this year was organised
by the Lugano Philatelic Club
and held in the Palazzo dei
Congressi, the Hungarian Post
Office issued the large size
4 977. 6.17.-19.
commemorative illustrated,
featuring, on the left side,
in value of the Hungarian Aerophilatelic Exhibition '74 issue,
the Zeppelin 3 Pont
and on the right what appears to be a wintry scene with Monte San Salvatore, a
Lugano landmark, seen in the past on more than one Swiss postage stamp.
This philatelic event - generously backed by the City authorities - was
inaugurated at 9 a.m. on Friday, 17th June, by the Major, avv. Ferruccio Pelli.
The value of the exhibits was insured for 12m. Swiss francs. Official exhibits
were provided by the Post Offices of Switzerland, UNO, Isle of Man, Italy,
Liechtenstein, San Marino and, of course, Hungary. The sheets on show, besides
postal history and pre-philatelic items, featured Swiss classics and moderns,
Europe, Overseas, Aerophilately and Astrophilately, and finally Thematics. Handbooks and monographs, catalogues, periodicals and official publications were laid
out for the competition and the international philatelic literature fair. Some
53 dealers supported the auction.
Organizer in chief, Paolo Vollmeier, stressed that "This is not merely a
show, but above all a meeting of people from all nations, to compare notes, discuss
I
and resolve problems. If we succeed in this, then the goal of 'Regiofil XII is
accomplished."
Swiss Federation President, Dr. Dahinden, announced that the next national
exhibition 'LEMANEX '78' will be staged in Lausanne from 26 April to 4 May next
year.
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HAS ANYONE SIB THESE ?
MR. R. K. EADIE, from Canada, has
sent the following observations:
1.

ABAG 1959 St. Gallen Miniature Sheet
(Zuni. will 36)

The background round the stamps on
this sheet is normally light blue and very
light blue on white paper. The reverse of
the sheet is reasonably white.
I have a copy waere tae background is
green and very light green and the paper
is off-white, almost cream. The cream
shows up most strongly in the border
around the etamps. The reverse is a good
deal yellower than the normal.
The sheet is in perfect condition and
shows no obvious signs of tampering to
indicate that it is a changeling, thought
it may well be.
The stamps themselves appear natural
although the red of the 'stranger' is
brighter than that of the normal.
Has anyone seen a similar copy or is

it just a case of exposure to too much sun?
2. PRO JUVENTUTE 12§1, 30c. iris Shifted print (Zum. wl 191 A10)
I think it is still accepted that
this important variety comes from one sheet
of 200, 90 of which werediscovered by
Amateur uollector Ltd., as described in
the 'Swiss Philatelist' No. 33/34 in 1962.
have had for a long time a copy
which i believe came from this original
It fits the
find via one other owner.

description in the 'Swiss Philatelist'
perfectly, and he had had a lot of other
varieties from A.C. Ltd. On this stamp

the green is shifted sharply to the right
and slightly upwards and the violet of the
flower is also shifted slightly to the
right, giving a white outline to the bud
at the left of the stamp.
Some time ago I picked up a block of
four which, while at first glance looks
the same, on closer examination indicates
that it certainly came from another sheet.
in these stamps the green is shifted to
the right to the same degree but the
slight shift upwards is not there, nor is
the shift of the violet, so there is no
white outline to the bud.
It thus appears that the usually
sharp-eyed inspectors goofed on at least
two sheets of the same stamp.
Confirmation of another example of
this find would be very welcome.

The new Exchange Packet circuits
will be starting in September, so do
look out and mount your spare material
which will be required during the
latter half of August.

DID
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YOU

KNOW

?

that Hans Gaudard has just died,
having been pensioned from the PTT Stamp
Dept. in 1966, following 33 years of
outstanding service to Swiss philately.
As a trained typographer and hobby
artist he had unique knowledge which he
used to introduce photogravure and to
utilize the genius of his friend Karl
Bickel to raise the standard of Swiss
stamps into world class, His various
publications helped to introduce thousands to an appreciation of stamp
production.
.... that Felix Ganz and Robert
Herlimann are making a last appeal for
any new information on Swiss perfins, as
they expect to publish their new Handbook late this year.
.... that on 7th July a
remarkable date is possibles -7.-7.77-7 on
SWi88 stamps & covers.
Previously 6 was too
early in the morning and
the months were in Roman
figures. Five 8s end five 9s will be
possible, if we still have postmarks
then! Recently I found a cover with
12.X11.12-4.2'on it, so it is an old game.

........ that the pictorial cancel, with
its slogan of 'Midst healthy forests'
fits the recent 20c stamp commemorating
100 years of forest conservation in
Switzerland. Nobody may cut a tree
down, even his own, unless he plants at
least one in compensation.
..... that I have found 2 articles in
German in the PTT house magasine which
should interest all postmark collectors.
The first, published in 1946 deals with
the development of machine cancellations
in Switzerland from the time of the first
experimental machine of 1911 to the
immediate post-war period. 8 pages plus
pages of illustrations. The author,
Eduard Greminger, was the PTT side of the
team which produced the first catalogue

of Swiss slogans in 1950.
..... that the other article, also by
N. Greminger, was published in 1949 and
deals with the different types of Swiss
cancellations. A copy of this (16 pages
with numerous illustrations) is in the

HPS library, and a copy of the first
will be noon,
.... that the answer to Q ue stion N0060
is about the SFr.500 banknote newly
issued on 4.4.77, showing Albrecht von
Haller, naturalist, doctor, poet etc.,
(like Scheuchzer). He is shown twice on

P.J. stamps in 1934 & 1958. He lived
from 1708 to 1777.
.... that Question No.61 concerns the

view on one of this year's Europa stamps

Which was used for a previous Swiss
stamp. Which one?

MR_

, By C. D. Harding

UES

IN

While remounting my collection of these stamps I noted the following:
1. I came across three copies of the 25 c. green (Z.67D) cancelled at Cham (Zug)
These were Zum. shades a, c and
on 12th, 14th & 14th Jan. 1899 respectively.
o, the first and third showing plate wear, but the second being a clear and full
impression. This demonstrates the unreliability of relying too much on cancellation : dates as-a guide to shades and printings:
2. I also found a copy of the 25 C.
blue (Z.73E) with two prominent
flaws. I could not identify it in the
Zumstein Specialised or any other ;source
to which I have access and at first,
assumed it was just a casual ink smudge.
However, I then found two other copies
with practically identical naive (Fig.A)
and also two further copies with s
slightly different flaws (but identical
with each other . (Fig.- B), affecting the
same general area and infer that even
if they are not constant they must have
some common causative relation. Altho
not good at drawing I enclose two sketchee.

Pig. B

Fig. A

3. I have now moved on to the 30 c. value. When I first mounted them I was
not greatly interested in cancellations and am now delighted to find that my
copies of Z.68D include one with a ver y nice 'FUREA PASSIM'S' cancel (A/E Group
so it pays to watch the postmarks also.
141), dated

.12MajaiNagjal_
P I-

as from
12th July:
SARNEN AM SEE - Aktive Familienferien

ZUMSTEIN
Wiapsu
Gir
ar EU ROPE

Lateet editions publisbe
on let Sept. 1976
1977 ...

Price C-17.00

SWITZER4ND/LISCHTENSTEIN 1977

Pocket size

... Price

1.70

Please order Catalogues from •
- HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD .4
42 Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2S 7
Also available:

Price: 8Fr.19.- postage SPr.4.-

The 'Day of the Stamp' will be held
this year in St. Imier on 3/4 December.

Two large halls have been made
available for the exhibition and bourse,
and plane are in hand for the commemorative covers and cancellations, of which
details will follow in due course.

J.S.ARINSTRONG
Judging by the number of
philatelic events held in Switzerland
this year, there can be no doubt
that philately is booming.
Inevitably this will affect the
availability of material, so you
will be well advised to secure the
items you want without delay.

Send your Wants Lists now, or
ask for Approval Selections for ...
All issues of stamps -

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEFMAREEN
ZEITUNG.
Annual fee 1977:
SFr. 25 without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplement
For fine, first class stamps RARITIES OF SW ITZE RLAND AND EUROPE send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie
P.O.B. 2.585
CH - 3001 BERN

Covers: Pre-stamp - FDC
Commemorative - Airmail
'Route Marks

...

TPOs

etc.,

Maximum Cards
etc.

Soldier Stamps
.

Ship posts

14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
M

ORECAMBE
Lanes LA4 6PN
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THE NEW DEFINITIVES
As announced earlier this year a

new series of definitive stamps will be

-will depict Folklore Festivals
issued on 25th August. Comprising nine-values they
as 1970 the PTT invited
held in various parts of the country. As far back
which this selected theme clearly
designers to submit ideas for a new series, from involved to make the widest
was
emerged as the winuer. Much preparatory work
. as taking into account cultural
vol.]
as
,
held
l
stil
choice from the many festivals
rpretation to stamp design. The
aspects, the varioue costumes used and the inte
with the public (not to mention
PTT hope this new series will prove popular
to keep alive these traditional customs.
collector:sit) by helping to make known and
The details are 43 follows:

5 c.

ME§antjUgDas.

ive
(Epiphany Carol Singing). During the fest

med
season between Christmas and Epiphany, costu
ing
sing
e
hous
to
e
hous
Ire=
go
groups of children in the Orisons (Graubtladen)
the coming of the Magi to his

st •rd
popular carols to announce the birth of Chri
ers carry an illuminated star,
At Bergen in the Albula valley, the sing
crib.
be made to revolve by means of a crank.
decorated with Christian symbols, which can
tidings they bring, traditionally

glad
They sing their carols and in return for the
money.

they receive a small gift, in kind or in
g the
The local festival, on the Monday followin
FCHS
10 c.
signal
bell
a
from
spring equinox, takes its name
in work
rang
day
summer and from that
which marked the transition from winter to
ession
proc
n
rnoo
afte
Following an
finishing time for Zurich's citizens at 6 p.m.
e of
stag
nd
seco
the
ch bells ushers in
by the city Guilds, the chiming of all chur
ion
icat
onif
pers
a
is
the " Wegg". This
the festival, highlighted by the burning of
m.
broo
and
hat
wadding, complete with
of winter in the shape of a snow-man made of
re in the middle of which a huge
squa
side
lake
The ceremony takes place in a vast
been built. The bonfire is set alight
pile of wood, topped by the " Mu" has
stuffed
d members, until the effigy,
and circled by a galloping cavalcade of Guil rs of the onlookers.
with explosives, bursts aseunder amid the chee
olas or
. The original idea behind the St. Nich
E He
I VESTE
20 0.
pre-OhmieraL
"Klause" tradition, which goes back to
its from midwinter homes and farmsteads.
Christian times, WWa to drive evil spir
Appenzell districts of Herisau and
The custom is still very much alive in the
been gradually superseded since the
Urnasch, though the former "Wild Men" have
omer "Klause" who now dominate the scene.
second half of the 18th century by the hans
's Eve and on 13th January (the old"Rollewiiber"
They make their appearance on New Year
with a front and rear couple of
ed
St. Silvester Feast), in groups of six,
wax mask, oversized half-soon shap the
(lads in women's folk costumes, with "sweet"
",
iber
lewi
"Rol
ps) and between the
headdress and 13 large bells on shoulder stra
st
each with a huge cow-bell on brea
ume,
four "Treichel" bearers in gay peasant cost
head
e
orat
elab
red on his head. The
and back and a platter-shaped hat firmly secu decorated with the wearer's own
is
gear of both "Rollewiiber" and bell-bearers
representations of peasant life.
at which
On St. Martin's Day (11 November), the date
uce to their
35 0.
peasants formerly paid rent in farm prod
of
popular festival is staeed in the market town
temporal or spiritual masters, a
a
,
buff
's
daan
blin
of
ety
d a special vari
Sursee in Ct. Luzern. It centres roun
contestant,
g men take part. The blindfolded
youn
l
loca
the
contest of skill in which
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his face traditionally covered with a maak_eymbolising the sun, atteapts Icte-out
a fattened goose off a string by which it is fastened to a wire stretehed across
the town-hall square. Harvest thank-offering, unpopular tithe payment and

perhaps reminiscences from the life of St. Martin of Tours, are the idead underlying this local festival.
On 12 December, 1602, the people of Geneva best off an
Geneva.
40 O.
attack by troops of the Duke of Savoy, thereby securing
their political and religious independence. The account of this event is
described on Geneva's Reformation Monument. An annual memorial service, attended
by Escalade veterans developed gradually into Geneva's patriotic holiday, and the

MAW.

festivities soon reflected both memoriee of the historic event (repulse of the
enemy assaulting the city walls with scallag ladders) and elements of a noisy
At an evening procession in period costume, a
winter procession and carnival.
deliverance to historic figures surrounding
city's
the
herals reads out the news of

men from both camps, torchbearers, boisterous youths and "Mere
Royaume" with her cauldron - the "Escalade" symbol - which she is said to have
flung, steaming hot contents and all, at an intruding Savoyard's head.
The Bernese dialect word "Achetringele" means
ACEETRINGELE, laUeen.
50 p.
ringing out the old year, and is what the young
peeple of the small market town of Laupen do when the year is drawing to a close.
On New Tear's Eve they descend from the hilltop castle amid the swelling and
subsiding hoise and tinkling of innumerable cowbells. By this infernal din the
"Tginggelers" aim to drive away the evil winter demons - which points to the preChristian origin of the custom. The accompanying "broom-men", their fearsome
meeks half hidden by shaggy pelts, ply long-handled brooms which they dip into
the fountain and with which they splash onlookers, particularly the girls, a

him# leaders and

purification sit at whose root was surely a pagan fertility rite. So-called
"Blaateremannli" carry pigs' bladders on sticks, dealing out harmless blows to

keep the wild company under control.

70,c.

ien g12 .
OI .E_LtlArL
PROC
_W_Lj

The medieval church, by promoting religious

drama, aimed to give the Faithful as impressive

and realistic a rendering as possible of the birth, life and suffering of Christ,
as recorded in the Bible. Dramatizations of biblical texts were staged as
theatre performances or processions at Christmas and Whitsun and above all at
Ester. Among the popular themes was the entry of Christ into Jerusalem. In the
"Procession." of Mendrisio in southern Ticino, which tikes place on Maundy Thursday
and Good Friday before large audiences lining the streets of the town, the southern
Mendrisio,is one baroqhe temperament carries realism as far as it possibly can.
is still very
plays
Passion
of
tradition
the
of the few places in Switzerland where
popular
naive
a
channels
religious
into
much alive and capable of gently directing
need for dramatic expression.
OGEL GRTFF. Basle. The entry into Klein Bade, in ceremonial fashion of
80 c.,
"Vogel Gryff" (the Griffin), "Wilde Maa" (the Wild
Men) and "Leu" (the Lion" - on 13, 20, 27 January in rotation - reminds the local
people that the famous Basle Carnival is imminent, although there is no direct link
between the two events. The "Vogel Gryff" ceremony can be traced back to the 16th
ceet.4 when the old trade Corporations used to meet each January for a banquet,
prededed by a procession in which the Corporation emblems were displayed. In time
this procession developed into a public spectacle with the personified emblems
performing their antics. , In 1858 the three Klein Basle Corporations decided te
"Med a - joint January banquet, the "Gryffe-Milhli", and the ceremonial preceding it
ham become firmly_rooted in_ local custom. The shaggy "Wild Man" is met on a
platform linking two river boats by the Lion and the Griffin and on their way to
the banqueting hall they stop from time to time to give pantomime performances to
the accompaniment of drums.

90 c.

, In some valleys of Ct. Valais the carnival
z
I Stcl_
T LL_Lie
I
R011ZAMIU
. le_del

festivities are marked by noisy processions of

figures wearing shaggy sheepskins, cow-bells round the waist, rag-covered shoes

and wooden masks with terrifying features, gaping mouths and a few odd cow's teeth
sticking out grotesquely. These witches and demons masks, however, can be traced
back only as far as the 1850s and were probably not widely used before the beginning , of this century. Far older traditions are the Shrovetide blackening of faces

and hands with chimney soot. (Roitschlgelti in fact means smoke-stained or sooty

figures) and pranks such as the squirting of water from large syringes, throwing
ashes, the fearsome brandishing of primitive battering implements, for the most
part suggest pagan rites.
(Ed. We are indebted to the PTT for the above information.)
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NEW 4SUE
(Continued)
Details of the new definitive series;
s
50 0. brown
.9.1191Wi 5 0. blue-green
10 c. red
70 a.. violet
20 C. orange-red
80 c. blue
35 c. olive
90 0. dark brown
40 c. brown-red
Reeigness
Solange Moser, Muni (BE)
Steel
5, 10, 20, 35, 50, 60 c. Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux (Cossonay)
Engravings
40, 70, 90 c.
Heinrich Heusser, Oberdgeri
Yrintings
Rotary line-engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern.
Size/Pa pers
29 x 24 mm, on waite paper, luminous substance, without fibres
Luz vvlinder.: 4 sheets (1-4) of 50 stamps each.
Two of the specially designed covers will be used for the complete set,
one beating 5 and the other 4 values.
Collection sheets and folders will
be available. The simple First Day cancel has the date "25.8.77" in the
bridge, with '3000 BERN' and 'AUSGABETAG'.
PUBLICITY

swigs - Series II '17 -

20 c.

Ye

F

will be issued on tie same day.

F

es

The first Federal Factories
Act, which came into force in
1877, constituted a major socio-political breakthrough and was among the most
progressive pieces of labour legislation of the time. The design centres;

on one
40

C.

of

the main concerns, the protection and welfare of working people:

Protegtion f 0

1

The stamp draws attention to

the measures taken to protect
cultural monuments, i.e. places of religious, artiatic or historical importance. It ahows an ionic coapital with the official sign used to mark
cultural moruments and gives - an explanation- in three languages.
80 c.
Sjaaajgginsike. The Swiss Association for .Footpaths promotes
walking, by opening up new districts for this

pleasant activity. Safe and easy walks totalling eame 45,000 Km.-have
so far been Marked and signposted by its army of evateers throughout the
country. The stamp ehows the Association's embet An4 a butterfly.
symbolizing the joys of walking.
Designers;

20c. Roland Hirter, Bern

=Rau

40c. Werner Mdhlemann, Bern
80c, Heinz Bdrgin, Basle
Multicoloured rotogravure

&Was

White, luminous, without

by Courvoisier S•A.

fibres
36 x 26 Jam.
fsia_ollagn s 2 sheets (& & B) each
of 50 stamps
A specially designed envelope with
appropriate vignette will be available
for each value, as well as one for the
set. Foldere and collection will be
available. Thu same First Day cancel
will be used as for the new definitive..
TOURIST PUBLICITY 04149:pa
As from 4th Augusts
1938 CHAMPEK Vacances ete-hiver
(K.676)
As from 12th August;
9035 GRUB (AR) - Erholung is Grdnen
(K.677)
The PTT advise that the recent
cancel of 6215 BEROMUNSTER, previously
given as K.676 should be K4191b. That

for 1938 CHAhPEK should, therefore, be
K.676 - as above - and not K,677 as
first announced.

FOR

SAE

0 E 3

r

(Rundschau Noss1932)

UNNOUNTED M
thick papers 2 sets
Nos. 63- 73 excl. 66) - Oat. value
Fr.128 per set. Also 1 x 75, Cat. Fr.30.nose are querhAfull gum). UEEres 40068
Cat. Fr.10, Total: Fr.296.
.

B. 1935 - Smaller format, thick paper;
USED - Nos. 77,84,86 (Cat. Fr.22.-)
Different background 19371 2 x No. 99
(Cat. Fr.10 ea.). 1939 - thin paper;
Nos._108,109412/120.(Cat. Fr.26,e11).

New design, Nos. 110,111,113,116 (Cat.
Fr.25 all).
Aleo 1919
- Nos. 26,27,28,30,
510'3, J' ;3 (Cat. Fr.44 all). Nos. 26,27,
30 initi (Cat. Fr.15 all). PASS VISA Nos 78,79 (Cat. Fr.20 all)

Total value of A & B = approx. Fr.500
( B ey 410). Will accept half catalogue
for any separate sets or single etampe at

1"r.4.50 to X), or £40 if purchased as
one lot.
I. TILLER
Flat 7, 13, Sherbourno Road,

Acooks Green,
BIRMINGHAM B27 6DU
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
By L.M.C. DUTTON

kjummazjaalsLauskujali

5.
Period 5.
5.5 Gereap Ceepors4ie (continued)
5.5.3.3 Numbers at the B t

Part XXVII
Cover. 73 to 151 (Continued)

Most of the envelopes sent by air from Switserland to the U.K. and
censored
in Berlin haves group of numbers written in pencil at the bottom
left-hand corner
in addition to-those described previously / Examples are the 7145-1/
2 on Cover 66
(see Fig. 8 - HNL Feb. '76 p.14), the 74 %42 /1/3 on Cover 70 (see
Fig, 9 - HNL
Mar. '76, pal) and the 70A/2 on Cover 75 (see Fig. 10 HNL May '76, p.37).
Numbers like these were found on nearly all transit mail which passed
through
the Berlin censor office and the '7' at the beginning is a constant
feature. It
is assumed, therefore, that it is an identification number for a
department in
the Berlin Office.
The significance of the next numbers, such as the '145', '402' and
'281' in the
above examples is unknown. Two possibilities have been suggest
ed ‘le.te):
(a) these numbers refer to the number of letters handled by the
cencor office
official in question, or (b) they refer to the number of the sorting
box or post
bag into which the letter is subsequently put. On mail from Switser
land and most
other countries, only one group of numbers occurs in this positio
n, but on mail to
and from Denmark one often finds up to threelots of numbers such
as 7 280 / 2
so their meaning remains a mystery.
360
The next number, such as the two '1's and the '17' in the above 392 example
s
has already been described in Sectioa 5.3.1, where it was suggested
that this
referred to the day of the month on which the letter was handled. It will
be
seen frem the compilation that this number was dropped between 180111.
43 and
Finally, the last number refers to the number of pages in the letter
and is
corresponding number at the top left hand corner up to
May 1944 after which is was dropped. This suggests that the
letters were
handled by several officials at Berlin. A sorter decided whether
not mail
should be examined and wrote or handstamped his number; the censororexamine
d the
letter and wrote his number at the top left-hand corner of
the envelop* and on
each page of the letter, and a third official checked that all the content
s were
conplete, resealed the envelope, % added the numbers at the bottom
left-hand corner
and sent the mail on its way %se/ .
Evidence that the bottom numbers were added
before the letter was resealed comes from covers such as No.
74 where the ...14/5
disappears under the German seal*
On some of the covers there is evidence of an enclosure such as the
1318/e + 1 B1 and 7 41 /4+ B1 at the top and bottom corners of Cover
97 and
7297/29/1 + 111 on Cove 98. The 0 31' and 'I" are presumably short for 'Beilege'
(enclosure) and I Fotographie l respectively. Thus, the attitude of the Germa
n
censors towards enclosures was more lenient than that of our own censors as
mentioned at the end of Section 3.4 (HNL July '75, p.50), where an
example was
given of a letter which was returned for mentioning that a baby's photograph
would be enclosed with the next letter.
One also finds
1 Atw' which corresponds to Antwortechein (reply coupon)(

always the same as the

5403.4
Only five of the listed covers from Switzerland were censored at
Paris, i.e.
Nos. 68/1.71, 73, 107 & 114.
The first four of these have numbers like 151/14
176 as on Cover 79, in pencil at the bottom left-hand corner, whieh
correspond
to censor numbers /No. of pages or of letters censored that day %le) .
In the
same way, the 1897/138 at the top (see Fig. 3
HNL Jan. '75, p.3), which shows
a Red Cross letter censored in Cologne, corresponds to censor No./No.
of letters
censored that day.
5.5.3.5
Initials - Berlin
Finally, it is common on airmail from Switzerland that was censore
d in
Berlin to find an initial in pencil at the bottom right-hand corner
of
the envelope, such as the I L' in Fig. 9 (see HNL Mar. '76, p.21). It is assumed that
these were added by one of the officials at the Berlin office.

• OOOOOO •...•..

18.
19.
20.

Private communication from K.H. Risser (1975).
A. R. Torrance, Private communication (1976)
Karl Rimier "PostRberwachung durch dam OKW is III. Reich".

(To be continued)
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THE COLLECTION OF POSTAGE WEE
By J. PASCOR TAILOR
Reprinted from the "Stamp Collector", Jan. 15, 1977. Mr. Taylor, one of our
Canadian members, has been a collector of Swiss stamps for the past 30 years.
His exhibits have won numerous awards, including the Grand Award at PIPE' '76 and
he has exhibited internationally in the U.S. and Auetralia.
Switzerland was the eleventh country in the world to issue postage due
stamps. As early as 1863 postal authorities were thinking of printing what were

"Strafmarken" (penalty stamps), now known ea "postage dues". However,
it was not until April 1878 that a decree was issued authorising the printing of
eight values in a common design for that purpose, with the strict proviso that
they could not be sold directly to the public and could only be affixed by a postal
employee to the item with insufficient postage. This amount was then collected
from the recipient.

then called

The first postage dues (Pi 1) were issued for use in Switsere
land on July 1, 1618.-the values being-1, 2, 5, 10, 100 and 500-nu
As these stamps were originally designed and issued only for the
purl:met of collecting postage due, a special resolution wins passed
in December 18787 so that the 500 ce 'due' could be used for franking
heavy parcels (there being then no Pr. 5.- stamp), but this label
still had to be affixed by a postal employee and cancelled bridle.
1884
Fig. I Early in 1884 this privilege was withdrawn, but on December 10,
'
its use was again permitted until July 15, 1893. ' Thereafter it was
invalid for use as postage,
Unpaid (stampless covers) and underpaid mail, if delivered norma11Y..had
Insufficient postage
to have double the deficiency collected from the addressee.
is noted at the first sorting office (poont of mailing) and here the item its marked
UM.
with a "T" (tax). The "tee is expressed in handwritten "Gold Centimee",
of
e
existent currency used as an international code.. The office, or country
Origin, of the item converts the amount due (short postage - doubled) into "Gold

Centimes" and the office (or country) pf receipt reconverts the amount due into its
own currency.
There are three types of the 1878 postage due label. In Type I none of
the winged wheels touch the frame line. Type II :has a winged wheel touching the
frame line in the top right corner forming a wedge, and Type III has an inverted
centre, Causing a winged wheel to touch the frame line at the bottom left corner.
1
In 1916 the 3 c. postage due label was surcharged '5 c. in black, the
3 c. being blocked out in red, and again in 1924, a 1 0. and 3 0. were surcharged
In 1937 four more
'10 c.'. The same was done with a 50 c. which became a 20 c.
values received surcharges.
The use of ordinary postage stamps by the Swiss PTT as postage dues
commenced experimentally on January 1, 1954, the office of delivery being instructed to cancel these postage stampsewith its regular hand 'date' hammer, not with,
canceller. However, this method gave locally posted mail the appearance
Of ordinary stamped items and to avoid this, in June 1955, all offices were told
to use their 'T' handstamp when cancelling the stamps, thus converting them into
postage due labels.
The use of ordinary stamps as postage due labels proved satisfactory,
having equal security and being more economical because special labels did not
have to be printed. Officially the postage stamp had to be affixed to the short
paid item by a postal employee and then handatamped individually.
The

writer has never found evidence that these stamps were 'cancelled'

in afteet form, as in no case have items been found with parts of two "T"s on one

stamp, as would be the case, if the entire sheet was so cancelled. Incidentally,
' favour cancelling' of postage dues was not permitted. Postage due labels were

withdrawn from use completely in March 1956
Two main types of the "T" canceller. (See illustrations overiaaf).

The most common is an 11+ ma. high "T" with big serifs, within a circle (Pig. 2).

The other type is a much larger unframed double-lined "T" (Pig. 3).
The stamps most used as "dues" are the definitive issues, but all or any
commemoratives currently in use may be employed, except semi-postals such as the
'Pro Juventute' or 'Pro Petrie' series etc. A few are known used as "dues", but
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these are rare indeed,
and should only be considered moderately
interesting items when
found as, in reality,
they are not "dues" in
the true sense, but
must have been erroneously or 'favour'
cancelled.

Fig.

Fig. 2
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Coil stamps and
Meter tapes (Fig. 4) are known to have
but this is very rare indeed, and then
occurred in the larger post offices.
The first postage stamps to be used as "dues" were the "Historical"
definitives of 1941.
In our collection the 80 0. in this series is the lowest
value to be so used, then on through to the Fr. 3, 5, 10 & 20 (the "Evangelists"))
followed by the large "Landscape" series. Nearly all commemoratives, including
the UPU and Publicity sets, are found used as "dues". A11 of these exist with
both types of "T", The earliest known commemoratives were the Alpine Postal Coach
set, both "T"s are known to have been used on this set, too. As a point of
interest, the Alpine Postal Coach set was in use for just over two years, and very
few of these used as "dues" can be found to-day and little was known about this
usage in those early days.
Sometimes a "due" may be found on cover with a rubber handstamp across
the "due" reading "UNGULTIG" in German or "ANNULE" in French. This is because the
letter could not be delivered on the first call and to keep the postman's rsoords
straight, the "due" is invalidated. On the next attempt to deliver the letter
another "due" is affixed.. In this way it is possible to have both types of the
"T" on the same cover. However, the recipient pays for only one of the "dues".
One very interesting item for which we are greatly indebted to our
friend Dr. Felix Ganz, is the unique "T" strike (Fig. 5) called
the "Flying T", used only at Hilterfingen, Canton Bern. It
haw been in use, we are told, continuously since about the year
1800.
Postage due strikes are known on "World Health Organisation" stamps, but these are very rare. The strike can only
be applied to Official mail after such letters have been
considered of sufficient importance by the Postal Acceptance Dept.
Only under these circumstances and after a personal interview with the
authorities can the "due" strike be applied to "ONS" stamps. One should only
recognise these items on cover.
Any under-franked postal items, which are addressed to a private
individual at the "OKS" office will receive the "T" cancellation on "Federal"
stamps in use at that time.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to two people in addition to
Dr. Gans, for their help in my research. They are Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, secretary
of BPS of England, who has written many letters in answer to my nua,erous queries
and to my good friend Max Roth of Burgdorf, Switzerland, for his help by translating articles for me.
UNITED NATIONS NEW ISSUE

Invalidated 'dues'
•••nnnnnn.

Valid only for postage on
correspondence from the Palais
des Nations.

Two stamps will be issued on 19 Sept. to
campaign against Racialism. A 5 coloured band
in the design represents the various races.
Valueat
green/brow yelloy/black
40 Hp.
Fr. 1.10 blue/brow yellow black
M. A. Munnawar, Pakistan
Dadigner:
Pnntings
°fleet by Suomen Pankin Setelpaino,
Finland

36 x 26 mm.
1,700,000 of each value

Issue:

Stamped covers, with ppecial cancel, 4 ,osting Fr02.sw will be available from

the

Philatelic Service, Palate dap g atippa, 1211 Geneve 10.
°Oa

DID YOU KNOW?
..... thatthere
during the recent "Regiophil/
in Lugano

SPECIAL CANCELS
MAIPONAL FETE AT T4fieR4TLI.

o

was also an international
Philatelic Literature Fair, the Catalogue
of which has now been issued. Articles
cover the Literature scene in most countries, including USA hut excluding the U.
However, the main list of publications and
organissti ns
o * with addresses, is invalueable. Obtaiaable from Club Phillotelico
Lugano, P.O. Box 8490 6901 Lugano SFr10.

The elaborate
oanoellationdepiote

aisaalof Fribourg of
the epoch of the foundation of the ConfederIt shows the
ation.

three cranelated
towers of the castle
and the eagle of the
House of Zahringen, founders of the
.olty.
The half-circle at the base

..... that the PTT have announced that the
PP stamps will show castles again in 1978*
and that the PJ will start a new serlea of symbolises the loop made by the River
coats-of-arms of various towns and villages Sartne around the city.
whereby the language, culture and herAdtc
:TIONAL FET1._1922.
2.
value will play the major rele, aad net
size.
This series could last fer no ral
"
hundred years:
The size of thl ota.17-3
1E171
will be large, so a* not to coafeee w3th
the old series of cantonal coaLe-ofearee.

-

..... that a block shQving Ships on FM.48
Lakes will be iaeued on 9th Harch at a

18 7? e!,.

price of SFr.5.- to support the "LEHANEX".
that every post office in Switzerland was inundated on 7.7.77 with roeuests
p
for poetmarks. I deu't k ew how much
profit the PTT made, but the German P'
has estimated half a million DM on this
day at 7777 Salem and 777 Ueberlingea on
the Lake of Constance.

The 1977 Special cancellations

0v.FUJIMIYALIILT,Tas.

1177.

Somewhat belatedly

0
00
Ns)

we have received an
illustration of the

VE1/-6,

special cancellation

used during this
festival (30 - July 14 August), which will
not be held again for
another 25 years.

..... that _a Swiss Soldier Stamp Handbook

and Catalogue will be issued later this
.
year, in German. If the background infor-,
mation comes up to expectations it will be
n
excellent. More details as soon as
possible.
..... that in the Fafleralp Hotel, at the
head of the Lotschental, I found that the
letter-box in the foyer is one of the old
PTT types, and etill painted dark green.
Yellow was introduced in the early 30's I
believe, and gradually the dark green was
replaced.
that on the dae of issue of the 2 new
UN postcards, 27.6.77, the 2 previous cards
30 10c stamp, 3h 40c stamp) were with*
drawn from sale, i.e. oveelapping.
..... that there are 3 answers to Question
No. 61, i.e. PP 40o of 1954, the Air Fr.2.of 1941, and most intereetingly the PJ Sc
of 1931. This stamp showed, according to

ILIPAJ1231-11212
GRAMME

11111
;

Oct. 12th

POSTAL STATIONERY All Members

Nov. 9th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and AUCTION
Dec. 14th

THE COMMITTEE ENTERTAIN

Ala
Jan. 11th ODDS & ENDS - All Members
To be arranged
Feb. 8th
Mar. 8th FISCAL STAMPS - All Membert
the catalogue for more than 40 years, "the Apr. 12th ANNUAL COMPETITION
lakes of St. Moritz and Silvaplana". Then May 110th EARLY POSTAL MARKINGS an observant collector identified a view
Mr. C. Eauch
looking eouthweet, showing the lake of
All meeting*, held in Stanley
Silvaplana in the foreground and the lake
Gibbons" Auction Room, Drury House,
of Bile, in the background, with the young
Russell
Street, London WC2, on the
Inn river between them, as shown in detail
second
Wednesday
evening of each month
on the recent Europa 80c. stamp. The
from
6.30
8.30
p.m.
catalogues were corrected a few years ago.

4 a atiariai4444 a 4 i

that Question No, 62 ict Which Swiss
The programme for our Northern
stamp shows the same coat-of-arms as snows
Group
not received in time for publicon the Rath cancellation used on 1 August
ation this month, but it is hoped to
1977 - see illustration in Column 2.
include it in our September number.
MR.

ATTRACTIVE NEN_

:.s
Uk

Fita

Two issues will be made on 8th September. Details arse
Special stamps depicting CASTLES

A.

Valusss

20
50
80
90

Rp.
Rp.
Rp.
Rp.

Frauenthal Castle - blackish-green/gold
Gross-Ullersdorf Castle - dark reddish-lilac/gold
Liechtenstein Castle near M8dling - deep violet/gold
Liechtenstein Alserbaoh, Vienna - dark blue/gold
The unusual design shows each castle in an oval frame,
remiscent of an old print.
Otto Stefferl, Vienna
20 & 80 Rp. - Wolfgang Seidel, Vienna
50 & 90 Rp. - Alfred Fischer, Vienna
Combined autotype/recess by Austrian Govt. Printing Office, Vienna
41.75 x 33.25 mm. in sheets of 12 stamps

Designers
Engravers's

Printings
Sizes

Values;

40 Rp. Group of children - yellow/red/blue/ochre/lt-grey/olive/
dk.brown/blue-black
70 Rp. Two girls in traditional costume - yellow/red/blue/
red-brown/lt.grey/green/dk.brown/black
1 Fr. Woman in festive costume - ochre/red/green/lt-grey/

dk.brown/black
Designers
P luting*
es

Prof. Adalbert Pilch, Mauerbach
Photogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
26 x 34 mm. in sheets of 20 stamps

ZUMSTEIN

gatta= -

New editions published
on 1st September 19778

EUROPE 1g78

5WITZERL&NDILIECHTENSTEIN 197
Pocket size
Prices to be advised.
Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, Louden WC2E 7LW
The new SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
-41,14,WERLAND/LIECHTIATEIN, XXII Edition
will be issued in the spring of 1978.
;OW MR .17.10......VO

Supplements to t.le urope Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG.
Annual fee 1978: SFr. 25.without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplement
For fine, first class stamps RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE -

send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie
CR - 3001 BE
FO.B. 2585

MULTILINGUAL INSCRIPTIONS - JUNE RNL

Have you spotted the items in
English? They are Z.313 - opening of
Ulrich Airport & Air 42
Geneva iffew
York flight.
Are you looking for a new field
for interest or research?
Swiss stamps have many to offer here are just a tows
Postmarks - all aspects
Tete-beche & se-tenant
Route marks
Lake steamer cancels
Standing Helvetia issues

Railway cancels
Airmail hl,story
Soldier stamps
etc. etc.
Approval selections available for
these and many more.
Want lists welcome for all types
of material.

j.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,
Torrisholme,
MORECAMBK'

LETTER -‘

NEWS

President : L. MOORE, M.B.E., F.R.P S.L.
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Mr LE.STILES
135 St John's Road
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Tel. 01 527 6670
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Act. 9

DOMESTIC POSTAL RATES OF SWITZERLAND
This article is essentially an up-dated reprint from the "Berner Briefiarken
Zeitung" No. 9, 1971. It has been translated by Junior ARPS member WHAM, Kap
with the help of his Father William B. Kahn. Thanks are also due to the Egb
for permission to reprint the article, and to ABPS members F. Ganz, C LaBlond•
and H. Stone for their comments.

In using the charts, the following

information may be :armful:

g
One Loth a 15 grams: 32 Loth es One old Swiss Pfund or Pound et 480 grams.

(A "new Pfund" * 500 grams).
An ounce (French "once") * 1/16 of an old pound ("litre ancienne"). A
"lot(h)" * a demi-ounce * 1/32 of an old pound). References: Nirabaud, Preface
.
I). XXI Fulpius, Vol, I, P
55.
"Briefkreise" has been translated as "Postal Zones". The law establishing
the first uniform poetal rates (1.10.1849) also established the eleven postal
districts that still exist. The postal districts are administratice geographic
areas. Postal zones ("Briefkreise" or "Rayons") were used to determine letter
rates and were bailed on distance in road hours ("Wegetunde").
"Stunden" has been translated as "hours". According to Zumstein, "Stunde"
41esstende (literally "Road Hour"), or about 16,000 feet, 3 miles or 4.8 kilometers. Postal messengers were expected to cover 5 kilometers per hour, so the
hours in the tables may be converted to kilometers: i.e. "10-25 hours = 50-125
kilometers". For example, first Federal rates (1.10.1849)*

,kVA
I
II
III
IV
AeAelOgebIll
Y 0 11

Ra

02460.1

0 - ID
10 - 25
25 - 40
over 40

Oman

Low it

Lb.

048
48-120
120-192
over 192
Alb..

0-30
30-75
75-120
over 120
Matt

N Mit
5 Rp.
10 Rens
15 Rp.
20 Bps

/
t
iP-19.11.21.1

. 5 Rp. (Blue)
0.6
10 Rpe (Yellow)
6-30
II
Rp, (Red)
15
30
Over
III
tee are given in Happen throughout the table. Since 1.1.1852, centimes
have been equal to Rappen. However, before 1.1.1852 the French centime was the
0-10
0 - 2
10-48
2 - 10
Over 10 Over 48

legal tender of the Canton of Geneva. When Federal postal rates went into

effect on 1.10.49, the Happen rates used elsewhere in Switzerland were, in
Ceneva, set in centimes at an exchange rate of about 2.5 RapPen • 306 centimes.
On 22.1.1850 the official exchange rate was again changed. Geneva rates for
the period before 1.1.1852 were as follows:
. blot
IV
III
11
15 Rp. 20 Rp.
10 Rp.
5 Rp.
Switzerland outside Geneva
Geneva: 1.10.1849 - 22.1.1850 7 Cte. 14 Cts. 21 Cts. 28 Cts.
5 cts. 15 Cts, 25 Cts.. 30 Cts.
Geneva: 22.1.1850 - 1.1.1852
As a result, the following tables are not accurate for Geneva before 1.1.1852.
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(Cont.)

LaBlonde in
This subject was discussed in "The Postage Due Marks of Geneva" by C.
"TELL", Vol. 2, Sept. & Oct. 1976, PP. 155-7 & 175-8.
"Ortspost" has been translated "Local Rate".
h/year, not
Dates are given in the Swiss, not the U.S. style, i.e. day/mont
Normally
1850,
1,
August
not
month/day/year. Thus 8,1.1850 m January 8, 1850.
e. Howaudienc
n
"Tell" would use the U.S. style in an article aimed at an America
order
the
in
ever, in this case, it was thought that readers would desire dates
in which they appear on the cancel.
cover
Note that this article covers only domestic Swiss rates; it does not
been
has
subject
this
of
study
e
complet
international rates. It appears that no
member.
HPS)
(or
AMPS
ic
energet
published - a massive research project for some
the
Note also that this chart tells only half the storys it does not cover
postage rate
various postage due rates that are an essential part of any country's
should fill in
system, 'Tell" has an article on this subject in process which
that half in due course,
of
Finally, this article is the result, as noted above, of the collaboration
and
ted
interes
as
be
will
several ASPS members. Hopefully "Tell's" readers
worth their
enthusiastic as some of the collaborators: "Articles of this type are
etc."
routes
rates,
postage
with
weight in gold." "Real stamp collecting begins
area
your
about
ng
somethi
learn
(Further note to aspiring writers: you, too, may
of interest by writing for your Society journal!)

"CerreckPoteee

To-day the collecting of stamps on cover is growing
the knowledge of
continually and finding new followers. It seems to um that
collectors do not
valid domestic postal rates of any period is important. Many
ions
want philatelically over-franked material, but want to add to their collect
to
glad
are
We
period.
the
of
rates
postal
correct
the
only items franked with
since
be able to give you a summary of the domestic postal rates of Switzerland
tDocumen
&
Library
PTT's
the
from
n
Zumstei
Karl
Mr.
to
1849. We are grateful
)
article.
BBZ
the
from
quote
(A
ce."
assistan
y
ation Section for his friendl

isiatesUattez

must be mailed in a wrapper and must be prepaid.

Weight

For

Up to 4 Loth
4 up to 8 Loth
8 Loth up to 1 Pfund
each addition* Loth: 5 Rp. *

)11.1akt

1.7.1862 **

Up to 10 grams
10 up to 250 grams

MegWered letters and documedg must
Weight

1.94871

Up to 15 grams
15 up to 250 grams

let & 2nd Zones
Am to 10 hours
5 Rp.
10 Rp.
15 Rp.
Local Zone
5 Rp.
10 Rp.

3rd Zone

2XEL-19-119.112,1
10 Rp.
20 Rp.
30 Rp.
Rest of
§11.11tP*Xlar4,
10 Rp.
20 4.

be paid at double rate and must be prepaid.
Local Zone
ap to 2 hours

5 Rp.
10 Rp.

Rest of

Switzerlami
10 Rp.
20 Rp.

Registration fee , is 10 Rappeu.
Weight

1.11.1884

Up to 15 grams
15 up to 250 grams
Up to 250 grams

Local Zone

Rest of

Switzerland
5 Rp,
10 Rp.
10 RI).

Registration fee is 10 Rappen.

From time to time we receive requests for information on early
postal rates and we are pleased to have permission from the
is hoped
American Helvetia Philatelic Society to publish this article, which it
.
problems
win solve many

Mitor'5 Nt.s
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THE ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE

B C. D. HARDING
issue (on p. 80
In Part II of his most interesting account of the 1900 UPU
"several errors in the
of the November 1975 HNL) Dr. W.R. Morrison refers to
ted me to add the
Zumstein listings of this issue", This remark has promp
following comments.
the catalogue listNot long ago I spent some time in analysing and comparing
s security marks, -papers
ings of the plate-flaws, retouches etc., for the variou
issue. My objects in
and perforations of the 1882/1907 "Standing Helvetia"
task were to facilitate sortundertaking this rather tedious and time-consuming
of the extent to which
ing my collection of this issue; and to get a better idea
the same plates were used for the successive printings.
have always had the
In the process one thing struck me very forcibly. I
ly carry through
normal
highest regard'for the efficiency with which the Swiss
it is it has been
if
ion:
illus
whatever they undertake. I hope this is not an
put it mildly)
(to
ness
well and truly shattered by what seems to me the untidy
of the editing of this section of the catalogue.
) edition, is an
Here is one obvious example. On p.112 of the 21st -(1975
Pf0", making it clear
illustration bearing the legends "70A,C,D, 74D/Pf.2, 74E
Under these
that in each case the catalogue is referring to the same flaw.
(not always the same,
numberings the text sets out a collection of plate defects
s or in the same order) and the one illustrated on p.112 is described as follow
(I give an approximate English translation in brackets):
desgl. vom 2. Stern nach links bogenformig,
70A Pf.2 "... Plattendefekt
defect ...
nach rechts hinunter bis FRANCO (Abb.) ..." (... plate
to the
rds
downwa
left
similar bow-shaped from the 2nd star on the
right as far as FRANCO (illus.) ...)
vow links durch den Fuse nach unten (Abb.) ..."
70C Pf.2 "Plattendefekt
feet
... plate defect ... .froM the4eft:downWards through the
Illus.) ...)
70D Pf.2
Tlattenbruch, desgl. links vow 3. Stern =Loh
74D Pf 2 "Plattendefekte
(Plate defect ... Plate break,
roots hinunter bis FRANCO ...".
similar to left from 3rd star downwards to right as far as FRANCO ..
•
"Plattenfehler ... von links durch den Fuss nach unten (Abb.)
74E Pf.3
...")
(Plate flaw ... from left downwards through the feet
in the wording describing the flaws covered by these

Other variations occur

catalogue numbers.
to make the fact so
In many other cases where there is no illustration
suggest that different
to
study
icial
superf
obvious, it takes little more than a
Thus:
words are being used to describe the same flee.
. (Dent in right
"Minbuchtung in Band rechts bairn siebenten Stern"
Pf.3
band by seventh star).
7. Ste (E6)". (Colour68D Pf.5 "farblose Einbuchtung is Band rechts beim
less dent in the right band by 7th star (E6).)
t in right band
"Einbuchtung is Band rechts beim 7. Stern". (Den
68E Pfs6
.
.
by 7th star)
& 88A Pf.6
mige Einbuchtung
96A Pf.3 "..! beim 7. Stern is rechten Band halbkreisfar
7th star (E6).)
by
band
Semicircular dent in right
(E6) ...".
(To be continued)
.110..100000••n•nn•11.
By E. J. lawnsley
'T A B' CANCELI
For some time I have been trying, with little success, to
5higsvt . find background information on these interesting cancels.
Those issued in Bern in the pre-stamp era pose few problems;
being listed in Winkler as in use from 1845-50.
However, those issued in Geneva, first with 'P.D..' in the tab,
later with blank tabs, are listed in Emmenegger but without any
recorded dates. My own examples with 'P.D.' are all dated 1873, those with

oc

P

.1. 14VIMONO.MISIM O.1110n10...1011I

blank tabs - Of which 3 sizes exist - range from 1879-87. so long after the
Why were these cancels issued in Geneva
id postage? When were the letters 'F.D.' deleted? And
pre-pa
of
introduction
time in the late
why did the cancels with blank tab remain in use until some
dates than those
later
1880s? Any information on these cancels and earlier or
quoted will be much appreciated,

MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND
o

No.

-Owner

0____

-

°145 LMCD

TO

THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR

Part
By L.K.C. DUTTON
o
---0---Destination Postage Airmail German
Place of
Date on
'Applied Label/ cen. lab.
Origin
Postmark
env. (Identn
I
Letter)
o
o
o
:

1.IX.44

5.IX.44
4.IX.44

Brussels liberated.
London
Lugano

145A A,R.T. 2y.1X.44
6. X.44
146 A1ST

XXVIII
-

Colour
Wash
o

Surface postal services to the U.K. still suspended,

C.p.a.l'e

6.1X.44
16.IX.44
17.IX.44
20.IX.44

n

collected at Basle 2 and left tor Berlin on the

9 ---2787-53-?-gairciliTil

50o.Y

-6
the Dept. of
for
ive
operat
France
to
e
servic
P/0
P.O. Circular:
F.P.T: Contrary to previous announcements the airmail service
Operation Market Garden launched (Arnhem). During September
P.O. Circular: P/c service to France extended and includes Dept.
a- ?
2a (b) Grey (vert)I
50c. 1 Yes
Balloch
Zftrich 5
None
None
400. 1 Yes
Fribourg 1 Ryde, IOW

I
7. X.44

F.P.T:

Restoration of postal service for letters to France and

route being examined. Letters under 20g. continue to
Geneva and Port Bou.
restored. Mail
10. X.444 M.a.t.d.c.p.a.l'e: Surface service to U.K.
11. X.44 P.O. Circular: P/c service to France extended and includes --o
9
o---None
None
50c. 1 Yes
gham
Gillin
,
11
Geneva
147 I ANST 13. X.44
0
------ -0
o
a 1 and taken to
U.K. mail collected at Genov
Al].
l'e:
C.p.a.
14. X.44
.
eria) and
014/Ib
Lisbon
to
ona
Barcel
weekday from
ed.
restor
rland
Switze
to
e
servic
l
Airmai
18. X.44 P.O. Circular:
me
Mariti
buses.
motor
on
ty
priori
given
is
l
Airmai
19. X.44 F.P.T:
are
Bou
Port
via
es
24. X.44 M. an T.d.c.p.a.l'e: All motor bus servic
Not
west.
the
in
ed
P.O. Circular: P/c service to France extend
148 1K.H.R. 127. X.44 St. Gallen 1

London

1 50c.1 Yes I 2b (b) 1 Diag.

----O
o
e between Lisbon and .Germahy
servic
air
.
D.L.H
lar:
1.XI.44 P.O. Circu
services via France and

o----0

1

10

C.p.a.l'e: Suspension of all postal
Berlin and flown every weekday from there by DDL/DLH

. . ______
..•
14aAl IAMCD

i
146B
149

4.XI.44 1 Oberhofen Radnor(USA) I

9

Yes 1

None

None

'I

'

1
0
0
1
i
0
0____'
o
covers all Depte except
6.XI.44 P.O. Circular: P/c servicoe to France ----o — 0

.XI.44

6

Bath

0

sembrancher

None

None

Yes

2b (b)

?

Yes

None

50c. Yes

Edenbridge
Steinen
St. Gallen St. Albans

10,XI.44
14.XI.44

150 A.E.
—o
0
o

o----o
151 I IMOD

F.1

?

o

6d.

0

None

ed to Belgium.
22,X1.44 P.U. Circular: P/c service extend n flights are resumed, they
-Liebo
Berlin
DLH
1.X11.44 C.p.a.l'es Altho
continues to be Via Stockholm.

O---------

o

2.X11.44 I Olten 1

Stone

1 50c.

Yes

0

0

2a (b) IBlue(diag) I

(Staffs )

o
?

0"---

15.XII.44
16.XII.44
16.X1I.44
22.XII.44

to letters but
P.u. Circular: Mail service to France extendaedtaken
by train
C.p.a.l'e: U.K. mall collected at Geneva 1
ne
Bastog
and
lize
Houffa
es;
Ardenn
- 16.1.45: Battle ot the
al
Portug
Spain,
for
r
courie
Swiss
b$
F.P.T: "Altho dispatch
via
er
Decemb
llth
since
part
in
ed
restor
has been
•
.

um extended to letters.
26.XII.44 P.O Circular: Mall service to Belgi
----0 —0----0
—0

0

—
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Schedule of Covers

Period V ; February 1543 December1544
i.....,...........-........... -....-.

Part F

0 ,.

Other Marks on Co

No. in blue INo.top LH No.bot.LH! BritisnlBritish Arrival
indel.pencil corner in corner inIcen.seall censor Date
pencil

(P) or blk h. pencil
stamp (H/S)

I

No.

(P.C.50 ,

I Type)

but DIM Berlin-Lisbon route again carried airmail up to 20g. every weekday. Airmail
04.44h. train. The Lisbon-England flights operated 4 times per week.

°--1-(Tai-i-i-T7? 1605/12

6

1 71365

Initial bel.PC50. T(ii) h/s

80;

°-

Calvados and k.anche in Normandy.
to O.K. continues via the Berlin-Lisbon flights. No surface postal service.
de Lattre de Tapsigny and Leclerc join at Bourgogne.
of Paris and Seine et Marne.

241 Blue ha
None

1573/5

None

I

2

7118/3
None

5382
-

T(ii) his

-

"c/tber-vie We w. Basle 2
inserted in pencil; 100.

-

postal stationery card
o
Swissair
countries beyond runs into difficulty. Use of motor buses and opening of -a
between
plying
use Berlin-Lisbon air route. Parcels will be carried by motor buses
.

collected at Geneva and taken to Port Bou by motor bus.
Dept of Jura, Ain & Haute Savoie on Swiss border adjacent to oCt. Vaud and Geneva.
e
-o —
o
----°
1
1 None
1 5048
IG
1
None
I
None
1
None
0
, o
6-o every
port Bou by Swiss motor bus. Surface mail continues via Lisbon. Airmail is flown
from there four times per week to England (BOAC).
communications with Lisbon very bad & correspondents advised to use air routes.
suspended. Airmail may be sent via Germany and Sweden.
available to Depts Doubs, Haut Rhin, Bas Rhin etc.
o
---o
----o
o
o
• 1"U ber Schweden" in pencil
i
65
11
1
i 644 (H/S) ! 1 552/4 I 748/1(?)1 2
6
_____
6-o
g mail.
suspended. Alternative routes to POWs in Germany found, but not for returin
train to
by
taken
is
U.K.
to
Airmail
es.
continu
the DLH flights from Berlin to Lisbon
m.
via Copenhagen and Maim!, to Stockhol
o
,o
o----------T -------o
•
?A
as
pencil
pple
in
Basel"
. ,!
'via
I
None 1 None
None
None
1
i
,i
5 gr . US seal No. 5988
i
1
1
6

o

Doubs, Haut Rhin, Bee Rhein etc. on
None

None

825 (H/S)

?

o
None
. 1

7631/23 1

u,

northern borax of Ct. Vaud;

.
-

.0
2

-

7993 1

t

2 ! 1227 —

i None

o

—

.

'Stamps removed. H/S "DANAGED

.
ANCE". P.C.5 and
!BY AN ACCIDENT I v COURSE OF CONVEY
.

1P.C.137 labels initialled "SSP 50 0" T(i) h/s.

None

lA

None 1

None

I 2262

1

-

bru
'Lotter aocorated w., bi,zre.u.—.
.

.

.

n

.
route for mail to U.K. unchanged and
only carry mail for Spain & Portugal; the

- o33

( Ws)

n

4241

2

1605/12 I-7101/5 ,

i

tlber Schweden" added later °

! in ink. T(ii) h/s
'

o

still no service to Depts on northern border of Ct. Vaud.
and boat via Lyons, Paris and Dieppe; no airmail service.
!
recaptured on
has been interrupted since October 21st, the service
these
via
s
oversea
es
and countri
Dieppe to U.K. and the Commonwealth.
-0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK OP
SWISS SOLDIER (MILITARY) STAMPS

, WOIItD

MARS I AND II
By E. SULSER
Date of publications OCTOBER 1977
At long last an. up-to-date Catalogue will be available to cellectors of these popular stamps. Not only will the Catalogue quote current market
prices but its contents Will by far exceed those of the "Locher" publications
of several decades ago (and should not be confused with any cheap reprints of
this outdated Catalogue). Also, for the first time, the stamps of both World
Wars Will be housed in one volume. Among the many hundreds of pages is a
section with 1440 illustrations. Catalogue numbers and illustration numbers
will coincide!
The Author, with the help of numerous philatelists, printers,
designers and Military Authorities, labouriously researched his subject for many
years. Every known detail has been incorporated, including such important
information as designers, printers, quantities issued, as well as special items
such as varieties, chamois paper trial printings, stationery etc., etc.
The Handbook section contains information dealing with all
such as issuing authorities, field postmarks, rules for WO,
usage,
of
aspects
orders by military commands authorising the issue of stamps etc.

LAST,BUT NOT LEAST, THERE IS A SECTION DEALING WITH .INTERNMENT
CAMP POSTMARKS.
With the help of this outstanding work the collector can satisfy
must be
his curiosity as to any question arising on this subject. Mr. Suloer
congratulated that such a far-reaching work is available at such reasonable cost.

Please note that
this is a once-only publication
(not an annual event) and we are
able to call upon only a limited
number of copies - a reprint
would be at a higher price.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
P.O. Box 242, London N6 4LW
MAZALTHE NEW ONDON SEASON
WEDNESDAY - Oct. 12th at Stanley
Gibbons' Auction Room, Drury House,
Russell St., WC2. 6.30 p.m. Subjects
POSTAL STATIONERY - All Members. We
hope for a large reunion.
- International Dog

Show - Aarau.

71.

1)

'Philatelic
exhibition

th-22nd October

post free.

4556-A47

British

YMOURVALI.
LONDON, WI

If you wish to make
at publication
copy
your
of
sure
without delay.
order
please
price,
13.30 ($ 24.00)
PRICEI

PEQIAL

anY 0111...elwelfella•

•,Ng

THE AMATEUR
COLLECTOR LTD. HAVE SECURED THE
SOLE DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS IN ALL
ENGLISH-SPEAKING TERRITORIES
AND JAPAN.

An attractive cancel - with no relation to dogs! will be 'top ed at
this Show on 15th16th October.

1:77

ND

Order your copy
Now.

WE LOOK PORMARD
TO MEETING FRIENDS
OLD AND NEW AT

'541

The British Philatelic Exhibition,
Seymour Hall, Seymour Place,

London W.1.
Wednesday, 19th October to
Saturdoky, 22nd October, 1977
We shall have something of interest
for everyone.
ellialwassio.ser

Helvetia members might like to be
the first to know that our
1978 SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE
will soon be available - watch out
for our announcement in these pages.
Also in the couroo of preparation is
the next edition of "THE SWISS
PHILATELIST" with important news
and articles. So put away your
gardening tools and get ready to
return to the beat in Swiss Philatelyl

H.L.KATCHER
The Lmateur Collector Ltd.,
Highgate,
P.O. Box 242
LONDON N6 4LW
Tel. 01-348-0296
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DID LYOU KNOW

9

.....

that in Sursee during the annual
s
‘Gansabhauet on 11 November (see description of the 35c. stamp in last
month's ENL the goose is definitely dead
before the performance starts-. The
Swiss SPCA would not allow anything
else in any caws.

pUMBERS
The following figures have
been released by the PTTs

L'Altata.illesz.11.1.9.71

20c.

Forestry

Health

40o.

Leprosy

40e.

Telephone
.

80c.
40c.

geropa (CEPT) 1 476
that the Fr.3.- 'Matthew" stam p is
80c.
likely to be replaced in 1979 by a smaller
Pro Patria liTk
sized stamp of the Architecture series,
20+10o.
to
up
so that this will be continuous
40+20c.
)
Grandson
Fr.3.50.

Murten)

40+20c.

8,136,000
13.676,000
13,662,000
7604,000
12,961,000
8.296,000
4,570,000
6,392,000
5, 628,000
3,249,000

..... that Guido Nobel, General Director
80+20c.
of the Post Dept. has recently stated
19/
uhlic4ty Stampp
that "Philatelic Sales" bring in about
7,592,000
20c.
Animals
3Fr.20m. annually, i.e. about a per man •
00
13.186,0
40o.
Energy
woman and child in Switzerland. Further,
00
13.478,0
40o.
St.
Gotthard
that of the 782 m stamps printed in 1976
0
8.996,00
80o.
Skating
Speed
no less than 363 m. were for 40t. letters
..... that France issued a single stamp
on 25th June for FFr.1.50 commemorating
To mark the Centenary of the
the battle of Nancy in 1477, which sae a
National Railway special steam trains
continuation of the battles of Grandson
were run on 3/4th
and Murton. The Swiss, or rather
September on the line
Cantonal troops, are iedicated on this
Zofingen-Lenzburc.
new stamp by the banner of Bern, if you
Wettingen, and will be
l
look carefully.
run on 15thA otober.. .
N 1017Bliki-VA.I1VO4
on the line Zofingen..
.,...that I have just had confirmed to
.
Stempel
en-Winterthurs
Wetting
"Grosse
the
me that copies of
followthe
z. The trains
at
Konstan
stock,
weiek" are still in
r coaches
passenge
50
SFr.32.
have
& P
ing prices: Part I
with a
wagon
4.e),
TPO
SFr.20.
and also an historic
foreign 6.-), Part 2
ation
from
ble
cancell
obtaina
special
post-box. The
Part 3 Sfr.50.- (6.-),
shown above is being used.
Burl Druck AG, Eigeretrasse 71, 3001
only,
Bern. Note postage is approx.
y
PLANNING NEXT E_Agalto juji
and that they like to send only registered abroad, i.e. plus 50e. per part.
*IGEN

a2,c(r„,

Aiev

that promptly on 1st Sept. all
catalogues appeared. I find
Swiss
the
is particularly interMiller
the
that
FD cancellations are
the
all
as
eating
appropriate stamps.
the
to
shown next
French and
with
but
German only,
chapter headand
ction
introdu
English
next to
given
also
Nos
n
ings. Zumstei
coverare
issues
older
The
own.
their
small
the
in
than
detail
ed in more
Zumatein. Sfr.8.- from Marken Miller
AG, Postfach 71, 4011 Basel, + postage.
..... that all Welti Swiss definitives
have now appeared in made up rolls. The
only way to 'prove' they have been made
up by the PTT is the roll end and beginning cf unprinted stamp paper, with
hard-written date at beginning. La each
counter sheet has 5 horizontal rows of
10 stamps each, the minimum quantity in
5 rolls of 1000 stamps each is 20 sheets.
After removing all selvedge, except a
narrow strip on one side, the sheets are
hand-joined together in a long band.
This is put into the special machine
for splitting into 5 separate rolls.
At the same time the numbering of each
5th stamp can be done.

How about

a trip to
ILEMANEX1

(Continued)
.... that since April '77 the 50c.
definitive of Liechtenstein has been
available in rolls of 1000, made up from
sheets by hand, therefore unnumbered.
One machine in use, the few others still

dispense similarly made up 10 & 20c,
stamp* i.e. two 10c. for 20c., whereby
every 5th pair will have a join.
.... that the answer to Question No.62
to the P.J. of 1930 Sc. showing the arms
of Fribourg without the eagle. See
description in last month's KUL.
...,. that Question No.63 1.58 "Which
of the new definitives possibly could
not be accepted by a certain group of
countries? Why and by whom?
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R OUP s Hon.Sec, Mr.R.A.Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax

It is with deep regret that
we learn of the death of

PROGRAMME_FORA72a4
1977

Oct. 22 CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY
Nov, 19 THE POSTAL HISTORY OF SOUTHWEST SWITZERLAND (Discussion
Leader - Mr. G.D. Wilson)
Dec. 17 FORGERIES, ESSAYS, PROOFS 4&.
RE-PRINTS (Discussion Leader

Mr. L. Moore)
1978
Jan. 14 RED CROSS (Discussion Leader
MR. I. Gilchrist)
Feb. 19 OFFICIAL PRE-PAID MAIL
(Discussion Leader Dr. G.G. Ritchie)
Mar, 11 F1SCALS- (Discussion Leader Mr. J.N.Higtated)
Apt. 29 Y.P.A. CONVENTION, York.
QFFICERSP OR

Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurers
Librarian &
Press Secretary:
Y.P,A. Delegate:

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.

D. Cairns
A. Meston
R.A. Hoyle
J.A. Eastwood

Mr. R.A. Hoyle
Dr. G.G. Ritchie

Has anyone a spare ' Ortsverzeichnis°
for: 1967 ? Urgently required by a U.S.
member. If so please contact the

ZUMSTEN

Sapanial -

Price:

for many years and although unable to
attend meetings because of age - he
was in his 90s - members will recall

several occasions when he loaned
portions of his collection to be shown
on his behalf.
A collector of

the

"old school"

s paesing is a great loss to

philately.
Members who collect, or are interested, in the stamps of Liechtenstein
will be glad to know that Mr. J. Dymond
of 97, Downlands Avenue Worthing,
Sussex BN14 9HF has been appointed Hon.
Secretary of the Liechtenstein Study
Circle, to succeed the late Jack Beken.
We wish him every success in his new job.
Congratulations also to
Mr. A S. Newell who received a vermeil
and also a special prize of honour from
the Schweizer Aerophilatelisten-Verein
SAV, and also has had the honour of being
elected to the Presidium of PISA and to
ths , negotiating committee with PIP.
012011111111110111•11.11•M

New editions published
on let September 1977:

ILLLB 0 11 71.....ant

CAPTAIN Y. G. DAVIES, 0.B.I.
of Sunningdale, Berks.
Capt. Davies had been a 'member

2010
.

DILIEQUTENSTEIN 1978
IT Z
Price:
Pocket size
2.25,
Please order Catalogues from
H4RHIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand London WC2E701

44444i
The new SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN, XXII Editien
will be issued in the spring of 1978.

A,p T U MN ... time of mellow
fruitfulness

and a return to our

hobby, with meetings, displays,
competitions and exhibitions.
For all these aspects you will
want to see material to add to your
collection and, maybe, win that arard
this year.
Send your Wants Lists or ask

4444444

for Selections on Approval, for ALL

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are. published in the BERNER BRIEFMARXEN
ZEITUNG,

STAMP ISSUES, FDC and COMMEMORATIVE

Annual fee 1978: SFr. 25,without special supplement
SFr. 27050
with special supplement
For fine, first class stamps RARITIES . OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
.
Propr. Hertsch & Cie
CH - 3001 BERN
P.O.B. 2585

COVERS, POSTAL HISTORY, AIRMAILS,
etc. etc.

J.S.ARIIISTRONG
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

MORE
Lanes LA4 6PN

VIIILATELle so c
Founder : E. H. SPIRO

LETTER -1,4

oo'r'

President : L. MOORE, M.B.E., F.R.P
41110n••••••••

Hon. Treasurer:
Mr L.E.STILES
135 St John's Road
Walthamstow
London E.17 4J11

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
Mrs E.J.Rownsley,

Tel. 01 527 6670

P021 2EL

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Sec:

Mr.C.Rauch,
353 Baddow Rd,
Chelmsford, Essex

3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Dr.,
Bognor Regis Sussex

CM2 7QF
Tel 0245 54149

DOMESTIC POSTAL RATES OF SWITZERLAND
By MICHAEL KAHN
Continuing
the
tab1ea-of
postage
rates:
_
LETTERS

IALLAStoR
1,10.1849

Weiztt
up to 4 Loth
f up to 1 Loth
1 up to 14 Loth
lf up to 2 Loth
2 up to 4 Loth
4 up to 8 Loth
8 up to 16 Loth
16 Loth to 1 Pfund

1st Zone
212 t6

2nd Zone
10-25 hre

5 Rp

10 Rp.

74 Hp.

15 Rp.
20 Rp,

10 Rp.
12* Rp.
15 Rp.
20 Rp.
25 Rp.
30 Rp.

25 Rp.

30 Rp.
40 Rp.
50 Rp.
60 Rp.

4th Zone

3rd Zone

gaz...49_43.

25-40 hrs

20
30
40
50

15 Rp.
22f Rp.
30 Rp.
37* Rp.

Rp.
Rp.
Rp.
Rp.

45 Rp.

60 Rp.

60 Rp.
75 Rp.
90 Rp.

80 Rp.
100 Rp.
120 Hp.

Distance is to be measured based on the shortest postal route, which leads
g
Double postal rates
from the sending post office to the receivin post office. these must be prepaid
are to be charged for registered letters and documents, and
when mailed.
POSTE LOC
TES ORT POST
AL
be
In larger towns with significant mail circulation, franked letters are to
mailed at the following rates; full rates were charged for unpaid letters.
up to 2 Loth
2 up to 4 Loth
4 up to 8 Loth
8 Loth to 1 Pfund

2i Rp.
5 Rp.

74 Rp.
10 Rp. *

(In fact, stamps were not available and thus the reduced rates were
not effective until late Sept. 1650.
See SBZ 5/76, page 160, and article
by Harlan Stone planned for "Tell".

Documents without stated values, such as legal documents, bills, deeds, etc.:
40 Rp.
30 Rp.
20 lip.
10 Rp.
up to 1 Pfund
Printed Matters
up to 2 Loth
2 up to 4 Loth
4 up to 8 Loth
8 Loth to 1 Pfund

2i Rp.

5 Rp.

5 Rp.
7+ Rp.

10 Rp.

15 Rp.
20 Rp.

10 Rp.

10 Rp.

RP+
15 Rp.
22- Rp.
30 Rp.
"ti

20 Rp.
30 Rp.
40 Rp.

ERS.
let Zone

hilid

From,

lisight

1.1.1852 up to f Loth
f up to 1 Loth
1 up to *LOth
li up to 2 Loth
2 up to 2i Loth
up to 3 Loth
3 Up to 3i Loth
3i up to 4 Loth

2nd Zone
k...1.2-4ER

5 Rp.
10 Rp.
15 Rp.
20 Rp.

25 Rp.
30 Rp.
35 Rp.
40 Rp.

10
15
20
25
30

Rp.
Rp.
Rps
Rp.
Rp.

35 Rp.

3rd Zone
Wm

10

hal.

15 Rp.
20 Rp.
25 Rp.
30 Rp.
35 Rp.
40 Hp.

45 Rp.
40 Rp.
50 Rp.
45 Rp.
Registered letters or parcel
For every extra f Loth, 5 additional Happen.
post are to be charged at doub e rate, and must be prepaid.
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Valid From

Weight

1.10.1849

f Loth up
to 1 Pfund

1.1.1852

f Loth up

1.22-11

Other

Letters

Letters

In larger
places only
(see Pt.I
-

to 1 Pfund
1.7.1862

Registration
Double Rate

3 Zones

-

Double Rate

-

Double Rate
Double Rate

10 Hp.
20 Rp.

ft

tO

tt

1.9.1868

tt

ft

ft

1.10.1870
1.9.1871

It

tt

1.1111884

1.12.1891

up to 15 g .
5 RP*
10 Hp.
Over 15 &
up to 250 . g.(up to 10 km)
up to 250

g

.

Ian

Pt.I)

1.1.1868

5 Rp.
up to 15 g.
Over 15 &
10 Hp.
up to 250 g.(up to 10 km)

aujukl
Dekiverv

4 Zones
(See Pt.I)

„(See

up to 10 g.
5 RP.
10 Hp.
Over 10 &
up to 250 g.(up to 2 hrs)

Cards

5 RP.
5 Hp.

10 Rp.

30 Rp.,
Reg. only
30 Hp.,
all mail

ft

tt

10 Hp.

20 Hp.

10 lip.

5 Hp.

10 Hp.

5 Hp.

10 Hp.

10 Hp.

10 Hp.

15 Hp.

5 Hp.
73- HP.

10 Hp.

20 Hp.

10 Hp.

20 Hp.

10 Hp.

20 Rp.

10 Hp.

20 Rp.

It

1.1.1947

ft

10 Hp.

20 Rp,

10 Hp.

20 Hp.

1.3.1948

ft

10 Hp.

20 Rp.

20 Hp.

1.1.1963

ft

10 Rp.

20 Hp.

10 Rp.
10 Hp.

30 Hp.

30 Hp.
60 Hp.
40 Hp.
60 Hp.
80 Hp.
80 Hp.

1.4.1966

ft

10 Rp.

20 Hp.

10 Rp.

30 Rp.

150 Hp.

1.11,1967
***

ft

20 Hp.

30 Hp.

20 Rp.

50 Hp.

150 Hp; 300
on Sundays**

8.1.1973

It

30 Hp.

30 Hp.

30 Hp.

70 Hp.

1.1.1975

ft

39 HP.

30 Hp.

30 Hp.

70 Hp.

170 Rp; 340
on Sundays
300 Hp; 450
on Sundays

1.1.1976

ft

40 Hp.

40 Hp.

40 Hp.

70 Hp.

1.1.1918
1.1.1921
1.3.1934

15 Hp.

BBZ article shows 4 up to 8 Loth, 10 Rp.
Sunday rate added to BBZ article.

Last 3 entries added to BBZ article.
000 - MAY 26th to 4th JUNE 1978
If there is sufficient interest among members, Mr. C. Rauch and Mr. D.A. Beak
are willing to try to organise visit to this Exhibition in Lausanne.
Until it is known how many would like to go, precise costs cannot be worked
out, but it is thought that for 4 days the air fare to Geneva would be around £40,
hotel (bed & breakfast) say 430, plus other meals and incidental expenses.
It will be necessary to arrange early booking, so will anyone interested
please contact MR. D. R. BEAK, 'Christies', 19, Salt's Avenue, Loose, Maidstone,
Kent ME15 OAZ, as soon as possible.
The project can then be discussed at the ACM and if favourable, quotations
will be obtained on the basis of a 4 day stay, or if desired, for 7 days.

-----o0o
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THE ARMEN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
By C. D. HARDING
Continuing to puzzle over some of the statements in the catalogue, what
worries me more are the numeroua cases where I do not find it possible to be
reasonably certain that the same flaw (or a development of it) is being described.
Thus:
90A P1060

"

von der u. Null nach rechts unten farblos ausgebrochen (G4/6)".
(Colourless break from the lower 0 towards lower right (04/6))

90C Pf.3. "farblos ausgebrochener Keil von der Zahl unten bis zur Ecke rechts
unten (04/5)." (Colourless broken wedge from the lower number to
lower right corner (04/5))

98A Plot.
71D P1.2.

sohmaler farbloser Keil unten von der Null nach rechts unten."
(Small colourless wedge below from the 0 towards lower right); za
achriger
senkrechter Strich im link y n Wertschildchen oben
(Vertical streak in upper left value
Strich durch RA links ...".
shield ... diagonal streak through RA left...)

71g—Ff.20

"typische farbige Strichet rechts des Fr. links oben, durch FRANCO
(Typical coloured streaks: to right of the
links unten ...".
Fr. upper left, through FRANCO lower left ...)

9IC Pf.l.

"typiache Strichet krlif tiger senkrechter Strich nach Fr. links
(Typical streaks:
desgl, durch FRASCO links unten ...".
oben
strong vertical streak after Fr0 upper left ... similar through
FRANCO lower left ...)

Also the frequent use of the abbreviation "desgl." (similar) can be
confusing: the nature and extent of the "similarity" is often very far from clear.

I appreciate that the extent of a particular flaw (though not, presumably,
its basic nature) may vary from printing to printing; that it may develop from
one state to another with the passage of time; and that, this being so, the task
of achieving complete uniformity and consistency of description of all these
flaws, etc., is a mammoth one and would require aoCess to all the varieties in
question,
Nevertheless I live in hope that some aay someone in the Zumstein
organisation will be brave (and patient) enough to undertake it. After all, one
of the main virtues of such a standard work as this is to guide those inexpierenced
collectors (myself included) who are most likely to be misled by such diversities
of description as I have mentioned. The experienced will already be sufficiently
aware of the traps.

DAT OF THE STAMP. l97L
The illustration shows the design Chosen for

covers and cards to be issued in connection
with this year's 'Day of tne Stamp' in St. Imier,
(Ct. Bern) on 3/4 December.
It depicts the beautiful stained glass window
by the artist H. Aragon, in the church of the town.
This commemorates the legend of the hermit and
confessor, Imier, who came from the.Ajoie and
lived in the wild region of the Suze Valley. Later
he made a long journey to Palestine and during a
sbityin Jerusalem became famous for having
vanquished a dragon which had been molesting the
area. The hermit eventually returned to the Suze Valley and there he founded
an-oratory in honour of St. Martin.
A document dated Al) 962 refers to the 'Chapel of St. Imier l , and it is
believed that he died in the year 610. The church at St. Imier was built over
his tomb,

The special

cancel to be used will bear the same motif.

Following publication of Mr. J. P. Taylor's article on 'Poetar Dues' and in
partieular the 'T' Dues, the following comments nave been received froLi members:
not quite correct about the WHO 'T'—duee. They are
Er. Taylor
. P. eeeej:
certainly rare, ()may 2 or 3 covers In a bundle of 200, and it
I an hoping for
deems thnt WHO and Federal steeps were used indiscriminately.
a friend in
which
subject
this
ou
treatise
a
English
into
translate
Ferniisaion to
ing of
understand
the
help
will
hoped
is
it
which
and
Geneva and I workecreteeethet
'T'
with
stamps
of
thousands
some
has
friend
This
this interesting subject.
cancels and at the last count teere were 30 different versions of the large ,r1,
The ' Ungtiltig', ' aenule' etc. run
8 of the 'T' In circle, plus 11 odd items.
version*
Italian
an
into 8 or 9 different of each including
/
Readers might be interested to know that 'T Dues do
In our
exist on items other than those mentioned.
lines
zig—zag
horizontal
collection we have blocks of 4 of the Inter—space with 2
Landscapes
1949
Zum.S60-62) cancelled with large open 'T'; covers on which the

MR. M. WEINER (Canada),

with 'Officiel' overprint have been used as Dues and cancelled with 'T' in circle;
It is of interest
as well as U.N. Geneva issues and meter marks used as Dues.
teat up to 10 years ago only 5 covers with 'Officiel' overprints used as Dues
were known to exist, since when we are net aware it any others nave come to light.
The collection of 'T' Dees is fascinating and axone the covers are multiples
of the same velue with 'T' strikes but nevex .vite parts of two 'T's — thie tends
.

to confire Mr. Taylor's observation that the stamps were never printed in sheet
form.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD

S WITZERLAND
CATALOGUE
1978
y
(10111 t)' bdit ll by
R. F. Bo!strode, 0 B.E si H L Katcher

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

PUBLICATION DATE 111D OCTOBER 1977
SWISS STAMPS MARCH ON
STEADILY ! !
The majority of price increases are in the 10 Yo to
25°1, region, but there arc also ii gnarl number of
larger mcreases.
7,830 price rorreasec
80 price reductions
195 oddrtional prices irsted
Note: £2 13 invested in 1952 in an average cros:,;section of .Swiss stomps would now cost a staggering £7834 ! I With uchi figures involved it is
of market movements,
essential to be fully its
be
" for buying or selling purposes. ,Our l978
Catalogue with over 1.1,060 prin..' quotations provides
this service for you
t7 rising 5alcs Of this popular cato/ogue, we are
able to keep the increase in its seihog price
the level of highr2r production and post tge en its.
YOUR . S WISS (OH EC TioN IS tbiCtiMPLE IF WI MOO t

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S 1978
SWITZERLAND:CATALOGUE

201 Sea Mail
Overseas: £5 10 (U.S. `s9
.
•
£600 (U.S. ' ,10 80) Air Mail

Price (incl. post and packing):

U.K. & Europe £3.95

H.L.KATCHER
COLLOTUR
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Mail carried from Switzerland to the aK. during World War 11
By L.M.C. DUTTON

Part XXIX

- Covers 73 to 151
t Dec be
PerAid 5,
5.
5.503.6 P.11mw.. :t.:€meo EMlg (cont.) - Use of .S. Handstamts on Swius Airmail to UK
Reference 21 (recently acquired) describes how, following the attempt on
Hitler's life on 20th July,1944, the responsibility for censorship was removed
from the Wehrmacht and placed under the Supreme Command of the Security Dept.
(Alichssicherheitshauptampt), which was run by the S.S. Admiral Canaris, Chief
of the Wehrsacha Secret Service, was implicated in the attempted assassination and
Schellenberg, a close friend of Himmler, became in charge of the secret service.
The censorship offices became known as "Zensurstelle" and tehis name gradually
replaced "Oberkeemando der Wehrmacht" on the sealing labels and handstampso However, because of the difficulty of supplying new materials, the change did not
Consequently it only affected Swiss mail to the U.K.
appear until the end of 1944,
which wasposted during the time that the route via Sweden was operative between
Thus, both Cover 149 posted at St. Gallen
24th October and llth December 1944.
on 14th November and Cover 151 posted at Olten have "Zensurstelle" above the eagle
of the handstamp. This was the last of all the Berlin handetaeps and was used
In both cases,
from November '44 to March' 4 45 when German censorship ended " 9/ ..
13, HNL
page
17,
(Fig.
label
OKW
2b
however, the covers were sealed with a Type
February 1977).

6,

Pero 60

29.2.92

- Covers 152 to 178

As there is much less variation in the features of the covers of this period
than in those of earlier periods, the compilation will include only a selection
of those I have seen. I have kept the original numbering, so that the small size
of the total sample can be judged.
The surface route for All mail carried to the U.K. from
6.1 Postal Services.
Switzerland, which started on llth December 1944, lasted
had ended. British mail, in addition to that for
Europe
in
war
the
until after
at Geneva 1 and left on the 14.00 h, train every
collected
was
many, other countries,
Monday, Tuesday and Friday along with French mail which was resorted at Lyon and
Annemassea British mail left France on ships departing from Dieppe and Covers
161,1 162 & 166 in the compilation indicate that the total transit time for the
journey was 10 to 14 days. There were slightly different arrangements for
American mail which sailed in the main from Cherbourg to England, where it continued
its journey by air, and as can be seen from examples such as Cover 154, the transatlantic mail was not censored until it reached the other side of the Atlantic.
At the start of the period, Irish mail was restricted to airmail, which continued
to be carried via Berlin and Sweden; but by 1st March 1945 this, too, reverted to
the surface route via Dieppe.
Officially the service to the U.K. was restricted to letters and postcards,
but on 22nd June, the PTT announced that registered and express letters, as well as
parcels could be accepted. However, Cover 152 is a registered one with a
ZUrich 2 cancellation of 15th December 1944 and Covers 167 of 3rd May 19 1945 and
171 of 1st June are also registered, so it would appear that registered mail was
accepted throughout the period.
The beginning of an airma41 service occurred on 13th July with the resumption
of Paris to London flights ' ee ' which would carry mail, including parcels less
For Swiss correspondents it was necessary to apply the 20c/20g air
than 2 kg.
surcharge on mail using this service, which was extended on 30th July when the
daily Swissaix/Air France Geneva-Paris and Zdrich-Paris flights began. These
planes carried all mail to the U.K., Ireland etc., but only those items with the
air surcharge continued the journey from Paris by air.
The first regular and direct airmail service between Switzerland and the U.K.
started with the tOrice weekly Swissair ZUrich-London flights which started on 29th
T"nse were increased to 4 flights a week on 5th November and
September 1945 k2 10 .
on the same day regular Geneva-London flights started twice a week. Swissair had
also been running a regular ZOrich-Amaterdam service thrice weekly since 19th
September. To re-equip Swissair to provide these services was clearly a remarkable
achievement and involved buying 4 twin-engined Douglas DC-3 21 seaters and 2 twinengined Douglas DC-2 14 seaters in addition to a Dragon DE-89, A Fokker FV11A and
an A.C.4 for pleasure flights. The Swissair planes carried all letters and postRef. 21 Gianfranco Mattiello; "La Censure nel III Reich", Ph4latelica
tea Spring 1975)
Ref. 22 "Rapport du Conseil d'Administration a l'Assemblee generals ordinaire des

actionnaires aur In vingtieme exercise, due ler janvier au 31 decembre
1945", Swissair Report 1,6th July, 1946).
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cards to the U.K. whether or not they bore an airmail surcharge.

!l ave
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It was
until
not
19th May 1947:
however, that
the first
BEA iirmail
service
started to
operate between Geneva
and London
(Fig. 21) and
the postal
service between the two
countries Was
restored to
the situation
which existed
before the War
and which we
have enjoyed
ever since.

Fig. 21 Cover flown on first post-war Switzerland-U.K.
flight by a British airline.
602 .British Comma/AR. British censorship of Swiss mail continued for some
The latest
months after the end of the war in Europe *
the
Throughout
VIII.45.
31
on
ZUrich
in
posted
0
178
example I have seen is Cover
almost
used
was
p.37)
'75,
May
(RNL,
11
Fig.
period, the continuous Type 2 seal of
exclusively, so that the Type 1A2 on Cover 167 posted on 30V.45 is an exceptionally
late use of a Type 1 seal.
That British censors examined some Swiss mail for invisible writing is confirmdd by the letter carried by Cover 152, posted in Ulrich on 150(11.44. The letter
is striped with streaks of vivid brown and blue chemicals similar to those found on
earlier mail from the U.K. to Switzerland and mentioned in Section 5.5.2 (HNL,
June '77, p.45). Unlike the German censors in Berlin, the British did not apply
(Material seen since writing Section 5.5.2 indicates
chemicals to the envelopes.
that the Paris censors of Swiss mail to the U.K. also examined the letters chemically
but not the envelopes). However, chemical examination of Swiss mail by the
British was either selective or it ended early in 1945 because the letter carried
by Cover 155 from ZUrich of 2.11.45 has no colour streaks at all.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
I am very grateful to our secretary without whose interest and enthusiasm the
series would never have started, let alone finished. The work would also have been
impossible without the enormous help from members of the H.P.S. and the Civil'
Censorship Group, as well as other collectors from the U.S. to New Zealand who lent
me their collections or photo-copied them and, in addition, sent me a wealth of
infermation. They are far too many to name individually, as can be seen from the
large variety of initials which occur in the compilations.
Finally I would like to acknowledge the help of the G.P.O. Postal Record
Dept. and the Library of the P.T.T., who sent me a copy of all their relevant wartime publications, as well as the Overseas Division of British Airways and the
Public Relations Office of Pan-American Airways.
- - oUo - This completes the text and there remains only the final compilation which
will be given next month.
NOVEMBER

MEETINGS

LONDON GROUP. Wednesday, 9th November - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and AUCTION
On
Will those entering lasts please supply lists in duplicate.
proposed
is
it
and
previous occasions too high reserves have prevented sales,
that they be omitted.
THE POSTAL HISTORY OF S.W.
Saturday, 19th November
NORTHERN GROUP.
SWITZERLAND
Mr. G. D. Wilson
Discusaion Leader:
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DID YOU KNOW ...?
now published
.,... that the PTT havetics'
in the Sept.

Tbs diqiienary defines a specimen as a sample or part representing the quality
of the whole, a term which is often used
more loosely.
In the case of 'SPECIMEN' overprints
on early Swiss issues, an important
distinction has to be made between postage
stamps and postage dues, since only in
the first instance can they truly be
In the case of
regarded as 'samples'.
found with such
be
can
the 'Dues', which
s.amples but
not
overprints, they were
used for the
be
to
normal stamps, ready
produced,
been
had
they
purpose for which
ely
rativ
compa
d
in
but Were overprinte
tion,
Direc
Post
the
after
large quantities
to
ed
decid
1891)
16,
(by decree of Dec.
.
ctors
colle
to
s
stamp
sell postage due
be
to
had
stamp
due
ge
Because every posta
postor
an
postm
accounted for by the
offiCe, all those sold over the counter
had to be made 'invalid'. Later on, at
the request of philatelists (and particularly dealers) postage dues were sold
Mint or cancelled to order.
Of more interest, however, are the
real 'samples', the earliest of which
were the postage stamps of the period
1862-1892, which were overprinted for any
one of the following reasons:
1. To distinguish printers' proofs.
2. To mark sheets of finished stamps used
for the training of postal employees
or for record purposes, or

their report on 'plas
issue of SBZ (see my previous remarks
i n MIL, Aug.'76 & Jan.'77). The main
weight of the article was on the reddish
tinging of envelopes with am internal
grey overprint. This is caused by a
complicated chemical reaction with the
solvent of soft PVC only. Therefore,
they recommend that philatelists should
use only the socalled "hard PVC"
solvent-free" or also "photo-proof"
better quality, indicated by a light
fold not being removeable. What to do
with the ruined covers or slogan cutouts? Again PTT tests have proved that
soaking in lead-free "pure" petrol

(which does not affect gum at all) and
letting them dry in air, will remove all
signs of staining. Thank heaven!
.... that apparently no other plastics
or their solvents have this effect.
The PTT is to be congratulated on their
research, initiated by complaints by

Philatelic Service customers. It takes
eable
3-4 years for the effect to be notic
that the "Circolo FilatelicoBellinzona" has published a 90-page £4
sized book on "Some Aspects of the
Postal History of the Ticino and Lake
Maggiore" by Gino Negrini in Italian
& German, with many interesting illustraticns on ship and mainly air-post
subjects. A copy has been ordered for
the BPS Library at SFr,16050.
.... that from an article in the NU
3. To mark 'samples' which had to be
l
Posta
ersal
Univ
the
Philatelic corner, it seems that for
submitted to
d.
abroa
s
ritie
autho
l
the first time an interest is being
Union or posta
taken in the printing dates of Swiss
stamps. The strip of 10 at the lefthand edge of each sheet has the Fora
No. 1 to 4, the date, and consecutive
sheet No. It seems this issue has been
printed on 2 different machines. The
2c, 40, 70 & 80c. have the date in
exactly the same position as the prevFig. 3
Pig. 2
Fig. I
ious Welti and Architectural series.
The types of overprints varied:
The new 5, 10, 35, 50 & 90c. have the
date at the other lower end, and the
1. Black overprints, 3! mm. high and
and
top and bottom selvedges are wider,
23.6 mm. long, always complete
left
to
r
but tear easier as they have a perforclear on each stamp, from lowe
ation hole on the edge,
upper right corners, or from upper left
2
&
1
to Lower right corners - see Fig.
.... that the answer to Question No.63
is that the Arab countries might
2. Same overprint but aslant in centre
object to the hew 70c. stamp (foreign
of stamp, the first and last letters
postcard rate) as it carries an
almost always at least partially missing.
inscription in Hewbrew on it Can
someone read and decipher it?
ly
3. Blue overprint, applied horizontal
.... that question No. 64 is also
or almost vertically near top or
s.
f
stamp
2
s
acros
about the new stamps. How many of t
bottom of stamp, often
them have a title in Swiss-German on
long
mm.
14.8
high,
mm.
2i
rint
Overp
4.
g
them?
in dark violet-black. (Fi . 3.
.
A few other stamps were also everprinted and are listed in &sestet:10
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The autumn season got off to a good
start with displays of p(ATAL § zioNERT
given by Messrs. Beak, Bulstrode,
Redmill, Lienhard, Stiles, Tillen,
Mrs, Scholey and Mrs. Rawnsley, covering
all aspects of cards, covers, wrappers,
Bundesfeier and airmail cards.
It was noticeable that eath was
able to include items not covered by
Others. The most unusual was a display
of Postal Receipts by Mr. Lienhard,
items rarely seen in this country.
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CLett
Owing to structural alterations
to be carried out in January at our
meeting place in Drury House, it will
not be possible to hold our January
.meeting there.
An alternative venue is being
arranged and full details will be given
in due course.
Please make a note of this in
your diary.
Our 'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER' has a
voracious appetite!

B.P.E. AWARDS
It is good to see the names of
' Helvetia' members in the list of awards.
A Silver medal goes to Mr. R.F.Bulstrode
and a Bronze medal to Mrs. S. Hertzberg,
While a Bronze-Silver goes to Amateur
Collector Ltd,
Four of our members combined to
Postal History in the Essex
Swiss
show
but were, alas, 'pipped'
entry
Federation
by Middlesex. A good try.
..0.101..10.011011.011,01•11",

Did you hear the one about the
member who, when visiting his Local Society for a Members' ihow on countries
beginning with letters G.H. & I, showed
a country called 'Helvetia' !

Two or three longish articles
are still in hand, but shorter ones are
always welcome to fill half pages,
while notes of finds or of items of
special interest are valuable space
fillers for the odd corners.
Please See what you can do.

STILL WANTED URGENTLX
Has anyone yet been able to find
a copy of the 1967 'Ortsverzeichnis'
(List of post offices) which they can
spare?
Our U.S, member would be most
grateful for any help.

ZUMSTEIN.

G
ge..49M

New editions published
on let September 1977:

EUROPEjala

Price: t20,10

1.-.1=1-1271
AEIMMEZNIME1
Pocket size ..

424

Price:

2.25

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Are you a "one of each"
collector?
Why not make your collection
more varied?
Follow some of the many side410104 - an
interest ...
of
endless scarce
AIRMAIL STWS & COVERS, with their

interesting cancellations ..;

The new SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN, XXII Edition
Will be issued in the spring of 1978,

FLAWS and VARikTIN , which add
...
interest to any collection
c
;
ITEMS
q
,,Wi
RAT
c,ther
and
20
. , with

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEYMARKEN
ZEITUNG.

a vmalth of cancTIla
IX9111SPACE ISSUES ... _ULMER
2222_Ahd commEmounig
gaga ... the scope is enormous.

Annual fee 1978: SFr. 25.without special supplement
SFr. 27.59
with special supplement.
For fine, first-class stamps RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE send your Wante Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie
CH - 3001 BERN
P.O.B. 2585

Want lists welcome, or material
supplied on approval.
Write to

J S ARIVISTROND
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE
Lance LA4 6PN

1)141LATEL/C
Founder

NEWS
President : L.

Hon. Treasurer;

LETTER
F.R.P.S.L.

MOORE,

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
;Mrs E.J.Rcwnsley,
n 3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Dr.,
Bognor Regis Sussex

Mr L.E.STILES
135 St John's Road
Waltham stow
,
London E.17 4,111

Tel 01 527 6670
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SPIRO
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1353 rIlddow Rd,
Choirrisford, Essex
CM2 712P

;Tel 0245 5449
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PRO JUVENTUTE

The
1977 marks the 65th anniversary of the Pro Juventute Foundation.
of
sot
further
a
designed
has
well-known Bernese artist Anne Marie Trechslin
four rose paintings which match in style and beauty those which appeared in 1972.
These will be issued on 28th November.

94 of the proceeds from the surcharge goes to the Pro Juventute
in
Foundation and the remaining 10 is intended for other institutions engaged

nationwide youth welfare work. 1)etails ores
YAL10.

Dealgs

20 + 10c.
40 + 20c.
70 + 30c.
80 + 40c.

Rosa foetida . 4 coloures green/brown/yellow/red
Rose 4. parfum de

- 5 colourss gtoe btown/yelloW/

-bluish-red/-Titlet
Rosa foetida persiana- 4 colours, green/brown/yellow/orange
Rosa centifolia muscosa - 5 colouras green/brown/yellow/

I

biuisb.red/grey-brown

Designers Anne Marie Trechalin,
24 x 29 tsm.
§4.0

Bern

=Wings Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
White, with luminous substance, without fibres
bra_ultalers 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each
Paper, :

A special cover will be available

with

a vignette

from the 20+400.

stamp, the motif to be repeated in the First Day cancellation.
Collection sheets awl folders will be issued as usual.
A stamp booklet will be issued at the request of the P.J. Foundation.

, which
It contains eight 20+10c. and eight 40+20c. stamps at a cost of SFr.7.80
20+10c.
the
of
motif
rose
includes 60c, production cost. The cover repeats the
*********************
stamp.
U. IN GERM
The following were issued on November 18th, with the theme of the
wAGE64(,e,
0,
Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy. Details ares
,
t.
,
atom
an
of
design
SFr. 0.80 - red/green - ) Symbolic
YAkagji
72;3t.,
4V:1E Ara&

.,

palm:

SFr.: 1.10 - blue/green ) and an olive branch

atiosz: M. Freudenreich & W. Janowski - Poland
Printing:

Heliogravure-by.Reraclio Fournier S.A., Spain

Sizes

26 x 36 mm.
1,700,000 of each value

118.211
V,lidltys

IN.11.17 " ,

-.

0

=y

..4 .:,
MM
1,*

•g7,..

As illustrated

te,

S

-:,-..=
. ft

C)
,f. 4.,

ovr''''*.v

657AVE c,

Solely for use on correspondence at the Palais des Nations. Geneva

gIgg1a1 _gAmpl4tpuls

,
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Animal General e
Held at Drury House, London WC2 on Wednesday, 9th November 1977 at

60

3 0. P. 0

Presents 24 Members
Apologies for

absence were received from Mrs. Banbury, Mr. Buob & Mr. Rauch.

t.

d

0 N

These were read and a

atisitui
sujima
re
.

Enquiries so far had still indicated preference for
societies, However, Mx. Newell reported that the

Germania Society had staged a very successful weekend in Norwich recently, attended
by a strong contingent from Germany and some members from America.
This had
involved a competitive display (judged before the event) and an auction of 600 lots.
Hotel accommodation was excellent and reasonable. Something on these linen might
be worth pursuing, but not for 1978 because of the 'Lemanex' Exhibition in Lausanne.

3.

Cheinsn's d4dresss

4.

Hon. Treasurer's Re p orts

regarded the 1976/7 season as most
successful, with many interesting meetings, He felt that
he had been able to learn something new on each occasion. He asked everyone to try
to bring the Society to the notice of philatelic friends and encourage them to
become members, whie would lead to even greater success.
Mr. Bulstrode

Mr. Stiles said it would be seen that the funds had
increased by approx. £90 over the year. The Statement of Accounts as circulated covers mainly receipts and payments, but other
factors must be taken into consideration, such as £74 in hand for subscriptions paid
in advance and £30 for advertisements which had since come in. Corporation Tax of
£44 for the years 1975 1 1976 had been paid and there is an estimated £21 outstanding for this year, not yet claimed.
The net effect is that there id a working
surplus for the actual year of about E74.
The Exchange Packet accounts for £112 and bank interest is £53.
It will be
seen that without the proceeds from the Packet the situation would not be so good
and justifies the increase in the subscription rate.

The "News Letter" expenses were approx. 080 (printing and postage). For a
Society of this nature it is the first priority since the membership is so widespread and constitutes the main link.
The item of 'Sundry Expenses' shown includes the presentation to Mr. Harding

and expenses incurred in the transfer of the Treasurership.
Mr. Stiles said he had for this audit issued the form of statement used in
previous years, but in future it would be strictly on an expenses and income besis
so as to indicate whether the Society was keeping within its means and stating the
balance in hand on 31st August each year.
Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr. Newell, seconded by Mr. Tillen
and passed.
5.

Alsa, Secretary's Report,

Mrs. Rawnaley stated that the year had been a very
good one. ' There had been 24 new members - 19 in
the U.K. and 5 overseas, but as always there were some deletions for non-payment of
dues and regrettably, the loss of 3 distinguished members: Jack Beken, Capt. Davies
and Mrs. Hertzberg - the sad news of her sudden death having been received at the
meeting. Overall the total membership remains virtually the same.
Attendances averaged 20 per meeting, the same as last yeae. A number of
former 'regulars! have been missed for various reasons e other commitments, health
and so on, but it would be good to see more members coming along to share our
meetings and thus widen our scope.
The Northern Group continues to flourish, despite some difficulties as to
venue, which it is hoped will soon be overcome. Likewise the Sussex Group has
also held some enjoyable meetings and look forward to more.
The "News Letter" has been maintained successfully, thanks to the excellent
co-operation from many members, both at home and overseas, in the form of contributions which enable us to continue our aim of putting on record the results of new
researches on various subjeots. If our members continue to support us in this
way we are set fair for the coming season.
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401.41. GENERAL Mbiglak Continued).
Hon.

6.

Pscket Secretary's Report:

Unfortunately business commitments again
prevented Mr. Rauch from attending, but be

had supplied the following details:
results in the Statement of Accounts
Kr. Stiles had incorporated the financial
Briefly the most important
audit.
and also had a full set of figures for the
Previous_au
items are
8,750
6,717
Material circulated
g:
am
444
4 3,874
47X
4 3,178
Sales
was higher and the profit more
Although the sales were lower the percentage
because of considerably lower expenses, i.e.
year or 4 24). Stocks remain
1. No printing of forms in 1976/7 (Previous
l/Kay for the following year,
but it may be expedient to re-order say in Apri
(Previous year 3.2 C 20),
2. No refunds for SWITCHED MATERIAL
3. Less insurance (Previous year le 4 31).
60 - and other minor charges,
All offset by less commission packets in circulation, value
As regards the present season, there are 25
1,000 will have been sold by this date.
4 5,060, of which just over
of material for Packets will close .
Will members please note that acceptance
season will have to close earlier, before
on 15th January, 1978, because the Packet
nt there is material in hand to the
'Lemanex' at the end of May. At the mome
value of 1,072, about to go on circuit.
osed by Mr. Beak, seconded by
Adoption of the Packet accounts were prop
ed to put on record congratulations to
Mr. Kistely and carried. It was also agre
efforts.
Mr. Rauch on his highly successful

are given on page
Some further notes regarding the Packet

7. Ue.sjj,sap ofof:aguLaaszaawss,jg'r_aauain Office were nominated for
There had been no resignations and all
re election, with the addition of Mr. E. L.
by Kr. Stiles:
MR. L. MOORE
President:
MR. R.P. BULSTRODE
Chairman:
MR. C.P. KISTELY
Vice-Chairman:
MR. L.E. STILES
Ron. Treasurer:

those
Simmonds as Hon. Auditor, as proposed

Hon. Secretary
MRS. E.J. RAINS=
& Editor:
Hon. Pkt, Secretary: MR. C. RAUCH
MR. E.L. SIMONDS
Hon. Auditor:
MR. J. A. EASTWOOD
N. Group
MR. J. N. RIGHTED
DR. G. G. RITCHIE
London Group
MR. G. W. HUBBARD
by Mr. Tillen, seconded by
Election 'en bloc' was, therefore, proposed
Mr. Pickard and carried unanimously.

AD2-9.14;

Busi

Al
Mr. Beak reported that the planning of a
visit to this Exhibition in Lausanne next
coincide with the Spring
year is already in hand. It will
ces have already been
Bank Holiday. A number of acceptan are interested should
received and any further members who
no later than
notify Mr. Beak as quickly as possible and
mmodation.
acco
l
hote
re
secu
to
r
30th November, in orde
HE15 CAZ.
Salt's Avenue, Loose, Maidstone, Kent
MR. D. R. BEAK, 'Christies', 19,
Tel, 0622 43715.
and if
will be by air from Gatwick or Heathrow
It is expected that the journey
to
as
so
May,
26th
morning of Friday,
possible the outward journey will be in the 4 day visit the return journey would be
For a
reach Lausanne on the opening day.
can be arranged if desired.
on Tuesday, 30th May. Longer periods
l
fare will be £47 and the hote
As far as can be stated at present the air
rooms
the basis of sharing double rooms. Single
C7. ri0 per day (bed & breakfast) on
wil be more.
ed at 7.10 p.m.
There being no further business the AGM clos
auction of 100 lots was held.
After viewing the material on display an

8.
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE uk. DURING WORLD WAR II
•
By L.M.C. DUTTON
(Conclusion)

9

ner

152 LMCD

Date on

Plate of

Postmark

Ori in

15.X11.44

Zurich 2

g

I

.

Destination ;Postage Airmail British

Burnley

Brit,

?

1Applied Label/ cen. lab censor
I
env.
(PC90: No.
65c.
No
1B 13085

•
1. 45 C.p.a.l'et U.K. mail collected at Geneva 1 & leaves on the
along with mail for redistribution at Annemasse

153 LMCD
154 LMCD

6.1.45
31.1.45

155 LMCD

Bern
Oberhofen

2.11.45

London
i 65c.
' adsdyne (?)
7.1
Penn.
I

Burnley

ZOrich I.

2

Yes

Yes

30c.

No

None
2

I

i

Basse Alsace liberated in February.
7.111.45 U.S. Fortes cross the Rhine at Riemagen.
20.111.45 Allied armies on the Rhine from Switzerland to the sea,
25.111.45 British Forces cross the Rhine and enter the Ruhr.

JCRR
166 LMCD

30c.
4d,

ZUrich I Window env.
Liverpool ! Chateau1
d'Oex

!240111.45
I28.1VO45

2
None

6202

30.1V.45 Hitler commits suicide.
2.V.45
Berlin falls to Koniev and,Jukov.

Burnley

ZUrich 2

3.VO45

1A2 1 6280

Yes

Signing of the Allied-Cerman Armistice.

7.V.45
8.V.45

V.E. Day.
------o

9.V.45

17 0
173

14.V.45
10V1.45

Zftrich 1
St.Galien 1

300.

No

2

537

30o.
60c.

No
No
N

2
2

3683

,

479

a

o------- 0

In addition to lettere& postcards, registered &

22.V1.45

F.P.T.

130V11.45

F.P.T. Airmail service between Paris & London resumed for
Parcels to the U.K. must weigh less than 2 kg.

176 LMCD 20.V11.45

Geneva 1 GPO L 'pool

1771 LMCD 29.V11.45

St.Gallen 1 Stone,Staffs

No

None

I
I

None

No.
30c.
808
2
ear•••••••n••••n•••••
0
30.V11045 Start of regular Swissair/Air France Geneva-Paris service
ZOrich-Paris
10.V111.45 F.P.T. Al]. mail to U.K., Ireland etc. will be carried on
appropriate air rate will be carried by air from
—

I/

0- 0

II

II

It

"

LMCD I31.V111.45
ZUrich 1

a
Burnley

411.1nn

50c.

Yes

-I

--••••n•99....9990

5.x,45

Start of regular Swissair Ztrich-London service; 3 flights
F.P.T. London flights leave Ztrich each Tue., Thur. & Sat,

50(1.45

Frequency of the Ztrich-London flights increased to 4 per

29.1K.45

Which Carries an air surtax & all letters & cards

Start of the Swissair Geneva-London service; 2 flights
-o
-o
o
o
-o
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THE LURE OF POSTMARKS

lahtlakElaLlextEm:

Period , V. Feb. 1943 . - Dec. 1944
Part G.
Other .Marks on Cover

'44 PJ set; Zurich R label; letter-has
vivid brown at blue streaks
14.00 h. train every Mon., Tue., '& Fri.
& Lyon. Crosses Channel by boat f. Dieppl

Contains the '44 P.J. set.
'5gr' in purple pencil. US Seal Examiner
5988.
Latter has no colour streaks. Pmk as
Fig. 4 HNL Mar., .'76. P.17i

Arr. 6.IV.45. Reel . date in pencil rear.1
Arr. 8.V.45. Company Report. 'Abgereist/
Parti/Partito' lab. (Type 24,HNLIOct.'76

)-7Mrich 'ICI label; Env.. contains P.C.168
label. 50-300, not cancelled.

Airmail env. with 'Kit Luftpost' etc.
obliterated with black crayon. Seal has
'Examiner 7849' with 537 written under
in blue pencil.
Pmk as Pig, 4, HNL, Mar '759 P.17
St.Gallen 4 Kaufhaus R label No. 652;
British blue croea.
express letters ATparcels May be posted
to the U.K.
nail carrying the appropriate surcharge.

4P official env. - Format C6 162x144
Provisional GZNSVE 1 DISTR.LnTTRE R
label No.632. G.P.O. blue cross.
Aone.
6 flights per week. (Ref. 21).
tf
6
above flights, but only mail carrying the
Paris.

1,

ZUrich cds plus "Verbeugen Heilen
Verji!ngere slogan cancel.

per week. (Ref. ft).
and carry all mail to or via the U.K.
incl. those without an air surtax.
week. (Ref. 21)0
per week. (Ref. 21).
-- THE END -----

Among the several thousand cancels
which have been recorded are some which
are of unusual types, many very rare or
extremely hard to find nowadays. Nevertheless, the odd one turns up occasionally and adds another interesting item
to one's collection.
A few such examples which I have
come across are shown below:

1.

On the back of a

pre-stamp cover is
an arrival cancellation
of SCHLRITHEIM (Ct. SR).
Bergen, also in that
Canton, appears to be
the only other known one
of this type, whereas
half-circle cancels are listed in some
30 places ... but how often are they
seen!
2. There are three main types of the
cancellation 'NEUCHATEL-en-Suisse',
so described to distinguish it from
'Neufchiatel s which is
over the border in
France. Of these the
most unusual is shown,
which has the wording
partly in cursive script,
and invariably found in
blue ink.
3. A curious cancel, which I have on a
'Tell Boy' stamp, is
this hexagonal one, which
is listed as 'Origin unknown', but the figure
'VIII' suggests that it
emanates from the VIIIth
post district, i.e.
4. Also interesting are the 'ring'
cancellations, said to have been
used on awkwardly shaped packages. The
thick single circle rings usually have
the date hand-written in ink, while the
double circles are more often, but not
always, left blank. These ring cancels
are found mainly on 'Standing Helvetia'
or early 'Tell' issues.
These are but a few of the more
uncommon cancellations which turn up
from time to time.
E.J.R.

ORTgERN GROUP.:
Nov. 19th - Changed to 'OFFICIAL PREPAID MAIL' - Disc. Ldr.
Dr. G.G.Ritchie
Dec. 17th - FORGERIES, ESSAYS, PROOFS
& REPRINTS' - Disc. Ldr,
MR. L. MOORE
o

Gaogg:

Dec. 14th - THE COMMITTEE ENTERTAIN
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THE EXCHANGE PACKET
These notes are for your guidances
1.

Vigilance against switching is still
essential. Please check the Packet

on receipt, mark any discrepancies,
advise the sending member of these and
ADVISE ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

2. Please pack securely ° It is worth
buying new heavy quality envelopes size 93- x lli" is recommended - at 3p Sp. in order to safeguard material
worth anything up to 4270.
3. There is no need to register or use
recorded delivery, but do get a lp.
postal receipt which mat
sent with
advice, aele. and is needed as
evidence of postage. A signature to be
obtained where Packets are passed on
by hand,
4. Check that all spaces are signed,
report any unsigned spaces to the
sending member, also to me, and mark the
booklet page that this has been done.
Check that YOU have aigned for all

NOVEHBER ,3.977

-VIEW. THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR
SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE
The 22nd Edition of this invaluable
Catalogue, just published, lives up to its
usual high standards, now with 126 pages,
clearly set out and profusely illustrated.
Pricing indicates that one cannot really
go wrong by collecting Swiss stamps, for
there are 7,830 price increases and only
80 reductions, while 195 additional
prices are listed.
The Foreword on page 3 provides all
the information required to make the fullest use of the Catalogue which covers all
sections of Swiss issues, from the classics
to the present time, including Hotel Post,
'T' Dues, International Offiees,'Railway
stamps etc., and also gives prices for
blocks of 4 and numbers issued.
BUY YOUR COPY NOW!

The Catalogue retains in the U.K.
and Europe at £3.95 (post paid) and overseas at 45.10 ($9.20) by seamail or
46.00 ($10.80) airmaiL

stamps removed, and that totals, entries
on front of booklets, advice note and

POSTAGE DUE NOTES - Oct. 'News Letter'
"Some years ago I had occasion to
postal list all agree.
clarify what Mr. Hobbs terms 'indiscrimant'
5. Should 2 Packets reach a member at
use of WHO and Federal stamps at the Geneva
the same time, they must NEVER be
Office,
The Post Office official made it
posted on as one Packet. Please
quite clear to me that there is a strict
telephone me for instructions: Telephone rule as to when the "T" strike is to appear
0245 54149.
on a Federal stamp and on an Agency stamp.
"If the under-franked correspondence
6. Telephone me with any query.
I
is
of
an official nature then WHO stamps
would like to have every member's
will
be
used. If, on the other hand, the
telephone number to assist in speedy
corresponde
nce is addressed to an individcommunication,
ual (i.e. of a private nature) then an
7. Do please advise 'me if you are away
ordinary Federal stamp will receive a
so that steps can be taken to
strike. Presumably this very interesting
re-route-the Packet.
ruling also applies to International
C. RAUCH
Agencies."
H. L. KATCHER

LIECHTENSTEIN NEW

u'

1/12/22

1. PpkTRAITS OF T44 PRINCW3 FAM4Y
Design: Fr.1.10 Princess Tatjana 1t.brn/dk.hrn/gold
Photv
Walter Wachter, Schaan
Deakgper: Louis Jager, Vaduz
Prihting: Photogravure by Courvoisier SA

Size: 41 x 26 mm. in sheets of 16 stamps
2. Ci

Tm4p_1„922, - Sculptures by

Erasmus Kern
DesAgnel 20c. - Angel - brn-ochre/brn.b1
green/grey-blue
50c. - St. Rochus - brn-ochre/
,brn.blk/grn.ol/grey-grn
80c. - Madonna - brn-ochre/brnblkired-bra/dk.red-viol.
Fri. 50 - God the Father - brn-och./
brn.blkigrey-grn/dk.gre
Photqp:
Walter Wachter, Schaan
2.90.iRAW Prof, Josef Seger, ?Addling
printing: Photogravure by Courvoisier
Size: 26 x 36 mm. in sheets of 20 stawps
Oo

I HAVE BEEN TO THE
CONTINENT TWICE IN
RECENT MONTHS.
COLLECTORS WHO ARE
UNABLE TO OBTAIN
THE BETTER CLASS
ITEMS, ARE NOW INVITED TO CONTACT US.
********ssisike*****
The Sulser Soldier Stamp Catalogue
is almost sold out. We have a mere
50 copies unclaimed from our allocation, and as we are still expecting
wholesale orders, any collector who
wants a copy at the current price of

13.30 ($24.00) post free, should
order now. Reprints will be at a
higher price.

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
P.O. Box 242,
Highgate,
LONDON N6 4LW
Tel.
01 - 348 - 0296

NO M - R 1977
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DID YOU KNOW?

4AY NOT LEARN ROMANSCH ?

that the new 'Soldier Stamp Catalogue "Die Soldatenmarken der Schweiz' by
A. Sulser is actually in 2 volumes, Vol. I
has the text and prices (56 pages of inval-

Collectors are aware that .
Romansch is Switzerland's fourth official language, yet know little about it.
They may be interested in the followinR
comments by a member in Switzerland -

uable background information, 52 pages WWI

MR. S. V. BERTI.

....

and 188 pages WW2) while Vol. 2 hae the
illustrations of all main types (7 pages
51 pages WW2), about 24 per page. The
black background is unfortunate, and there
is a lack of page number correlation, as
both are alphabetical. The catalogue has
been well received, but one dealer has
told me he has had more offers to sell to
him than to buy stamps from him. SFr. 36.e
Over the counter, in German only.
•
that the PTT has just puts neat new
Presentation Folder on sale at SFr.10.-,
in either German, French, Italian or
English, containing a set of the 11 Welti
definitives and a set of the 9 new folklore issue, with a 40c. St.Gotthard on the

"Fifteen months ago , I began learning Enpadiner Romansch (Ladin), a
fascinating language with certain affinities to Italian and French. It is
still spoken, subdivided into 5 main
dialects, by about 38,000 Bundner,
including half the population of the
small upper Albula
village of Herein,/
Bravuogn whose
'Sternsingen' is
depicted on the
latest 5 Rp. def.
"The increase
in Romansch interest over the past 6 months has been
front. All stamps arranged geographically most marked, with considerable subsidplus snort notes on Swiss history, langies recently granted to the Romansch
uages, culture etc. The folder has 5
branch of the Broadcasting services.
double sheets, in a plastic case.
There are annual Ladin seminars in
folder,
Samedan where anyone may spent two weeks
that the annual red plastic
•
year,
the
studying aspects of the language. A
containing all the stamps of
fo
average
The
healthy body of Romansch literature
costs SFr.20.- this year.
SFr.15.30.
(with many new titles appearing by
the 6 previous years was only
courtesy of Federal support) and an
that the 5-part article that appear
•
active press, with two bi-weekly newsed in the BBZ during 1976/7 on "Die Schw.
papers, the "Gazette Romantecha" and
Bahnpoststempen mit Linienausgabe von
I subscribe to the
the "F8g1 Ladin".
Beginn bis heute" will be available as an
a fine public-;
is
really
which
latter
extended reprint. A copy has been orders
ation.
for the Library. 8Fr.12.50 from Zumstein
"Many people tend to overlook the
incl. postage.
fact that Romansch is not only
..... that all the coil stamps with large
Switzerland's oldest language, but also
numeral, issued on 17.9.70, which I
that it is A LANGUAGE, i.e. at least
bought in sheets of 50 from the philatelas legitimate, if not more so than
ic counters were printed in March or Apri
Schweizerdeutsch which, as a dialect,
of 1970. Now the 20c. is out of stock in is more often lost for a word than many
sheets, but is certainly still being used
German-Swiss care to admit!"
in vending machines, and will be for a
Philatelically it is worth keeping
time as the FTT state that no new coil
open for the occasional cancelleye
an
stamps (or booklets) will be made from
slogan in Romansch.
or
ation
the current definitives. As the PTT say
no more 20c. seeets will be available to
TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCEL§,,
collectors, I suspect they have tremendous stocks in hand, in finished rolls.
As from 15th November, 1977
Sales from vending machines have certain3855 HOFSTETTEN b. BRIENZ Ballenberg
ly dropped with the rise in rates and
(K.679)
perhaps because of the drop in numbers
(K.680)
Ballenberg
BRIENZWILER
3856
of foreign workers. A bit of a mystery.
Walensee
am
Ruhe
8874 MUHLEHORN ..... "'Ft during a
(K.681)
organised by the

SVP, to the new PTT
parcels sorting centre
At Daniken, near Olten,
we found that they have
their own cancellers,
altho this was never
published in the PTA,
probably because they have no public
counter for normal PO business, only
parcel acceptance for large firms. See
illustration.

DID YOU KNOW?

(Cont.)

...... that the answer to question

No.64

s 3 values, 35c., 50c. & 90c.
that Question No.65 is: Which 2
of the 9 new definitives does not
suggest an area near one of the 8 Philatelic Bureaux, and Which Bureau falls

out?

M.R.
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It is with the deepest regret
that we learn of the sudden death of
'ma& S. HERTZBERG
at the beginning of this month.

A member since 1959, she had
in recent years achieved notable
81.10C9813 with research into some of
the more complex fields of Swiss
philately and will be greatly missed
at the London meetings,
SUBSCRIPTIONS
To remind you that your
renewal subscription will be
due on 1st January 1978 if there is an
'X' in the box,
240 (+ £1 for overseas airmail
where applicable); for U.S. members
8.00 for 2 years + 2.00 mpr year
for airmail postage.
Prompt payment would be greatly
appreciated.

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec, MR. R.A. HOYLE,

6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax,
Northern Group members were entertained at their first meeting by the new
Chairman, MR. D. CAIRNS, who presented a
display on the life and flying career of
WALTER MITTELHOLZER. Mr. Cairns told how
he obtained his first air cover (the first
Africa flight 'of 1926) and how it developed
his interest in flight covers and Swiss
aviation history.
He gave details of the life ofAittelholzer and the other aviation pioneers,the
iarly . days of aviation . in Switzerland, the
carrying of mail by air and how Mittell!olzer was concerned in these activities.
He related in detail many of this intrepid
airman's early flights including the
Teheran flight in 1924 and the three Africa
flights for which he is famous. The
display presented a most remarkable
collection of flight covers, illustrated
with maps and photographs.
SYLLABUS pHANGES

Nov.

19, '77 - OFFICIAL PRE-PAID MAIL -

Feb. 18,
Has anyone a spare cover of
the BULLE-BROC T.P.0, for sale?

Urgently required by
P. A. Stockton, 90, Hargrave Road,
Shirley, SOLIHULL, W.Midlands, B90 1

ZUMSTEIN
CATAJAGUES, - New editions published

NOVEMBER 1977

Disc. Ldr. DR. G.G. RITCHIE
HELVETIA PERF,
Disc. Ldr. MR. R.A. ROYLB

'78 - SITTING

Extra Meeting

Apr. 8, '78 - THE POSTAL HISTORY OF
SOUTH-WEST SWITZERLAND
Disc. Ldr. MR. G.D. WILSON
This meeting will be held at the
Lawrence Oates Middle School, Carr Manor
Road, Leeds 7, at the usual starting time
and the Group's A.G.M. will be held after
. Wilson's display.

on let September 1977:
EUROPE 1978

Price: L20.10

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1978

Pocket size

Price:

f,

2.25

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane Strand, LONDON WC2E 7LW
The new SPECIALISED cApipoGuE
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN, XXII Edition

will be issued in the spring of 19780

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BBEBNER BRIEFMARKEN

ZEITUNG,
Annual fee 1978: SFr. 25.without special supplement
SFr * 27.50
with special supplement
For fine, first-class stamps RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie
P.O.B. 2585
CH - 3001 BERN

If you've seen the new Catalogues
you will know how wise you are to collect
Swiss stamps.
Your main collection may be nearly
complete ... but fill any blank spaces
if you can without delay - then turn your
attention to some of the other aspects.
POJTAL HISTORY
Or
POSTAL STATIONERY ...
provide
endless interest.
AIRMAIL STAMP'S & FLIGHT COVERS ....
will take you to new heights.
Studies on STRUBELIS - SITTING
HELVETIA MP., STANDING HELVETIS,
or U.P.U.
...
will keep you busy.
And these are only a few of the
avenues to be explored.
Write for Approval Selections
or sent Wants Lists to

J ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

M ORECAMB E,
Lance LA4 6PN

y-HILATELic

so c

Founder : E. H. SPIRO

LETTER 4t4N),,,
President : L. MOORE, M.B.E..

r-

Hon. Treasurer
Mr L.E.STILES
135 St John's Road
Walthamstow
London E.17 4JH
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Hon. Secretary & Editor:
Mrs E.J.Rawnsley,
3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Dr,
Bognor Regis Sussex
P021
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Tel. 01 527 6670

SITTING HELVETIA

Hon.Exchange M. See:
Mr.C.Rouch,
353 Baddow Rd,

Chelmsford, Essex
CM2
Tel 0245 54149
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3

By A. S. Newell
There exists a German nursery tale of 'Struwwelpetee - a naughty boy with

unkempt head of hair. Helvetia's head in the 1854 issue gives a similar impression - hence a very popular name for this very popular and important event in

an

Swiss philatelic history: the "STRUBELI".

The history of this issue touches every aspect of philately, it reads like
a novel or a detective story and as new methods of research become available, new
facts are being discovered even to-day. Switzerland, the second counter in the
world to issue postage stamps, decided in 1851 on the issue of a series of national
stamps to replace the stamps showing distance and value, by those showing value
alone. It is reasonable to think that this followed on acknowledgment of the fact
that prepayment of postage by stamps received universal approval. The first Swiss
stamps were printed, at times, by expensive multicoloured lithography. Inevitably
forgers appeared.
Dr. Kuester, the manager of the Swiss Mint, was sent to/London,
Paris and Munich to acquaint himself with the technology of tamp production, He returned enthusiastic about the Bavarian method. This
relied on simple relief printing which was cheap and effective and the
silk thread, as used in the Bavarian stamps of the period, which made
forging difficult and expensive. The Swiss Postmaster General,
Herr Naef, had to make decisions on:
1, Design and its engraver
Paper
2.
Printer
3.
Values
4.
Colours of the stamps
5.
It was obvious to him that the Swiss Mint would take time to acquire the
necessary equipment and know-how, and nobody in Switzerland could supply suitable
paper. Herr Naef decided on October 16th, 1851 to
entrust the original production to the Bavarian
Already in April he Commissioned a
specialists.
Bernese artist to produce "a beautiful female figure
with suitable crest" to represent Helvetia. This
was sent to a German engraver (he happened to be the
technical manager of the Bavarian Mint)-, named Herr
Voigt (Zumstein refers to him as Friedrich Vogt),
who in due course made and engraved the die. A paper
factory in Pasing near Munich received an order for
paper similar to that which they had supplied for
The printing
; Bavarian stamps (27th October 1851),
,
was given to Herr Weise, the University printer in
Munich, He was to print 2,500,000 stamps on paper
with a blue-green silk thread: half a million 5 Rp.,
and one million each 10 and 15 Rp. There were long
discussions on colours. The original instructions
covered 5 Rp. brown, 10 Hp. blue and 15 Rp. Orange

SEASON'S
GREETINGS
I _20 di 41torcht4

yellow, On 23rd March 1852, with the colour code
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.)
still unresolved, an additional order
for 500,000 40

Rp. stamps was given to
"Herr Weiss they were needed for prepayment
of postage to Germany and austria.
The colours were finally settled in July of
the same year - 5 Rp. brown (as the
Bavarian 6 Kr.), 10 Rp. blue, 15 Rp. pink
(not orange-yellow) and 40 Rp. green (as
the Bavarian 9 Kr,).
The first Munich delivery on October
6th 1852
comprised:

100,000 5 Hp,

200,000 10 Rp.

250,000 15 Rp.
150,000 40 Rp.
The Taper of this first Munich delivery
was found to be too thin and
brittle, and the colours too pale.
The use of stamp prepaid postage exceeded
all expectations and Naef
doubled the order to 5,000,000 stamps (Reu
terskibld says 5,000,000 in all, Zumstein
5,00

0,000 plus the 700,000 already delivere
Munich was consistently late
d).
(Weiss did not start his second delivery
until April 15th 1853).
Berne was
obviously not ready, so the Swiss Postal Auth
ority issued once more a Rayon III
stamp, value 15 Rp., to meet the imme
diate needs and decided to bide time,
as far
as the new issue was concerned, until
sufficient stocks were available - be it from
Munich or Berne and until Berne could
guarantee regular production and deliveries.
All, in preparation for the most impo
rtant decision in Swiss postal history, that
of making stamp prepayment of all lett
ers compulsory, thus confirming the deli
very
of letters as a State monopoly. Munich
completed the order in 13 successive
deliveries between April 15th and Sept
ember 15th-1833.
Naef did not budge for
nearly a year until satisfied that
at least the printing could be safely
expected
from Berne (having ordered from them
the new 20 Rp. value in orange-yellow).
Finally, on September 1854 he announce
d that:
1. The new issue of 5 values 5, 10,
15, 20 & 40 Rp. becomes immediately
available.
2. From September 15th 1854 only
the new issue will be valid.
3. Old stamps can be exchanged between 15th
September and 10th October.
4. As from October 1st 1854 stamp prep
ayment becomes compulsory.
Even then Berne did not deliver the
20 Rp. in time for general release.
This value arrived, with complica
tions,
on September 24th. Somewhat reassure
d
Naef gave Berne an order for the new
1 Fr. value (14th October 1854) which
duly arrived on 12th February 1855
.
Swiss paper mills were still 14 trouble
with the silk thread and in 1854 the
Bavarians received a further order
sufficient for 10,000,000 stamps. RegRAYONS, STRUBELS, NUMERALS *, STANDING
ular deliveries of Swiss paper eventHELVETIAS *, PROOFS AND ESSAYS. ALSO
ually reached the Swiss printers in
A NUMBER OF EXTREMELY RARE VARIETIES.
January 1857 (it was made in the Papi
er- * Two
outstanding collections purchased!
fabrik an der Sihl, near Zurich).
BY THE TIME THIS ADVERTISEKEET APPEARZ
The 'Strubeli' settled on its
APPR
OVALS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE.
decade of philatelic life. From the
five points of Herr Naef's decision in
This is your opportunity of purc
hasing
1851 only the design remained unchange
d. unusual material to add to your collecAs there were two Munich and four or
five tion and/or for Exhibition and Shows
Berne issues, many efforts were made
With prizes-in-view
to
'
identify the paper used as a means of
Whatever we have we can sell only
once ascertaining to which issue a particul
ar obviously early comers
will do best.
stamp belongs. All investigators agre
e
+++++ ++++++
that the Munich and first Berne issues
THE
DIRECTORS AND STAFF of
employed thin paper - although it was
THE
AMAT
EUR COLLECTOR LTD.
clear after the first sampling that
it was
SEND
BEST
WISHES TO ALL
not the most suitable. Reuterskibld
calle
HELV
ETIA
MEMB
ERS Foa
it thin throughout, present . day
Zumstein
A
JOYO
US
FEST
IVE
SEASON
agrees with this for Munich, mak
ing it
1
AND
A
HAPP
Y
NEW
YEAR'
medium for the first Berne issues and
reverting to thin for the issu
e of 1857.

H.L.KATCHER

(To be continued)
"•n•n••••••

See also article on 'The Origin
of the Silk Threads' on page
93.

nn••nn

The Amateur Collector Ltd.,
P.O. Box 242
Highgate,
LONDON N6 4LW
Tel. 01-348-0296
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IVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE
COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE FOR THE 50TH
L UNION
POSTA
UNIVERSAL
By MAX HERTSCH
. Hertsch & P.R. Lesser)
(Translated by E.C. WALTON; Foreword & afterword by Messrs
NABA'. It was
The following article appeared in the prospectus for 'INTER
the March 1977
in
e
articl
sent to 'TELL' by Mr. Hertsch in response to Fred Lesser's
,
Legal Status". A portion
issue of 'TELL' entitled "Famous Rare Swiss Stamps Without
which thanks are due to
of Mr. Hertech's letter follows, then the translation - for
Mr. Walton - and finally a response by Mr. Lesser.
time of the issue
Foreword by Max Hertech. "1 must point out that the PTT, at the
no distinction
made
167,
No.
of the 20c. UPU, Zumstein
by the
done
was
n
between comb perforation end harrow perforation. Perforatio
d sheets.
printe
the
to
'Mtinze' where they used the comb or harrow perfs according
PT the
the
for
;
elists
The difference of the perforations were made by the philat
legal
have
do
s
method of perforation was of no importance at all. So these stamp
ation
perfor
ent
differ
status, and if you do not agree, you must condemn all the
the stamp exists only
that
fact
well.
The
as
ia'
Helvet
ing
variations in the 'Stand
really proof that this
in four or five used copies, all from La Tour-de-Peilz, is
t any
sheet with the wrong perforation was issued normally, sold and used withou
ut
elicinfluence. Therefore, I believe this stamp is not in the 'witho
philat
legal status' category to which you assign it."

' MEI:MAW - the philatelic event of 1974. The Year is of particular
the founding
i
cance to philately, as it marks the passage of 100 year's since
eignif
tution of
insti
an
be
to
f
itsel
n
of the Universal Postal Union. The UPU has prove
ed the
remain
it
years
100
past
the
considerable .benefit to mankind. Often during
n •
betwee
ct
:Conta
in
mainta
to
unrest
only thread during times of war and political
can
that
effort
rative
co-ope
peoples. It is a living proof of the constructive

take ,place between people of

different race, creed or nationality.

It

*Pr there-

for the humanfore, not only because of the close philatelic connection but also
exhibition is
elic
philat
l
ationa
itarian achievement of the UPU that a great intern
dedicated to honour the jubilee of the UPU.
On the 9th day of
The Cradle of the UPU.
October, 1874, the ceremonial signing or the first World Postal Agreement
took place on the Zeughausgasse, in the Assembly
House of the Advisory Council "Aeusseres Standee".
This building still stands toaday.

Its history is very interesting. It was

built , in1729 ror the Assembly of the Advisory
Couneil, a group of young men eligible and suitable (except for age) for government service in
the old Republic of Berne. The 'Aeusseres Stand'
RA
was modelled after the Parliament with a Chief
167
Nagistrate at its head and an upper and lower
citizens were thus introhcuse, which functioned as a shadow parliament. Young
and the fall of old
ution
Revol
duced to the arts of governing. With the French
In 1817 the.renoeared.
Berne the institution of the 'Aeusseret Stand' disapp
g of the newly meetin
ral
veted great hall was scene of the ceremonial inaugu installed in 1832, and from
was
A post office
established -federal legislature.
.
Council satin the great chamber. It was the
ative
Legisl
l
Federa
the
1848 to 1856
1874 saw the founding of
birthplace of the Parliamentary Constitution of 1848.
the building was transferred
,1901
the Universal Postal Union within its walls, In
tion with things philaconnec
al
to private hands. This would have only ,a margin
anniversary pf
50th
tIle
telic- except that in 1924 the Swiss PTT recognised
ed its birthplace.
depict
which
founding of the UPU.by issuing a pair of stamps
ing the .25th
for the Swiss S ecial'sta The 1900 issue commemorat
L_S,17.es.RistALBe
been
has
'anniversary of the UPU

lent study by R. Gees,
described arid, dissected in great detail, and the excel
undunitbuokozateamial,
'Schweiz 1900, as Ausgabe mall; Adhllgen, jubililum alx9r

ed in the October 1976
.(of which an updated version partly in English, was review
u
necessary for the
i
issue of rell ) makes available the comprehensive knowledge
on the other hand, is
reconstruction of printing positions. The 1924 issue,
ration

-largely

and unjustly

neglected by philatelists, despite a history and prepa

which is just as interesting and full of variety.
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COMMEMORATIVE (Cont.)

Preparation of the 1924 Jubilee issue started in the spring of
that year, with a target issue date of October 9th. This did
not leave much time and the occurences which make this ieaue so interesting arise
Chiefly from the time pressure.
g

A Ti ht Schedule , .

From the various designs submitted by

invited artists, the chosen designs

were by E. Tiechetor the 20 Rp. and by Willi Stettler for the 30 Bp. Engraver
J. Sprenger delivered both engravings to Berne by mid-June,

Print,ing.

By then the Postal Administration Directorate had reached agreement with
. the Federal Topography Department for preparation of the printing plates,
as well as for the actual printing. However, because of the pressure of other work,
the Topography Department was able to print only the 20 Rp., and the printing of the
30 Rp. van sub-contracted toOrell Fassli of Zarich. Quantities: 20 Rp.

2,437,338 and. 30 Rp. 2,309,260.
A study of the records reveals, however, that the foregoing history (which
In order to meet delivery
the Zumstein Specialized) is incorrect.
times, the Topography Department apparently sent plates of the 20 Bp. value to
Orell Faesli for printing. A delivery slip has been found for 100,000 20 Rp.
stamps from this firm, but Unfortunately there is no indication whether this was all
or just a part of the printing done by Otell Melt. So here we have a puzzle for
the specialist to solve.
Is it possible to distinguish the 20 Rp. printings from
Orell POssli from those printed by the Topography Department?

is repeated in

The printing place for the copper plates hand press at the Topography
Department accommodated four sheets of 25 stamps, while the fast machine press at
Orell Mali had four plates, each of Which could accommodate 2 x 25 stamps, all
made by an electro-plating process. In the delivery records, 6 printing plates of
100 subjects Of the 20 Rp. value and 8 plates of 50 subjects of the 30 Rp. value are
mentioned. In the PTT archives there is a high relief plate for the 30 Bp. value
in which the design is positive, which was used in the manufacture of the galvanos
for the copper plates.
Despite the high qualifications of the two printers, difficulties multiOrel]. Mali complained to the Topography Department that the printing
plates were of defective quality/ making it difficult to produce sharp reproductions.
Meanwhile, the Topography Department criticised . Orell. Men of ignoring instructions
for the mixing of the colours.
plied.

Paper for this issue was delivered by the Sihl Paper Mill in April 1924.
A post office official was present throughout the manufacture. He provided
an 'Egoutter' - a roller or dandy roll - which impressed a _Marge Cr040 watermark
in the paper. At the end of the day's run he returned the dandy roll to the ZUrich
regional postal directorate. All waste paper had to be destroyed in hie presence.

. Pacer.

4 Wet

Tale of Perforation , .

The copperplate printing process required that the paper
first be moist in order to increase the absorbency to
permit a better transfer of ink from the depressions in the plate.
Paper, since it
is made of vegetable fibre, is hygroscopic, with the result that it will either expand
or shrink/ depending on its moisture content.
It is, therefore, necessary to ensure
that during printing allowance is made for the direction of the grain in the paper.
(During paper-making the individual fibres are matted together us the pulp passes
over the screen, but by the reciprocating action of the screen, the fibres are
aligned in the direction of motion._ Moisture causes these, . fibres to swell so that
paper will expand actosp its width, and at right angles to the direction of manufacture.

Following the delivery of the first printed sheets from Orell FUssli, the
Federal Mint which had been entrusted with the perforation of the sheets, complained of considerable difficulties: the sheets would not fit the perforatbrs. The
Complaint was referred to Orell FUssli by the Postal Administration, which also drew
attention to the problem of paper moisture, By return express letter Orell Paean
replied that wetting took place by drawing three sheets through water and then
placing the sheets between two dry sheets. In the Topography Department wetting
was done by immersing two sheets at; a time until about 40 sheets were wetted. The
sheets were then laid on a board and pressed in a platten press.
FOesli recommended that the Mint take up the difference by adjusting each
sheet under the perforating pins, thereby considerably increasing the amount of work.
The basic cause of the problem was that FUssli, contrary to proper practice, but
perhaps to utilise the paper better, had printed the stamps across the grain, i.e. at
right angles to the direction of the paper manufacture.
The sheets, therefore/
stretched from 2 to 3 millimetres.
(To be continued)
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THE ORIGIN OF THE SILK THREADS
l
References to the history of the 'Strubeli stamps, their production in Munich,
based on the stamps of Bavaria, and the use of silk-thread paper, may tend to give
the impression that the silk thread paper was of German origin.
This, however, is not so, it was an English invention. In a short book,
published privately in 1975 by H. Dagnall, a former member of our Society, he has
written a fascinating account entitled "JOHN DICKINSON & HIS SILK THREAD PAPER",
in which he traces the life of a remarkable man, his inventions and achievements,
his success in making this special security paper and his efforts to promote its
adoption for postal uses.
John Dickinson was born in 1782. At the age of fifteen he was apprenticed to
a stationer, soon becoming involved in the paper trade and eventually setting up
his first paper mill in 1809. So successful was he that in 1830 he opened a new
mill at Croxley. Meanwhile he had been experimenting with methods of making
se.;urity paper by the introduction of cotton, flaxen or silken thread or other substances into the paper pulp during manufacture. His silk thread paper was adopted
in 1829 for Exchequer Bonds and other Government documents, and later, as the Post
ffice developed, for letter sheets including the Mulready envelopes.

When the first adhesive

stamps were envisaged Dickinson hoped his paper would
be used and trial printings were submitted. He was actually awarded the contract
but to his great disappointment Rowland Hill rescinded the decision, mainly on
account of cost, and decided in favour of a water-marked paper from another
enovlier.
Nevertheless, the fame of his silk thread paper and other inventions had
spread abroad and Dickinson's processes were worked under licence by the Bavarian
Paper Mill at Peeing and used for the first Bavarian stamps, also, as we know, for
the 'Strubeli' stamps of Switzerland.
The only other stamps to be Printed on silk thread paper were the first two
e
stemps or sea1eswig 4o1stein and by Wurttemberg for its second issue in 1857.
his phenomenal auccesses in the paper-making industry, fortune did
Despite
y
not alwa s mile on John Dickinson. In later years there was litigation with
De La Rue over patent rights, which the latter won.
John Dickinson retired from the firm at the age of 76 and lived on until
almost 87, while the firm and his achievements oontinue to flourish to-day.
E. .R.
.1.0101111017.11111111•11t

U.N. GENEVA CANCELS
meul or

M

o t r. Rutherfoord
A short ti me ago I had some conversation with our
two
are
there
that
me
to
regarding U.N. cancels. He explained
circand
slogan
types of obliteration, both with
ular date stamp, but that the philatelic office
CDS is as shown in Fig. 1, while the Swiss PTT
office cancel does not have the 4 stars.
Readers of tne 'News Letter' may be interested to now that there are not only two, but
in fact three possible obliterations available.
The third one Pig. 2) can be obtained by posting
letters in the post-box situated just inside the first building (on the right) of
the Palaie des Nations. It consists of a CDS which is much larger than the others
( 4 cm. diar,) as against the more usual 2.15 cm. diam.; the essential differences
,

( za)

size

(b) the '10' (district No.)

i
(c) small 'd in lower segment

Another interesting point to record: A letter I posted recently at the PTT
office without a stamp received the expected franking. The postman attempted to
deliver the' letter normally, affixing 70c. & 20c. definitive stamps which were
cancelled f as usual, with the 'T' in'circle, but as I was out these (both) received
the 'ANNULE' cancel and I was invited to collect the mail from the post office.
1
This time a 90c. stamp was affixed, but instead of the 'T canoe' it.received a

normal CBS - this I found especially interesting having just read the article by
Mr. J. P. Taylor.

A. HICKSON

Some Swiss stamps which are now seldom seen in stock books
or in club
packet booklets are those -issued between 1911 and 1943 under
the name of."Portsfreiheitsmarken" - Postage free stamps or Frank stamps.
In 1910a Federal law passed by the National Assembly sancti
oned the
issue of special stamps which would allow certain charitable
organisations,
hospitals etc., established for the care of the poor and the
sick, to send mail
free of postage. As from 1st January 1911 the Post Office
announced that
selected organisations would be issued with Prank stamps,
each to be allowed up to
a total value

not exceeding Fr,2,000 per year.

The design was similar, to that of the current postage due stamps
,
with the Jungfrau massif, alpine flowers and the Federal cross
in the
centre, but to distinguish them from the postage dues the letters 'P
P'
(Port paye) were added, one on either side of the value figure
also
they were printed on slightly blued paper. 'Values were 2, 3, 5, 10,
15 and 20c.
To maintain a check on their usage the stampsoissued to each
institution were numbered at the top with stall control figure
s in
series which were allocated according to the needs of each of the
postal districts;
Geneva
1-100
Luzern
701- 800.
Lausanne
101-300
ZOrich
801-1000
Bern
301-400
St.- Gallen
1001-1100
Neuchatel
401-500
Chur
1101-1150
Basel
501-600
Bellinzona
1151-1200
Aarau
601-700

** Ref., BBZ 1926, p.25
From 1911-1925 the control numbers were small in black. Furth
er issues
were made in January 1926 and January 1927, with Slightly
larger, thicker figures.
Of the 1926 issue only 3 values, 5, 10 and 20c.' were actually issued and
were in
uee for about one year. Those issued in 1927 had a postal
validity to 31st

December 1935.

Small quantities of some sheets were sold unnumbered or cancel
led to
order in response to requests from collectors, On the occas
ion of the 'NABA'
Exhibition in 1934 the 10c. value of the 1927 series (Z.No.
12z) was specially
printed on grilled paper. 21,000 stamps with control numbe
rs were sold at the
exhibition, and 5,500 copies without control numbers, most
being cancelled to order.
In

1935

an entirely new series of

3 values was itsued, designed by Karl

Bickel and depicting portraits of a
Protestant Deaconess (5c.), a Catholic
Nun (10c.) and Henri Dunant, founder of
the Red Cross (20c,).
These were
printed on grilled paper, while a further
issue in 1943 was made on plain paper.
As before a email quantity was printed without control number
s.
Elusive as these now are, occasionally one comes across an
item on cover
which, together with a set of the appropriate stamps, makes
an interesting page
or two in a collection.

Lata&LIM,9.W.Z.Z.D.M2,91101:_
)91,
Members will recall the announcement made in the October HNL
that owing
to reconstruction work to be carried out at Drury House in
January, a new venue
would have to be arranged for our meeting on Wednesday, Januar
y 11th.
Our member Mr. A. S. Newell has very kindly offered to accommodate
us at
his business premises in MICROTRON HOUSE, 338, CIRY ROAD,
LOKDON EC4. The nearest
Underground station is tye Angel (Islington). From the stati
on turn left into
City Road and Microtron House is on the right hand side. Will
members please AA
arrive befue 6.15 p.p.
If you should get lost the telephone No. is 01-837-0192!
The subject for the evening is 'ODDS & ENDS', which invariably produc
es a wealth
of unusual items.
NORTHERN GROUP
Saturday, January 14th - RED CROSS - Discu

ssion Leader:

Mr. G. Ti. Wilson
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NUMBERS ISSUED
The following figures have been
leased by the ?TT:
PRO JUVERTUTE 1976
20'+ 10 c. $4$ 10,535,000
11,583,000
(Elder) 40 + -20 0.
9,911,000
40 + 20 0. **0
(Lime)
4,288,000
' 80 + 40 0.
including 350,766 booklets.
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'DID YOU KNOW.?
the Dec. issue of the BBZ
..... thath inunveil
ed the sensation of

Max Hertsc
1977, the discovery of a used tgte-belche
pair of 15c. yellow Z.No.63A, cancelled
Bauma 20.IV.83.
..... that on 10th Nov. the stamp label
vending machine (Al) in ZUrich Main
Station was exchanged for a new model.
This has the usual 2 slots for coins from
5c to Fr.5.-, a better value display, but
*SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
4 buttons, one as before to get a label
for the displayed value, then 3 new ones,
Missed from previous mention:
for 40,70 & 80c. This means one can put
from 4th Nov. '77:in say a Fr.5.- piece, then press the
Historische Umgebung
9116 WOLFERTSWIL
40c. button 10 times, the 70c. once then
(K.678)
the let button to get one's 'change' as
a 30c. label, I expect the others will
The following will be issued on 3rd
also be changed in time. The number of
January and remain in use until 30th
Swiss coins rejected is almost zero. A
December 1978:
'
Belgian frine was acceptedas a 20c
6014 LITTAD - 800 Jehr Littau
piece for a good PTT profit:
6015 REWSBOBL - 800 Jahr Lit tau
that I have been told by Philargos
8462 RHEINAU - 1200 Jahre
that the name of the designer of the
T
These three do not have X' numbers.
previous Swiss definitives is Hugo Wetli,
-1 not Welti, as used by me in last HNL for
SPECIAL EVENT CANCELLATION
instance. The folders mentioned are
selling well too.
Consultative
1. amalinof'
..... that those collectors of 'K' local
suLlgaICLALICUtt - held from 14-19
flying
a
in Bern. The cancel shows
publicity cancels had better hurry if
.11.
14-19
15
BERN
horse and reads: 3000
they have not yet ordered a copy of the
••••211.0.1,

77 - 1957-1977 - 20e ANNIVERSAIRE DU

CONSEIL CONSULTATIF DES ETUDES POSTALES.
2. Escalade, Geneva. Larking this annual
festival a special postcard was issued
and the usual Escalade slogan cancel on
10/11th December.
n

1,1

:

SVP catalogue-cum-handbook. The 3000

printed will all be sold soon. I can
arrange ordering at 45 per copy if desired. (Note falling rate of t).
that the lovely PJ roses have a
pecularity I haven't seen before. The
tab text all round, except top, is in
one language only, i.e. Latin name of
that rose, except the 40c. which has

e
A
t NP,
etr n
=
"
for
issued
also
was
special postcard
this event, being held on 31st December,
h only. Post offices with names
and a circular cancel with the same design Frenc
like Rosenberg, Rosental etc., or with
- also shown on the new 50o. definitive,
a rose in their publicity cancel or
lt
He
•
Wo
"0
4.
slogan, had a busy time. While Rosen.
.
TO be held tal was having new and additional cancellon 2nd ry '78. The special cancel ers made, an emergency cancel was in
has the serpent and staff emblem with a
use, as I am informed by Fritz Berger,
'30',
s,
figure
with
centre
the
across
band
- 2.1.78 - OMS ..... that I should have found out be'

and reads: '1211 GENEVE 27

WHO - 1948 - 1918.
PHILATELIC AWARDS

Our indefatigable Dr. Ganz )118.0 been
making his mark in the competitive field.
winning a Vermeil medal atMidaphil '77
in Kansas City; a Silver at the National
CPS in Chicago for Airmails 1922-30 and a
Gold at Compex (?) '77, Congratulations:
His 'display of 'Perfins' has been
, accepted for 'Lemanex", and should reap
another award.
•••n•n•nn

DID YOU KNOW?

Cont.

..... that Question No. 66 is: For which
years did Switzerland mias issuing a
Europa stamp before the CEPT was founded?
LB.

fore that the SBB reissued their rail-

way station map last year. Now costs
Fr.3.- (a Li note to me if you want one.)
that in the BBZ of November there
...............
•
was an interesting 'find' mentioned.

During the war years some stamp paper was
made with half the thickness of the

usual paper, but this reserve stock was

used only in 1948 to print 50 (202y) and

20c (215y) tate-b;che sheets for book-

lets and some DIE 10c (DV 24). A limit-

ed number of pairs can be had from
Zumatein for Fr.1,200.- each, unused.
........ that the answer to Question No.65
is: the Sc. (Chur might get a Phila-

telic counter soon, it is rumoured) and
the'90c. in Latschental. The Buro in
Lausanne is the odd man out.
(cont. 341 C01. 1)
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Ti

we learn with deep_regret of
the death a few days ago of

If there is an 'X' in the
box it means that lip_1 142,jiat
sajtaatui your renewal sub
remains outstanding.

MR. F. N. HILLIARD
of Hastings, Sussex, who had been
a member since 1971.

If not on its Say please
help us by paying promptly, thus reducing
our clerical work.

NSZEKSZ&E, Hon.Sec. R. A. HOYLE,
BA4pL POLICE STAMPS.

If inter
:listed contact I. Tillen, Flat 1,
37, Sherbourne Road, Acocks Green,

Birmin gham B27 7DH.
Unmounted mint set of 8, Cat.
Fr.105 = £26 approx. Nos. 63,65,68-73
large format. Two sets available at
£10 per set or nearest offer. Also
two copies No. 68 used, Fr.5.- each.
Used small format, Moe. 77,84,100,
101, 107-111, 118 (10 vale. Cat. Fr.80
all). Mint Nos. 40 & 43; Mint Peesvine
Fr.3.75 (2), Fr.7150 (2), Fr.37.50 (1).
Cat. Fr.40.
ANY SINGLE STAMP listed above may
be had at HALF CATALOGUE VALUE.
SPECIAL PRICE OF £35 (Cat. value
£86) IF ALL THE ABOVE ARE PURCHASED IN
0#E LOT.
INIIMOMMII1110.01

Have you noted the alternation:
arrangements for January on page 94?

New editions published
Price:

2.

.. Price:

2.25

The new algglAWSED CATALOGUE
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN, XXII Edition
will be issued in the spring of 1978.
Supplements : te the Europe Catalogue
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN

Annual fee 19781 SFr. 25.without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplement.
For fine, first-class stamps RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE —
send your Wants Lists to

ZUM
STE
IN
ProPr.

overprints, aome on cover, overprinted
definitive issues of Liechtenstein with

examples on cover and the first issue of
special official stamps of 1950. He
concluded with a selection of covers from
various charitable organisations.
Mr. Moore produced a remarkable

selection of Helvetic Republic cover*
showing examples of the official frank
stamps which were provided to the Central
and Cantonal Govt. Departments.

and overprints including several rare
items,

R.1•11.

GREETINGS

Please order, Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E7LW

are publiihed in the
ZEITUNG.

Liechtenstein. After this came official

20.10

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1978
Pocket size

followed by official postcards for use by
Govt. Depts including a rare card cancelled
in 1878 with German heading 'AMTLICHE
KORRESPONDERZKARTE'. Also a telephone
bill of 1910 and numerous cover, showing
Franco labels including some used in

and a superb collection of Swiss definitive issues with the perforated cross

on 1st September 1977:
E:U R 0

subject being 'OFFICIAL MAIL OF SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENSTEIN', commencing with an
official letter of 1855 with 'Zu Spit' mark,

Finally Mr. Highsted showed a large
selection of earl y o ffi c i a l postcards

ZUMSTEIN

204211E

6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.
Dr. Ritchie acted as Discussion
Leader at the Nov. meeting in Leeds, the

Hertsch & Cie
F.O.B. 2585 . CH - 300/ BERN

for the
ESTIVE SEASON
and the
NEW YEAR
from

who will give every assistance in the

Coming Year to your stamp collecting
requirements.
Approvals of all issues of
SWISS STAMPS
covers etc., available on request
and prompt attention given to Wants
Lists.
14, Lew Lane,
Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE
Lancs. LA4 6PN

***

